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"CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN POVERTY:
BEYOND THE STATISTICS"

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington., DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., at Friend-

ship House, 619 D Street, SE., Hon. George Miller presiding.
Members present: Representatives Miller, Boggs, Boxer, Fish,

Johnson, Wheat, Levin, and De Hums.
Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Ann

Rosewater, deputy staff director; Judy Weiss, professional staff; An-
thony Jackson, professional staff; Mark Souder, minority staff di-
rector; and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families will come to order.

The purpose of this hearing, unfortunately, is to once again visit
the issue of children and families in poverty. At the very first hear-ing of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families 2%
years ago, one of the Nation's leading social scientists told the com-
mittee that perhaps the single most important fact about American
families and children is that poverty is increasing, holding in its
grip families who have been poor some time and adding new fami-
lies each year, many never having dreamt that this might be their
lot.

Today, more than 30 hearings and several major studies later,
many of us have come to the same tragic conclusion. We haw 13
million impoverished children in America, 3 million more thah a
1979; more than 50 percent of black children and nearly 25 percent
of all children now live in poverty.

In 1981 we were told that there was a safety net that would pro-
tect the poor from the effects of massive program cuth. In fact, mil-
lions have fallen through the safety net, and in addition, taxes on
low-income families have gone up 300 percent. Recession has taken
jobs and thousands of dollars from their wallets, and billions have
been cut from programs designed to help these families.

In short, we have greatly increased the vulnerability of thosewho already are most vulnerablechildrenwhile making it much
more difficult for their families to provide for them. This is a
design for disaster, and the victims of our failure will be with usfor decades to come.

We have come to Friendship House today to listen to the chil-
dren and the families involved in the struggle to survive poverty.

(1)
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That struggle is a matter of day-to-day survival for millions of
Americans. In 1980 the poverty rate for children in the District of
Columbia was higher than any State except Mississippi. We know
that more than one third of the teens are unemployed and that 93
percent of all the births are to unmarried teens.

Today we hope to go beyond the statistics. We are going to listen
today to the real poverty experts, the people who have been endur-
ing it, and we will hear what it like to live in inadequate housing
without heat or food or money or doctor or carfare.

Sadly, the stories we hear today are not unique. They reflect a
nationwide trend which portends more poverty, more ill health,
and more social dependence.

As always, this committee is interested in learning how children
and families have successfully struggled out of poverty, what they
have done differently, who has helped them along the way. We will
hear from those who work closely with the families throughout the
metropolitan area, about the kinds of assistance and services that
are most effective and most needed.

We hope to gain a deeper understanding of poverty, and to illus-
trate the importance of elected officials and caring citizens working
to end poverty for children and families. It is as true today as it
was 20 years ago when this Nation set upon that course.

The select committee has constantly tried to keep the issue of
poor families on its agenda, to focus on children in poverty and
their problems. But I would like to note that the hearing today was
really at the insistence of Congressman Ron De llums, who came to
me on the floor of the House several weeks ago and related to me
several devastating situations that had been brought to his atten-
tion. He asked if the select committee could spend some time to
once again focus our energies and our attention on this problem,
which clearly goes beyond the District of Columbia. We also
thought it was very important for policymakers to understand that
right here in the shadow of our Nation's Capitol, we have families
that live in a desperate situation on a day-to-day basis.

I would like at this time to recognize any members of the com-
mittee who might have an opening statement that they would like
to make. First of all, Mrs. Lindy Boggs from Louisiana.

[Opening statement of Chairman George Miller followsl
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YouTH, AND FAMILIES

At the first hearing of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
two and one-half years ago, one vf the nation's leading social scientists told the
Committee:

"Perhaps the single most impo,g rtan t fact about American families and children is
that poverty is increasing, holdiin its grip famiili e. who have been poor for some
time, and adding new families each year, many never having dreamt that this
might be their lot"

Today, more than 30 hearings and several major studies later, many of us have
come to the same tragic conclusion.

We have 13 million aopoverished children in America, three million more than in
1979. Mcee than 50 percent of black children, and nearly 25 percent of all children,
now live in poverty.

In 1981 we were told that a "safety net" would protect the poor from the effe cts of
massive program cuts. In fact, millions have fallen through that safety net. In addi-
tion, taxes on low-income families have gone up 300%, recession has taken jobs and
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thousands of dollars from their wallets, and billions have been cut from programs
designed to help these families without regard to their basic needs.

In short, we have greatly increased the vulnerability of those who are already
most vulnerablechildrenwhile making it much more difficult for their familiesto provide for them.

This is a desi1 for disaster. And the victims of our failure will be with us fordecades to come.
We've come to Friendship House today to listen to children and families involved

in a struggle to survive poverty. That struggle is a matter of day-to-day survival formillions.
In 1980, the poverty rate for children in the District of Columbia was higher than

any state, except Mississippi. We know that mare than one-third of the teens hereare unemployed, and that 93% of all teen births are to unmarried teens.
Today we hope to go beyond the statistics. We're going to listen today to the real

poverty experts, the people who have been enthiring it. We will hear what it is liketo live in inadequate housing, without heat, or food, or money for a doctor, or car-fare.
Sadly, the stories we will hear today are not unique. They reflect a nationwidetrend which portends more poverty, poor health, and social dependence.
As always, this Committee is interested in learning how children and families

have successfully struggled out of poverty. What have they done differently? What
helped them along the way? We will hear from those who work closely with familiesthroughout the metropolitan area about what kinds of assistance and services aremost effective.

We hope to gain from this hearing a deeper understanding of the realities of pov-erty. But understanding poverty better means nothing if we do rwt also understandthat we, as elected officials and as caring citizens, have a responsibility to end pov-
erty for children and families. That is as true today as it was 20 years ago.

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES IN POVERTY: A FACT SHEET

CHILDHOOD POVERTY REMAINS HICH

In 1984, 12.9 million, or 21 percent, of all children in America, were poor. 8.1 mil-lion of those children were white, 4.3 million were black and 2.3 million were His-panic children (white and non-white). 6.7 million (52 percent) of these impoverishedchildren were in female-headed, single-parent households. (Census Bureau, 1985)The poverty rate for children under 6 was 23.4 percent in 1984. For black childrenunder 6, the poverty rate was 51.1 percent, the highest rate recorded for this groupsince the Census Bureau began collecting these data in 1970. (Census Bureau, 1985)
The number of poor children increased by nearly 3.5 million between 1979 ...nd1983, and fell by 520,000 between 1983 and 1984. The decline between 1983 and 1984was entirely among white children, although the poverty rate for white children,

16.1 percent, remains over 40 percent higher than in 1979. Poverty rates for black
children remained at 46.2 percent between 1983 and 1984, and rose from 37.7 to 38.7
percent for Hispanic children. (Census Bureau, 1985)

The increase in poverty among children since 1979 included over 2 million chil-dren in male-hladed families During that period, poverty rates in male-headed fam-
ilies climbed faster than in female-headed families. (Census Bureau, 1985)

Between 1959 and 1969, the child poverty rate was cut in half, to a record low of13.8 percent. By 1984. the child poverty rate had risen 50 percent above its 1969 low.(Census Bureau, 1985)

POVERTY HIGHEST IN FEMALE-HEADED AND MINORITY FAMILIES
A child in a female-headed family is four times as likely to be poor as one in amale-present family. A black child is three times as likely to be poor as a whitechild. (Children in Poverty, Committee on Ways and Means, 1985)
Forty-five percent of all poor white children, and 75 percent of all poor black chil-dren, live in female-headed, single-parent families. By 1990, 3 million more childrenunder 10 will live in single-parent households, (totalling 38.8 million, a 48 percentincrease in this decade) raising the percentage of children in such households to 23

percent. (Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, 1983 and Children inPoverty, 1985)
Overall. 4.8 percent of children are "persistently" poor (poor 10 years cr moreduring a 15 year period). However, nearly 30 percent of black children are persist-
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ently poor. Of all persistently poor children, almost 90 percent are black. (Children
in Poverty, 1985)

WORKING POOR FAMILIES TRY TO ESCAPE POVERTY

Nearly 40 percent of families receiving AFDC in 1982 reported earnings from
income during that year. (Beyond The Myths, Center on Social Welfare Policy and
Law, 1985;

More than one-sixth of poor children in 1983, 2.5 mAllion, were in families with at
least one full-time, year.round worker. (Children in Poverty, 1985)

One-fourth of children in married-coup'e families would be poor if their only
income were their father's earnings. If the mother's earnings are also counted, the
poverty rate for children in married-couple families is reduced to 17.2 percent, a 30
percent reduction. (Children in Poverty, 1985)

HIGHER TAEW AND EROSION OF INCOME SUPPORTS LEAVE CHILDREN MORE DEEPLY IN
POVERTY

In 1978, a family of four at the poverty line paid $403 in payroll taxes and re-
ceived $134 in refundable Earned Income 'Tax credits for a total federal tax burden
of $269. In 1984, a similar low-income family paid $711 in payroll taxes and $365 in
income taxes for a total Federal tax burden of $1.076, an increase of 300 percent.
(Joint Committee on Taxation, 1984)

Betwe( n 1973 and 1983, the number of children in poverty increased by over 40
percent. During that time, aggregate government income supports to impoverished
children, including AFDC and Social Security benefits, declined in real terms. The
combined effect of declining real value of benefits, and increasing numbers 40 poor
children, means the average amount of support going to each child fell significantly.
(Children in Poverty, 1985)

The average number of poor children receiving AFDC benefits declined from 83.6
per 100 chi:dren in 1973 to 53.3 per 100 in 1983 because state income eligibility
standards have not kept pace with inflation. (Children in Poverty, 1985)

In 1984, the combined benefit from food stamps and AFDC was below the poverty
level in every state except Alaska, and below 75 percent of the poverty level in
almost four-fifths of the states. 50.3 percent of all Food Stamp recipients are chil-
dren. (Committee on Ways and means, 1985 and U.S. Department of Agriculture,
1982)

Of the nearly 1 million women below the poverty level who were due child s (p-
port payments in 1983, only 62 percent received any amount of payment. The aver-
age annual payment received was $1,430, about 60 percent of the average payment
received by all women. The average total income of an impoverished mother with 3
children who received child support payments in 1983 was $5,423. (Census Bureau.,
1985)

POVERTY AND NEED IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

The poverty rate for children in Washington, DC, 26 percent was higher than the
child poverty rate for any of the 50 states except Mississippi. (Census Bureau, 1980)

In 1984, the infant mortality rate in Washington, DC as 20.6 per 100 Fve births,
nearly twice the national average of 10.6 per 100 live births. (National Center for
Health Statistics, 1985)

In 1984, 93 percent of all teenao girls who gave birth in Washington were un-
married. (washington, DC Dept. of Hamn Services, 1985)

The average annual unemployment rate in 1984 for all teenagers in Washington,
DC was 36.5 percent; for black teenagers, it was 40.5 percent. (Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics, 1985)

Mrs. Boms. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
And thank you very much for holding this hearing, and Mr. Del-.

lums, for insisting upon it. Thank you for comirg to this place, be-
cause you have really come to the source when you have come to
Friendship House. It was the first settlement house in Washington.
It is here in the shadow of the dome of the Capitol. It has served in
varying degrees, aacording to the circumstances of its neighbors,
for many, many years.
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I had the privilege of serving here in what was called the Con-
gressional Circle for Friendship House with a group of other wives
for many years; and then when the evidence was pouring into the
house and its services that somehow we needed to change the focus
of the services here, Barbara Bolling of Missouri and I were the
Chairs that year of the fundraiser. We decided we had to have a
big fundraiser in order to raise money for a survey.

So we had a jazz festival, and Mr. Wheat, you will be interested
to know that we had, of course, great jazz bands from Missouri,
from Kansas City and from St. Louis, from New Orleans, from San
Francisco, from Chicago, from New York, and we even had a jazz
pianist from Japan. And we raised sufficient funds in order to con-
duct a survey of the neighborhood. Just as the ...,oard felt it would,
it showed that we needed to change the focus of the services here
at Friendship House.

That survey became the model that was used 20 years ago, Mr.
Chairman, when the War on Poverty Programs were put into place
for neighborhood surveys.

And so I am very, very pleased and honored that you have come
to Friendship House to hold this most important hearing for the
children, the youth, and the families, not only of our Nation's cap-
ital, but for our whole Nation.

And I thank you very, very much for the opportunity of saying
so.

Chairman Muss Thank you.
Mrs. Boxer.
Mrs. Boxsa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Very briefly, I want to thank my colleague from California, Mr.

De llums, and you for responding to this overwhelming need that
we have in the Congress to take a look at what is really happening
on the ground.

We hear the statistics, and sometimes we become immune to
them and we do not really get behind them. And that is what thiswill do for us today.

And as a mother, as someone who. when I see a child, I just light
up, the thought of children being in poverty, one out of every two
black children, one out of every four Hispanic children, one out of
every six white children, in poverty, it is a shame on our country.And I think that with your leadership, maybe we can begin to
attack the problem.

Chairman Mnaza. Thank you.
Mr. Wheat.
Mr. WHEAT. Even more briefly, Mr. Chairman, let me thank Mr.

Dellums for prodding our chairman to hold this hearing, and thank
you, Mr. Chairman, for needing no prodding to have this hearing
and for keeping a host of issues regarding the status of children on
the forefront of the collective consciousness of this country.

Chairman Mnixs. Thank you.
And as is obvious, we are joined today by Congressman Ron Del-

lums, who is also the Chairman of the District of Columbia Com-
mittee.

Ron, do you have a statement?
Mr. DELLUMS. Yes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

9
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Very briefly, I would like to thank you and the members of the
panel for going forward ith these field hearings, and I would like
to join you in challenging our colleagues in the Congress on both
sides of the aisle to eradicate poverty.

And fmally, simply say that I believe that a society that threat-
ens its children is a society on its way to dying. And poverty and
disease and hunger threaten our children, and it is terribly impor-
tant that we fight back.

And I was just saying a moment ago to the witness to my imme-
diate left, when she said, will this help; and I said, we have to go
down struggling and battling and we have to politicize it. So you
have to raise your voice as loudly, as powerfully, as you can in the
name, in defense of oilr children.

And I appreciate it very much, and thank you very much for the
opportunity to speak very briefly. I would like to hear from the
witnesses, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Mum.. Thank you.
And I would like to thank Friendship House for provkling this

facility and being so very helpful to the committee in setting up
this hearing.

They have been a tremendous resource for this neighborhood and
for this city.

Our first panel will be made up of parents and individuals who
will give us direct testimony about their particular situation here
in the District of Columbia and the surrounding areas.

And our first witness will be Tweedy Williams.
And I would like to acknowledge that we have been joined by

Nancy Johnson, our colleague from Connecticut.
Tweedy?

STATEMENT OF TWEEDY WILLIAMS, PARENT, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. WunAms. Hello. My name is Tweedy Williams.
And I would like to take this time to tell you a little bit about

myself. I spent most of my adolescent life in the small town of Law-
rence, MA. My mother was

[Ms. Williams' child crying.]
Mrs. BOXER. Can I take the baby, if I go and stand on the other

side of the room?
Ms. WauAms. Forgive tbe interruption.
To start with, my mother was on welfare when I was a child, and

I really hated it. It was very, veryhow can I saydifficult know-
ing that if a check did not come, you would more than likely lose
your apartment, you would not be able to eat, there would be no
food; and if the check was going to be late that month, you had a
choice of either being stifflipped about it and sticking it out or
swallowing your pride and going to your friends and ecking for
help and for food and for money, which really isit has happened
a few times.

And to see your mother's face when she comes into the door,
knowing that she had just gone to a friend literally begging for
money, is not a very pleasant sight to see.

1 0
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My mother passed away recentlywell, I say recently. Actually,
it was about 3 years ago. And we have been living down in the
Washington-Virginia-Maryland area for about 5 years.

About myself, I, as of last week, was living in a shelter, which I
am very grateful for, because it kept myself and my son off the
streets. Now I am sharing an apartment with a friend of mine who
also was in the shelter, but she was lucky enough to get out, and
she needed a roommate, so I was lucky enough to be at the right
place at the right time.

During the time I was in the shelter, I was working two jobs.
One was in Langley Park; the other one was down in Bethesda. By
the way, the shelter was in Bethesda.

The job in Bethesda was easy to get to because it was right down
the street, but the job in Langley Park was quite difficult to get to.
I had to take several buses and transfer quite a few times to get to
work. So eventually I lost that job because of my transportation
problem and being there late so often.

Luckily, I was able to keep the job in Bethesda, which I still have
now. The problem being with that job is that the building is going
to close down. So since that building is going to close down, the job
is going to be gone. But through the grace of God, I have another
job starting the day after that job ends. So I am very grateful for
that.

To be straight about it, I right now am on welfare. I get a partial
check because I am working. I hope soon, with the other job that I
am getting, I will not have to have welfare. I am grateful for it,because it did keep clothes on my son and myself. It kept us fed. It
paid our rent. It met our basic needs.

But I do not want my son growing up with just his basic needs
met. I want to be able to say, all right, I have a v... ek off of work;let us go to Disney World, you know, or something ;...! that nature.
But I know that at this time it is far in the future for me.

The jobs that I am working right nowwell, they are not myfirst jobs that I have ever had. I have been working since 1 was
actually, legal jobs-14, butwell, I will sayI will net say nonle-galI will say jobs that I should not have been working because of
my age, I have been working since I was about 12. So due to the
situation that my mother was in, I had to drop out of high school
and help her, help us, I should say.

So it was kind of a tossup. I did want to complete school, but I
could not. So I more or less just had to depend on myself and my
mother to help us get by.

The job I am working now, it costs me about $4.80 to get to and
from work a day, and I make $4 an hour. So that is still pretty
good. The job I am going to be getting is paying more money, whichis good, but 1 still have to pay the $4.86 to get to and from work
because it is still in Bethesda.

And as I said, I have a 1-year-old son, which you have all seen,
and I would just like to have his life to be a lot better than mine. I
do not want him to have to depend on somebody else's generosity. I
want him to know that I can take care of hlm, and when he grows
up, I hope that he will be able tothat IwIll be able to instill someof that in him, so when he has a family he will be able to take care
of them, and so on, and so on.

11
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And really, that is about all I have to say. I thank you very
much for your time and your patience.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Aletha?
Can we move the mikes over?
[Prepared statement of Tweedy Williams followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TWEEDY W17 LIAMS

Hello, my name is Tweedy Williams, and I would like to take this time to tell you
a little about myself.

To start, my mother was on welfare when I was a child and I hated it. Waiting for
the check to come for the rent, food and clothesjust the basic things you need to
stay alive. It all hinged on if the check did not come, would you have food, or would
you have to swallow your pride again and ask your friends for some help. It really
stunk.

I was living in a shelter in Bethesda just last week, and by the grace of God and
help from a few friends, I moved out last weekend to an apartment in Southeast. I
had been in the shelter for about 2 months. During that time I was working 2 jobs.

To my dismay, I had to quit one of my jobs because of transportation problems.
Now I just work at the sub shop. Where I m living now is farther away from my job,
but I have more incentive to get up in the morning.

Don't get me wrong, these are not the first jobs I have had. I've been working
ever since I was fourteen years old. I've done everything from babysitting, to pack-
ing fruit, to phone solicitinganything as long as it was legal.

Now I have to get up at 5 a.m. to get to work in Bethesda on time. The round trip
costs me $4.80, and I only make $4 an hour. The store I'm working at is about to
close down permanently, but I've been blessed by God once again. I got a job that
pays more money and it starts the day after my present job ends.

It will still cost me $4.80 to get to and from work, but I am grateful that I have a
job to go to every morning.

I have a one-year-old son and I don't wr.nt him to live the kind of life I had. I
want his home to be filled with the things he needs and wants, and I pray I can give
them to him.

Thank you for your time and patience.

STATEMENT OF ALETHA HARRIS, PARENT, MARYLAND

Ms. Hmuus. Good morning. My name is Aletha Harris, and I am
a resident of Montgomery County, MD.

I am fully employed by the National Institute of Health as a
computer assistant.

I come from a family of eight children. My father was a brick
contractor, and my mother was a housewife. All my life, you know,
she did not go to work because he, you know, adequately provided
for the family.

As I grew older, you know, she decided that, when she no longer
had babies at home, so she decided on her own, not because she
had to, she went out to work. And I assumed that that was the way
that a home should be, the father and mother working together to
raise the children.

However, at the age of 17, I gave birth to a daughter, which is
now 15 years old. My mother and father discouraged me from get-
ting married because at that age my father told me I did not have
enough experience to just go out in the world. I was still a child.

So I just took his advice and tried to make the best of what I, you
know, did. At the age of 22, thinking that I was capable of going
out on my own, I married a disabled veteran. In this marriage I
suffered total hardship. Six months after the marriage, my hus-
band caught an eye of another woman, and that is where the trage-
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dy had begun. He continued abandoning me until I just decided I
was just going to move out where he could never fmd me. And tothis day he has never been able to relocate me.

Life with him was like living in a reformatory. He never paid the
rent, he never provided food for us. He did not care about us, and
111 despised my daughter I had out of wedlock. He did not want tobe bothered with her at no time. He even showed it, and on one
occasion I remember him sending her to school with her shoes with
safety pins in them because he was so busy providing for this other
person that he did not even take the time to proAde for me andthe child.

We had two children from the marriage which were victims ofeviction from apartment to apartment until I could find work to
take on the responsibility of the family. Before that happened, I
was on welfare. The Salvation Army just took me in until I couldfind a one-bedroor . apartment.

I did go on welfare, however, because I did not have any skills,
and I had a small baby at home. And they gave me a check for
$282 a month. With that I had to pay $199 a month rent, $77 for
food stamps, and it left me with $6 to last me for 30 days. I had not
enough money to buy soap or wash my clothing or for anything. If
I wanted to go out to go somewhere or if my child needed diapers,
after that $6 to buy enough diapers to last me 15 days, I had noway of getting them. As a matter of fact, what I had to do, I had
about 10 cloth diapers. I would wash them all day long for the next
30 days to make sure I had enough for the children to go about,
you know, keeping the baby dry. I stayed home most of the timebecause I had nothing to wear. I only had one pair of pants; I wore
them so much that the neighbors even talked about me not comingout anymore.

My husband was so desperate to destroy me, he got upset that I
was trying to make it on my own, so he would come to the apart-ment to harass me. And on one occasion he came to the apart-mentbecause I would never open the doorhe was a karate
expert, and he always would come with his nunchucks and bang on
the door and kick the door, and this went on for hours and hoursnight after night.

And one night, on one occasion, my oldest daughter, who wasborn out of wedlock, her father would always come see her periodi-
cally. And because I did not associate with my neighbors, they did
not know who he was. And someone told him that somebody was
coming in the house, and he decided he would come to the house
and see, you know, see who this person was.

And to make a long story short, I had to run for my life to thepolice department one night, which was about a couple blocks
down the street, because he was after me constantly. He would just
come in; he would, if you do not talk, then he would light fire onpaper and just throw it across the bed with the children. He wasjust pure torture.

And later on, after getting another apartment I had to sleep with
my children on furniture from trash. I knew a few people when I
moved into Maryland, and they saw fit that I would have an ade-
quate place to, you know, have furniture. And my husband neverprovided any furniture or anything for the family. And this was a
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real tragedy to me, because I had never been in a situation like
this, leaving home. And people came by and they would go out and
collect things that were laying around on the street.

And if you go to Montgomery County, people always are throw-
ing away something that someone else can use. And he would go,
this particular personI did not know him that wellwould go
around and he would collect furniture. So he filled up this apart-
ment that I lived in to provide.

So I slept on the sofa; it was very dirty. And my children slept on
the floor. And this went on until I moved over in Montgomery
County where I am currently living.

When I got up to Montgomery County, I had no transportation. I
moved over in Germantown. The buses were not running; it is very
country. Nobody is concerned aboutyour neighbors are not con-
cerned about you walking. I had to walk at least 2 miles to the
store to get food. I did not have a car because I could not afford to
buy a car. And what I had to do, I had to take on a part-time job to
take care of my children. As a matter of fact, right after I got off
welfare, I worked 2 full-tim jobs, going 16 hours a day to provide
for my family.

My children spent the night at home with one of my neighbors
watching over thew periodically from time to time, and I had to
pay a small fee. Some nights I had to catch a cab to work; it was so
far out of reach that I could not make it on my own. Recently I
held a part-time job and the money that I was making on my part-
time job was being taken away from me by my landlord because
it's subsidized housing. When I pay my rent every month, he would
take so much of it. For instance, if you pay $100 a month rent, and
you go out here and work and make $75, well, he takes $70 and
leaves you with $5. So you are really not getting any bills paid
working part-time.

So as a result, I recently quit my part-time job, but I did wind up
buying a car. The car is more than I can handle. The car note is
$200 a month more than I can afford to pay, but I have to go at
least 25 miles to work every morning; before I go to work, I must
take my child to a private school. And the reason why she can go
to private school is because of the church that I attend is in a very
well-off neighborhood and the people there are not just the average
poverty-stricken people. They are well off, and they pay her tuition
for her to come to the school, which is a blessing to me.

I have to leave my son home in the morning by himself for over
at least 2 hours, and I leave the house about 6:30 and he is home
by himself. Someone has to see to it that he gets on the bus and
that someone is nobody. I leave him there, and he is only 9. He
gets on the bus about 8:30, and I drive my other one to a babysit-
ter. Then I go to work.

I do not have enough money every payday to make my ends
meet. My utility bill is so high, it is much liigher than the rent at
the home that I pay for. And I have suffered lack of electricity. I
went on for almost 2 weeks, almost, without electricity. I could not
afford to turn it on, and with the grace of God. someone gave me
the money to put it back on.

It is not easy trying to pay a water bill which I get in every 3
months. It is a struggle, because the water bill fluctuates from time
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to time, and it really is a struggle, you know, for me to live out
there. But I determined by my children that I am going to do what
I have to do. I cannot go back home. I have gotten older now, so I
must continue to struggle and fight.

And I started attending this church in 1983, and the people who
were there, when they came to my house, they realized I did not
have any furniture in my home. They furnished my whole house.
Not only that, they introduced me to a woman, Ms. Ruth Langley,
who is owner of a business called PROP, Inc.Pooling Resources of
People, a nonprofit social service delivery system. She provides for
me food, clothing, she helps me with money if she can. She pro-
vides me with any resources that she knows of that is within Mont-
gomery County. She has also introduced me to what is called
Manna Food Program, which is a program that helps people who
cannot buy food on an everyday basis. Because by the time I pay
my rent and pay my utility bills, I do not have any money left to
buy my food. OK.

Since 1975, when I left home, this is the first time I have ever
eaten a well-balanced meal, because of Ms. Langley and my
church's generosity, to help me.

I applied for assistance from the Red Cross to support me some-
times, with no success. I filed for a divorce from my husband. He
ran into hiding because he does not want a divorce. He receives a
pension for $1,400 a month, and I have gone to the VA time and
time again to fight with them to obtain this money to provide for
my children. And they give me the same excuse: if it causes any
hardship on him, we are not going to do anything about it.

I have paid attorneys to help me; it has not done any good. I
have hired people to go out to look for him; it has cost me money.
And therefore, as a result, I applied for social service to help keep
my rent paid. I applied for county energy assistance to help pay my
utility bills. My church helps me during hardship.

And recently I had a problem with my car when it broke down.
And as a matter of fact, my church paid the repair of that car so I
can continue to go to work. During the time my car broke down I
had to walk a mile before daybreak to get to a ride-on bus that
they just provided by the county. It has taken me 10 years to
obtain child support for my 15-year-old, 5 years to obtain public
housing for my children to stay in. I had no idea that all this was
going to happen to me and my children.

For me to get support for my children cost rne legal fees, five
evictions, and I still do not have that support. And meanwhile, I
am still living and struggling every day to make it on my own.

And I thank you for your listening, and words.
[Prepared statement of Aletha Harris follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALETHA M. HARRIS, PARENT, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD

My name is Aletha M. Harris. I live in Montgomery County, Maryland. I am a
computer assistant at the National Institutes of Health.

I come from a family of eight children. My father was a brick contractor. My
mother was a housewife, but is now a head cook for the D.C. Public Schools. Our
family never lacked food, clothing or shelter. My dad taught me to go out and workto earn a living.
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At the age of 17, I gave birth to a child who is now 15 years old. My mother and
dad discouraged me from getting married due to my age and insisted I finish school
and go to work.

At the age of 22 I married a disabled veteran, thinking that I was old enough to
be out on my own. In this marriage I suffered total hardship. Six months after we
were married, another woman caught the eye of my husband. He continually aban-
doned me for her until I finally moved away to prevent him from coming back.

Life with him was like living in a reforms tory. He hardly paid the rent or bought
food or clothing for our family. He despised my young children and would never
make us a full part of his life. I remember on one occasion when my daughter had
to go to school with a safety pin holding her shoes together because he was too busy
providing for his girlfriend.

We had two children from the marriage and were victims of eviction from apart-
ment to apartment until I could fmd work so I could take on the responsibility of
the family. But before that happened, I was on welfare. The Salvation Army provid-
ed us a place to sleep until I found a one-bedroom apartment.

The welfare check was $282. I paid $199 rent, $77 for food stamps, and then had
$6 left to last for 30 days I had no money to buy enough soap to wash clothes, buy
clothing, or anything else.

My husband was desperate to destroy me. He got upset that I was trying to make
it on my own, so he would come by my apartment and harass me. One cold night I
had to run, only partially dressed, to the police station to get away from him. My
children and I spent the night in a shelter for abused spouses. I constantly had to
call the police to keep him away. I had to sleep with my children on furniture from
trash cans and rely on my relatives to come to my aid to help keep my family to-
gether.

Later, after getting off welfare, I took on two jobs working sixte.sen hours a day to
provide for my children. In 1982, I finally found a house through a Public Housing
program, which is the house I live in today. I had been on the hcusing list for five
years.

But the house was located where there was no public transportation, and I had no
car. When I first moved into my house I spent almost two weeks at home because I
had no one to care for my baby. I had to walk two miles to the store to get food for
my family and many times walk one mile to drop my child at the home of a day
care mother. My older daughter and I would take turns walking in 30-degree and
below weather to pick up my younger daughter.

Although my rent is subsidized, I still have to pay high electric and water bills.
Sometimes the electric bill is as much as the rent. During the winter my electric
bill averages $270 per month, and my rent constantly changes due to changes in
salary. I took on a parttime job to help pay for the car I had to buy, and the Hotra-
ing Authority raised my rent to the point where most of the money from my part-
time job went toward the rent.

The car note has never been paid on time; my electricity has been off twice, which
meant no hot water, and I had no way of ironing my clothes except to start a small
fire in a grill in the house. For a while I had no curtains in my two-story house and
could riot afford to buy any.

In 1983, I started attending a church in the area, and people there through gener-
ousity furnished my house. They called on Mrs. Ruth Langley of PROP, Inc., for
assistance. PROP is a small organization that helps people in need. Mrs. Langley
has provided food, clothing, and money for my family, and through her organization
I have been able to eat a well-balanced meal for the first time since 1975 when I left
home. I also have received food for my family from Manna, another nonprofit orga-
nization.

I applied for assistance from the Red Cross to help obtain child support from my
husband several times with no success. I have filed for divorce but have not been
able to have the papers served because I do not know where he is living. He receives
a pension of about $1,400 per month, yet no contributions are being made to us and
will not be made until I am able to pinpoint Fs location and have the legal papers
served.

I have applied for help from the Department of Social Services to halp keep the
rent paid, and to the county energy assistance program to pay my electric bill. I also
receive funds from my church to help during times of hardship. Recently my car
broke down. I have had to walk a mile before daylight to get to the new Ride-on
transportation provided by the county.

It took me 10 years to obtain child support for my 15 year old and 5 years to
obtain public housing. I have no idea how many more years it will be before I obtain
support for my other two children. For me to get support for my children costs legal
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fees and has cost me 5 evictions, but I still don't have that support. Meanwhile,
every day is a struggle as I fight for the welfare of my family.

Chairman Mumt. Thank you very much.
Michael.
We need to pass the large microphone down to Michael. There

you go.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL JACOBS, AGE 17, OXON HILL, MD
Mr. JACOBS. Thank you.
My name is Michael Jacobs. I am 17 years of age. I was born hi

DC. I was born on April 10, 1968.
I have four sisters and three brothers. My brothers are 21, 19,

and 23 years of age. My 19-year-old brother is in Job Corps. He has
completed retail sales, laying tile, warehousing, and is now takingup clerical.

My 23-year-old brother lives in Virginia and was just released
from out of prison. He was convicted of armed robbery. He served 3
years in jail, but is now trying to get his life together and not make
any more mistakes. He has received his GED while in jail.

My 21-year-old brother is an auto mechanic and is married and
has 3 children.

My sister is 25 years of age, has 2 boys, and lives at home. She
goes to Martha Washington Career Center and is taking up dental
technician.

My youngest sister is 14 years of age and attends Shaw Junior
High School.

My 16-year-old sister is attending Dunbar Senior High School. I
have a 20-year-old sister who is now down in Chesapeake, WV, Job
Corps Center, who is vow taking up accounting.

I attended Shaw Junior High School and graduated in 1982.
Later I attended Coolidge High School, but dropped out because I
was hanging around with the wrong crowd and smoking drugs, and
skipping classes. I also believed I was going to fail.

I attended Job Corps from August 1984 to April 1985. I left Job
Corps because I was involved in too many fights. I was accused of
hitting the RA with a chair, but I did not. Even though I was inno-
cent, my records have built up, and I had a bad reputation.

I felt truly happy to leave Job Corps because I wanted to go back
to high school. But I learned about CYS, Center for Youth Services.
I liked what CYS was doing for young kids and decided to stayhere.

As far as my growing up, we were raised to deal with what we
had. We were on public assistance when I was between the age of 6
and 7. When I was young, I had all the money I wanted to by deal-
ing with drugs in order to get things. I first started using drugs
when I was in the ninth grade. I was smoking marijuana.

When I entered high school, I wanted something stronger, so I
started smoking PCP. I stopped using drugs Thanksgiving of 1984because I did not like what I was doing to my body. There are
better opportunities for me other than getting high. I decided to go
for it and try to be successful.

Success means to me having what I want, a decent job. It means
to settle down with a family, a career, and a college degree. When I
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was a kid, I was raised by my mother. Later my mother met a
man, Lonnie Stewart. We have all been together for about 12 or 13
years. He has shown me what life is all about.

He has told me education is more important than sitting out on
the corner selling drugs. He said that selling drugs is a veryhe
say to me, it was a very dangerous situation, because by selling
drugs, I was killing other people's bodies.

Lonnie told me that a man is someone who can budget their
money, take care of family, and live day by day by having food and
clothes on your back. He told me I ought to stay out of trouble and
told me a mind was a terrible thing to waste.

I do not want to give up my freedom. It would be time wasted.
My parents have supported me ever since I have been at CYS, and
I am very happy that I made a decision to enter college. I never
knew how much education can help.

Survival means not worrying about what someone else has, but
worrying about what you have, and be thankful for what you have
got.

When I was growing up, I did not really know what poor or rich
meant, because I was between the ages of 6 and 7. I never ques-
tioned anyone about what was public assistance or what does it do
for people. We basically, we got by, not saying, like, if I see some-
body with a brandnew pair of Adidas on, if I had some raggedy-
down tennis shoes, I would not say, I wish I had that. I would not
pay it no mind. I would just live day by day. If money came in, to-
morrow my father would buy it for me.

We really did not run next to our neighbors asking them, like,
can we have a loaf of bread or some bacon or some eggs to eat.
They always had some way of getting food around for us.

We later moved on, moved up in Montgomery CountyPrince
Georges County, we moved up to Prince Georges County, and we
have been living there for about 12 years.

I say, during the 12 years, when we first moved out there, me
and my brother, we really did not like it, because we did not like
the environment. It was, like, too quiet around there, because we
was raised like up on Douglas Road. We was, like, scared to take
out the trash, because people harass us or hit us or something.

But later on Lonnie taught us how to fight back, and so we all
got together and took the trash out together, and started fighting
back. And later on, everybody was saying, it is my turn to take out
the trash. Everybody was fighting, who is going to take out the
trash, because we learned how to fight.

So he really taught me, you know, what survival was, and do not
depend on nobody else but yourself. Because he was saying that not
really, if you are in a bad situation, someone is really going to help
you. Only somebody going to help you if you try to help yourself,
because you cannot just run on the street, walking around thinking
that the world owes you something, because the world do not owe
you nothing. You have to get an education in order to be some-
thing.

Education is more valuable because if you do not get education,
next step is crime. And I am sure no one wants crime. If you are
involved in crime, you might have to give up your freedom for a
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certain amount of time. And I sure enough know I do not want
that.

But as time went on, we was, while we was living out in Mary-
land, we got to know the place, but when we moved around, it
seemed like everybody was, like, who are these D.C. bacl'uns,
where, who do they think they are, who give them the right they
can move over here?

We never did pay no mind, though. But as times went on, it
seemed like we fought about everybody around the neighborhood. I
do not know why, but it just seemed like everybody has a guilty
conscience on his shoulder that they had to get something off.

Basically, we, you know, put it to rest, show them what we can
do. Now, we get the utmost respect around the place now. Every-
body knocks on the door asking if we are coming out. If we do not
come out, they want to know why we did not come out. You know,
it is like most of my friends live around there, some of them, like,
they smoke drugs or they skip classes or think that that is going to
get by. But that is not going to do it.

You are going to have to go out there and get that education in
order to be something. They be talking about, let us go to a gogo
and all this. I have not went to a gogo in about, I would say about
8 or 10 years. And I am not trying to go to no more, because there
is too much violence in the gogos, people jumping up and down
screaming. You step on somebody's shoe, they want to steal you or
do something like that. That is not it.

Or some people think that. if they do not have no education, they
have to put a weapon in their hands, and they can accomplish any-
thing. Accomplishing with a gun or a weapon, that is not going to
get it. Sooner or later you are going to have to give up some of that
time, because shooting someone isI am going to say I do not like
really talking about it because it is like taking someone else's free-dom.

I do not want nobody taking my freedom, because I have a lot to
live for. And I know where I want to go, I have a vision of being an
electrical engineer; hopefully next August I will be entering Mary-
land University. I am planning on going to college for 12 years, be-
cause now I like school.

Education meansit just means a lot to me now, because I never
did like the school. I used to skip classes and smoke drugs and all
that. But now I love sehool. I cannot get away from it. It seems
like, when I come to school, I ask my teacher, Ms. Eileen, if she
will give me more work, because it does not seem like it is enough
for me. I just want more and more, you know. It just seems, once
you get to reading, it seems like, like if you axe reading a book like
of 550 pages, it seems like most average black kids would say, no, I
am not going to read all this.

But once you get to reading and you realize how far you done
got, you know that you done accomplished something. But now
there is times, you know, I feel, though, that I want to be the best
of my field. I do not want to go around, you know, somebody telling
me, Mike, fix this electrical circuit, fix this or that. I want to be
the man. I want to go around and tell them what to do. I am tired
of people telling me what to do.

So I think it is about time for me to move on.
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Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Michael Jacobs follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. JACOBS

My name is Michael Jacobs. I am 17 years of age. I was born on April le, 1968. I
have lived in the District for 17 years and have four sisters and three brothers. My
brothers are 21, 19, and 23. None of them live at home. The 19-year-old brother is in
Job Corps (retail sales, laying tile, warehousing and clerical). The 23-year-old lives
in Virginia, and is just out of prison (convicted of armed robbery). He served 3 years
in jail, but is now trying to get his life together and not trying to make any more
mistakes. He received his GED while in jail. My 21-year-old brother is an auto me-
chanic who is married with three children. My oldest sister is 25 with two boys. She
lives at home with my family, and is taking a dental technician course at Margaret
Washington Health Career Center. Another sister is currently taking accounting at
the West Virginia Job Corps. My youngest sister is 14 and att?nds Shaw Junior
High.

I attended Shaw Junior High and graduated in 1982. Later I attended Coolidge
but dropped out of school because I was hanging around with the wrong crowd,
smoking drugs, and skipping classes. I also believed I was going to fail. I attended
Job Corps from August 1984 to April 1985. I left Job Corps because I was involved in
too many fights. I was accused of hitting the "RA" with a chair but I didn't. Even
though I was innocent, my record had built up and I had a bad reputation. I felt
truly happy to leave because I wanted to come home to attend high school. I didn't
return to high school because I learned about CYS and what it was about. I liked
what CYS was doing for young kids and decided to stay here.

As far as my growing up, we were raised to deal .vith what we had. We were on
public assistance when I was between ages 6 and 7. When I was young I had all the
money I wanted by dealing drugs in order to get things. I first started using drugs
when I was in the ninth grade, smoking "reefer". When I entered high school, I
wanted something strong so I started smoking PCP. I stopped using drugs Thanks-
giving 1984 because I didn't like what it was doing to me. There are better opportu-
nities for me other than getting high. I decided "to go for it" and to be successful.

Success means having what I want, a decent job. It means to settle down with a
family, a career and a college degree. When I was a kid I was raised by my mother.
Later my mother met another man "Lonnie" (I liked him a lot and respect him).
We've all been together for 12 or 13 years. He has shown me what life is about and
has told me that education is more important than hanging out on the ^orner sell-
ing drugs. Selling drugs is hurting others. I am killing other people when I sell it to
them. Lonnie and mom did not marry. I would like for them to marry but I wr.-'t
press it. Lonnie told me that a man is someone who is on their own, who can
budget, and provide for a family. He has taught me to stay out of trouble. A mind is
a terrible thing to waste. I don't want to give up my freedom, it will be time wasted.
My parents support me ever since I've been at CYS. I am happy that I made the
decision to go to college. I never knew how much education can help.

Sui iNal means to me not worrying about what someone else has, but being
thankful for what I Lye because there are so many families out there poorer than
what I was at 6 or 7. Some kids probably think the best way to get by is to knack
someone over the head, snatch a lady's purse, or get a weapon in their hand and
think they ca, a accomplish anything with a gun. My opinion is that sooner or later
you're going v.o get caught and you're going to have to give up your freedom.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
We have a young man on the move here.
Let me ask if Nancy Day is in the audience, one of our witnesses

that might have come in late.
No. OK.
Tweedy, you mentioned that you had to move to a shelter recent-

ly. What were the circumstances which requiL ed you to live in a
shelter?

MS. WILLIAMS. Well, to make a long story short, my landlord lost
the building that we were living in. And there were fou,- families
living in the building. All of us were evicted.

20
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And there was really no place else that I could go. I was able to
stay with my sister for a little while, but I could not move in with
her because it would violate her lease. and it would not have done
us any good for all of us to be out on the street. So I had to go into
the shelter until I found someplace else to live.

Chairman MILLER But it was your landlord who failed to paythe--
Ms. WILLIAMS. He had failed on a mortgage note, I believe it was,

for some time. And they juston top of which I believe there was
something else wrong with the building, either a gas leak or an
electrical problem that he neglected to fix.

So the building was condemned, actually. It was just boarded up.
Everybody had to be moved out.

Chairman MiLLER How many families were living there?
MS. WILLIAMS. There was two single women, myself and my son,

and the woman next door with her two children.
Chairman MuLER. You do not know if the other families were in

the same predicament?
Ms. Wits,' Ams. I know that the two women downstairs, I believe

they had relatives that they were in with. The woman next door
with her two children went to the Pitts Family Shelter on Belmont
Street. I do not know if she is still there or not, but had, because I
only had one child, I was moved to the Greentree Shelter in Be-
thesda.

Chairman Mni.ER Aletha, in your cur _-ent job, do you have
health insurance coverage?

MS. HARRIS. Yes. When I married my husband, he was military,
100 percent disabled. The military would give me free medical in-
surance.

After the marriage broke up, this is the first time. It is kind of
hard for me to pay health insurance, because I never had to do it
before. So apparently, I have an insurance that only pays some-
thing like 75 percent of the money. The other 25 percent I have to
pay myself, and the bills of the 25 percent are really beginning to
pile up on me because I do not have the funds. And people are be-
ginning to take me to court because of the moray is not there to
pay the bill, or I am afraid to deposit in my ch acking account, be-
cause on one occasion someone did put a lien on my account and I
could not take any money out.

So I have to be, you know, very cautious on payday about depos-
iting in my account, because I do not know who is after me next.

Chairman MILLER. MS. Boggs.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much.
I want to thank all of the witnesses for your wonderful testimo-

ny, and for your great courage and endurance.
Unfortunately, we have been summoned to go to vote on the

House Floor, so that I will give the other members a chance to talk
with you.

Thank all of you. And you stay in there.
Mrs. JoHNsori. I want to thank you for your determination, for

your determination to raise your kids with a model of support and
security that will enable them to take advantage of opportunities
and fulfill some of the ideals that you have for yourselves, as well
as for your dedication to education.
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I just want to comment that I have introduced a welfare reform
bill that would hook people immediately into education on a half-
time basis and provide the day-care support and the medical cover-
age that is necessary to be able to go to school.

I have been very interested also in your testimony about trans-
portation. To provide education and training does not make sense
without transportation. I think we need to do more to create aduca-
tional opportunity early on, so that when someone is looking for a
job, he or she can fmd a job that will not only pay the rent but
provide the food and some of the opportunity for advancement that
a family needs in the long run.

Thank you for your testimony.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Boxer.
Mrs. &max. Yes. I wanted to ask our young man on the move,

Michael, a question.
You obviously had a major change of heart; you turned you, life

around. And I get it from your testimony that it was Lonnie that
was the influence in your life. Was there anyone else that you
would credit with that change?

Obviously, it came from you, but he had a major effect on you.
Anybody else in your life that made a change?

Mr. JACOBS. Ma. Ma, she done a great lot. She put clothes on my
back. She put food in my belly. Made sure I got to school on time.

It was really both; it was half, you know. It was half-half, be-
cause both of them, they gave me courage to go to school. I used to
tell everybody I hated school, you know, but now as I see how
much education is, there is no reason for no one to hate school. Be-
cause if you want to get a decent job, you got to have that educa-
tion. Education comes first before the job, you see.

Without the proper education, you can get laid off a job, for not
knowing what to do, you see. You just need it, you know, because it
is hard for an individual to get a decent job without education.

MTS. BOXER. That is--
Mr. JACOBS. It is very hard.
Chairman Mum Let me explain that the House of Representa-

tives currently has a number of votes that are going to take place,
and I am going to go ahead and continue the hearing here, and
Members will be able to go vote and return, should they desire.

I just want people to know what is going on here. There is not a
fire drill going on here.

Members will be able to come and go.
Ron, did you have any questions that you would like to ask?
Mr. Dmums. No. I have no questions.
Chairman MILLER OK.
Mr. DELLUMS. I am going to vote and come back.
Chairman MILLER. OK.
Aletha, I think one of the things that people in the Congress cer-

tainly have got to understand is some of the tradeoffs that people
without adequate financial resourves have to make in terms of the
decisions on whether or not you are going to buy food, whether you
are going to pay your utility bills, whether you are going to pay
your phone bill or your heating bill or your rent or what have you.
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I think this is lost all too often on individuals that do not con-
front those situations. Can you describe how you try to get through
to the end of the month with enough money?

Ms. HARRIS. Well, the thing is, I am getting a lot of friends just
from going to church itself. They keep track of me 24 hours a day.
I do not have a telephone at home because I had to make a choice
between telephone and electricity. The house that I live in is all
electric. Without any heat in the house, I have no hot water.

When my electricity went off during the winter last yearit V/SEI
off for a weekI owed something like $325. The fuel rate in the
winter with Pepco was something like $58 per kilowatt. In the sum-
mertime it is something like maybe $10 or $15, which is fine. If it
was not for the fuel rate, I would have it made. But those fuel rates
multiplied by those number of hours is what causes my utility to
go up. The house has a heat pump on it, and if the temperature
outside gets very cool, it automatically keeps it on even if I am not
at home. I have to keep those pipes cooled in the house, because if Ido not, they break, and I am responsible for repairing everything
in the house.

If I do not have any electricity, I do not have hot water to take a
bath. So I had to make a choice of whether to have a telephone at
home, which I do need, or pay my electric bill. So I let my phone go
off last November. It has been over a year now, and I have not had
a telephone. And I tell people, if you want to talk to me, come to
my house or call me at work.

They do not like it, but I tell them, when the phone was on,
nobody called anyway. So it does not really make a difference. I
have gotten used to it.

But it is a tragedy because, if a fire breaks out in my house, be-
cause I live in an all-white neighborhood, they are very prejudiced
people, which one of them is going to let my kid come in their
house and say there is a fire. The whole neighborhood would burn
down. And I am so far away that I cannot get to them in adequate
time. Or if something goes wrong at home, I have no way of know-
ing about it.

So, as a result, through the end of the month, I know I have to
pay so much to keep the roof on my head. I know I have to pay
utility bills. So what I did, I made friends with somebody at
Pepcoand I will not call her nameI go down, and if my electric-
ity bill is a certain amount, I tell her, look, this is all I have to pay.
Like my electric bill is $112, I may go in and tell her, this is all I
have; I will be back in a couple days with the rest. And what they
do, they put some hold on your account.

Well, I never come back till maybe a month later. And I have
been doing this on and on for the last 3 years, and it has not
worked for me. Or if something really goes wrong, I will call Ms.
Langley from PROP, Inc., (Pool Resources of People) or I call my
church and say something is wrong. They have been very generous
in helping me throughout the month. They have told me time and
time again, if a tragedy come, do not wait till it happens, call themfirsthand.

Awl that is how I really make it. If it was not for those people,
who would help me? I would not have electricity, I would not have
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a roof over my head. Becau3e the car note itself is $200 a month,
and it is more than I can afford to pay.

Chairman MILLER. You mentioned that your son is home alone
in the morning

Ms. HARRIS. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Because you leave for work andbefore he

gets on the bus to school. And is that also true in the afternoon
when he gets home?

MS. HARRIS. Yes. He is home, he gets out of school. The school is
around the corner, soit is not like around the corner. It is like
leaving here and probably going down to the Monument. You have
to ride the bus around a farm to get there. He gets out of school at
3 o'clock, and he gets home around 3:20. My daughter's is much
further away. Someone has to pick her up from school, go by and
pick up my little one, and then bring them both home in the
evening for me. And that way I can come straight home. Because,
you know, before that I did nut have a car. We had to walk 2 miles,
almost, to the day care for my little one, and sometimes the tem-
perature would be about 30 below, you know, it gets very cold ut
there where I live.

And we had to walk, and some evenings I would call her at home
when I had a phone, told her to start walking; Fttay in the house
when she gets to the neighbor's house and thaw out a little bit, and
then walk back, and carry adequate blankets.

Or if I did not have adequate transportation to get to work or get
her there, I had to walk and then hitchhike a ride to work. And it
was very, you know, rough for me.

So, monthly, I really do not bring in income enough every
month. It is just enough toI know what I have to do I must keep
the roof over my head and I must pay the utility bill. Those are the
only two things that I am concerned about, and that car note.
Food, as far as food is concerned, Ms. Langley has provided me
with plenty of dry food. And I told my kids, we may eat the same
thing every month, or every day, it does not matter. I just want to
make sure you have the roof on your head.

Chairman MILLER Tweedy, can you tell us about where you are
living now?

Ms. WiLLIAms. Right now, I am living at Wayne Placa in South-
east. It is a semi kind of dangerous area, more or less, because it is
not really lit that well at night. There is a lot of drug activity out-
side, but it is more or less as long as you do not get involved in it,
you know, which I do not, I really do not associate too much with
the people in that area.

Chairman MILLER. So yam think it makes the neighborhood more
dangerous, obviously?

Ms. WILLIAms. Oh, defmitely, definitely. The only person I really
talk to or have any dealings with is the woman upstairs, because
she watches my son for me sometimes when I am at work.

Other than that, I just mainly keep to myself and, you know, my
roommate, she has a few friends around there that she talks to, but
other than that, those are the only two people that I associate with.

Chairman MILLER. What generally are the arrangements for
taking care of your son while you are working?
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MS. WILLIAMS. Well, what it is, is usually I will leave the house
at about 6 or 6:30 in the morning to get to work. Sometimes, de-
pending on what my shift is, I will have to leave earlier. I will get
myself dressed. If he is still asleep, I will just leave him there, be-
cause what has been happening sometimes is my roommate has
been staying home, so she has been watching my son for me. And I
will just take him from our room, take him into her room so she
can watch him, just lay him on the bed. And most of the time hewill still stay asleep. And then I will just leave, go to work, and
then come back home.

Chairman MILLER. What happens if those arrangements fallthrough for you?
MS. WILLIAMS. Right now what I am doing is looking into day

care. That has been a great concern on my mind, if she moves out
or if she suddenly decides, well, I cannot watch him any more. Iwant to find a good day care that I can bring him to that is in the
area, that is not too far away, that is close enough that, you know,I can drop him off and, you know, continue on to work.

And that is kind of a difficulty for me, because I have been
taking buses, and I would have to leave a little bit later because
the time of day that I leave to go to work, the bus I take is an ex-
press, and it does not stop until it gets to Northwest D.C. So Iwould have to leave at a later time and take a different bus.

So I really have not figured it all out yet, but I really have to sit
down and, you know, map out my route and everything to make
sure I still can get to work on time.

Chairman MILLER. Michael, why do you think that a lot of your
friends have not made the same decision you have with respect to
trying to pursue an education? You said several times in your testi-
mony that a lot of your friends are hanging around drugs, hanging
around the corner. INhat do you think the difference is, or what do
you think the barrier is that keeps them from making that kind ofdecision?

Mr. JACOBS Themselves?
Chairman Mniza. Yeah.
Mr. JACOBS. They passing up opportunities.
There is a lot of opportunities out here. You can walk down the

street and find opportunities. You know, they might say, waitress
or waiter for hire, you know. Some people, well, they be scared,they might think they are going to get embarrassed, think they
might want to talk about them and say that you guys are not fit
for the job, or you do not look right, and all this and that.

They passing their own opportunities. They have a mini, youknow, they can do what they want to do. But drugs, that is not
going to accomplish nothing.

Chairman MILLER. You think they are afraid, generally?
Mr. JACOBS. Yeah, they are probably afraid. They are probably

afraid, you know, to go for it. Itnd smoking drugs, they in a wayeat up your brain. You cannot think none like that. They got to be
scared, you know, because I had one

Chairman Mum Do you think there is a way to reach those
young people?

Mr. tjAcoss. To reach them?
Chairman MILLER To work with them to try to-
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Mr. JACOBS. I have tried it with them, I believe. It is like they try
to hit you with a whammy, you know, think they going tothey
say, does nct matter what I say, you know. They are just too
scared, you know, to take that next step. Instead of taking a step,
they are taking two back. See, that is not going to get it, you know.

They probably, you know, realize one day, you know, what I was
saying to them is true. And they might not, you know; it is all up
to them, you know. They do not knowthey going to laugh, Mike's
in his college or whatever. And I come ou to see what they still
doing. The truth is, I am going to laugh at them. I am going to
laugh at them, because they should have made that step.

There is no reason for them to wait 12, you know, 10 years, you
know, without an education, you know, smoking drugs. That does
not make no sense, you see. I am going to laugh at them. I am just
going to laugh.

Chairman MILLER. Let me thank all of you for sharing your ex-
periences and your insights with us, with the committee. I think it
is very important, because I think, againCongress all too often
looks at poor people as one in two black children or one in six chil-
dren, or a percent of something. And the fact is that all of the sta-
tistics are really made up of an awful lot of people in a difficult
situation.

I think alsoI hope my colleagues now better understood how
much energy in each day is consumed in figuring out how you are
going to get through that particular day or that particular week in
terms of trying to set forth a strategy so that you can both get to
work, get your children to school. Aletha, I understand one of your
daughters is doing very, very well in school.

Ms. HARrus. Yeah, the one is, in the school that they helped pay
her to, and she has been on the honor roll since she has been there.

Chairman MILLER. That is fantastic.
And I just think that some of this testimony, hopefully, will give

people a greater understanding of the kinds of difficulties that
people endure who are impoverished in this country. And I think
what becomes clear is your situation is not atypical. There are a lot
of people in this particular situation.

We have heard similar testimony from different individuals
around the country explaining the exact same kinds of problems
that arise when the babysitter did not show up, and you had decid-
ed to risk your job by staying home, or when your car did not work,
and you were fired because you missed work. There are many,
many, many, many ways to be victimized by poverty. It is not that
you did not pay your rent. It is that your landlord did not pay his
rent. And time and again, that kind of thing happens.

It is tragic, and this committee is now finding itself, and the Con-
gress is finding itself, completely caught up in this issue, because
poverty has become a growth industry in America. That is the class
that is growing; poor people. And it is engulfing people who never
thought they would be there, and it is holding down a lot of people
who have been there for a long time.

And I really just want to tell you how much I appreciate your
coming forward and sharing some of this with us, and I think
giving us not only a human dimension, but a perspective on what it
is like to live in this situation.
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I would like to believe that your testimony in and of itself would
be enough to get my colleagues to reverse many of the actions that
they have taken with respect to programs to help poor families and
children to survive these difficulties. But I am not sure of that.

I guess the encouraging thing is that we now see in national poll
after national poll that the American people think that we should
do more to help poor people. And I guess maybe that means that
the Americans are not as mean spirited as the Congress of the
United States. But hopefully at some point that would become
translated to the Congress, and maybe we will see gome compassion
and understanding for the real situation millions of our American
citizens face, who simply do not share in the bounty of this country
that others do.

And so I really want to thank you very, very much for your time
and your testimony, and I know for all my colleagues. You certain-
ly have our best wishes and our support for what you are doing.

Thank you very much.
Ms. WituAms. Thank you.
MS. HARIUS. Thank you.
Mr. JACOBS. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. The next panel will be made up of Stephanie

Epps and Ana Moreno, who will be accompanied by Joseph Citro;
Katherine Ferrell, Fred Taylor, and Ayo Handy.

If they would come forward at this time and take seats there, we
will be prepared to receive your testimony in a minute or two.

[Short recess.]
Chairman Mnama. Welcome to the committee and thank you in

advance for your time and your help with the committee in putting
this hearing together.

And we will begin, Stephanie, with your testimony.
Steph, go ahead, and relax, and just give us the testimony in the

way you are most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE EPPS, AGE 17, WASHINGTON, DC
MS. EPPS. My name is Stephanie Epps. I am 17 years old, and I

have two sons. Cedric is 3, and Thomas is 5 months. I am in the
10th grade at Cardozo High School.

When I was about 11/2 or 2, I moved to North Carolina to live
with my grandparents in the country. There was a lot of rioting
going on in the city then, and my mother thought it would be safer
for me down there. I loved being in the country, climbing trees and
chasing pigs, things of that nature. In 1980, my grandfather died,
so I had to move back here with my grandmother.

I live with my mother, my 10-year-old sister, and my two sons in
a three-room apartment in northwest. My grandmother lives with
my aunt nearby. The apartment is too small for all of us. My sister
sleeps on the couch. There is no room to set up a crib, so I have to
share a bed in one bedroom with Thomas, and my mother sleeps
with my other son in the other bedroom.

It is bumpy living with so many people, especially on the week-
ends when everyone is home. During the week I usually get up at 4
a.m. so I can get everything together before I leave for school.
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Sometimes I get up at 2 a.m. or 2:30 a.m. so I can study. Otherwise
I study in between cries or when Thomas is sleeping.

I did not know I was pregnant with Cedric until the sixth month.
The school nurse told me to go to Shaw Community Health Center,
and the doctor fmally told me I was pregnant. My mother had
health insurance from her job. She is a cashier at a Peoples Drug
store. But we did not, so my mother had to pay $40 for each doctor
visit. Sometimes I had to go two or three times a month. We had to
put $150 down front before I could go to the hospital to give birth.
The delivery cost over $600, plus around $1,000 for the hospital. My
mother would pay the doctor one week, and the hospital the next.

Since my mother was working and she was unable to take care
of Cedric, and my aunt was in school, I thought I was going to have
to drop out of school. But then my grandmother agreed to care for
him as long as I came directly home after school each day. Now
that I am at Cardozo, I leave Thomas at the infant center at school.
Cedric is too old for the center, so my grandmother still cares for
him.

After Cedric was born, he began to receive public assistance. It is
supposed to pay for pampers, milk, food, and clothing. Sometimes it
was enough and sometimes I would run out of milk and my mother
would have to buy more.

The second time I got pregnant I went to the doctor the third
month. My mother had to pay for all the doctor bills again. After I
delivered we had close to 2,000 dollars' worth of medical bills. We
tried to get on Medicaid then, but it took a few months.

We had to keep paying the doctor until they added Thomas.
They added him to public assistance right away, but it still is not
always enough. Thomas is now on the WIC Program, which helps
with the milk, but it usually runs out before the last of the month.

Being a parent is no luxury. It has been about 3 years since I
had my last pair of jeans. I get clothes for my kids from Goodwill.
My kids always come first. Whatever they need, I try to get it for
them. Very seldom can I give them a new toy. They play with toys
my grandmother and mother gave me and my sister when we were
small.

After I finish school, I plan to either be a hairdresser or go to the
army. If I go to the army I will try to have my kids on the base
with me. If I am a hairdresser I have to find a babysitter.

I am just trying to raise my kids the best way I can.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Stephanie Epps follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE EPPs

My name is Stephanie Epps. I am 17 years old, and I have 2 sons. Cedric is 3, and
Thomas ill 5 months. I'm in the 10th grade at Carclo-..,o High SchGol.

When i was one and a half or 2, I moved to North Carolina to live with my grand-
parents in the country. There was a lot of rioting in the city then, and my mother
thought it would be safer for me down there. I loved being in the country, climbing
trees and chasing pigs. In 1980, my grandfather died so I moved back here with my
grandmother.

I now live with my mother, 10-year-old sister, and my 2 sons in a 3-room apart-
ment in Northwest. My grandmother lives with my aunt nearby. The apartment is
too small for all of us. My sister sleeps on the couch. There's no room to set up a
crib, so I share a bed in one bedroom with Thomas, and my mother sleeps with my
older son in the other bedroom.
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It's bumpy to live with so many people, especially on the weekends when every-
one is home. During the week I usually get up at 4:00 so I can get everything togeth-
er before I leave for school. Sometimes I get up at 2:00 to 2:30 so I can study. Other-
wise I study in between cries, or when Thomas is sleeping.

I didn't know I was pregnant with Cedric until the. 6th month. The school nurse
told me to go to the Shaw Community Health Center and the doctor fmally told me
I was pregnant.

My mother had health insurance from her job (she's a cashier at People's Drug
store), but we didn't, so my mother had to pay $40 for each doctor visit. Sometimes I
had to go 2 or 3 times a month. We had to put $150 down before I could go to the
hospital to give birth. The delivery cost over $600, plus around $1,000 for the hospi-
tal. My mother would pay the doctor one week, and the hospital the next.

Since my mother was working she couldn't take care of Cedric, and my aunt was
in school. I thimght I was going to have to drop out of school, but then my grand-
mother agreed to care for him as long as I came directly home after school every
day. Now that I'm at Cardozo, I leave Thomas at the Infant Center at the school.
Cedric is too old for the Center, so my grandmother still cares for him.

After Cedric was born he began to receive public assistance. It is supposed to nay
for pampers, milk, food and clothing. Sometimes it was enough, but sometimes the
milk would run out and my mother would have to buy more.

The second time I got pregnant I went to the doctor the third month. My mother
had to pay for all the doctors bills again. After I delivered we had close to $2,000
worth of medical bills. We tried to get on Medicaid then, but it took a few months.

We had to keep paying the doctor until they added Thomas. They added him to
public assistance right away, but it still isn't always enough. Thomas is now on WIC
too, which helps with the milk, but it usually doesn't last to the end of the month.

Being a parent is no luxury. It's been about 3 yearr since I had my last pair of
jeans. I get clothes for the kids at Goodwill. My kids always come first Whatever
they need I try to get it for them. Very seldom can I give them new toys. They play
with the toys my grandmother and mother gave to me and my sister when we were
little.

After I finish school, I plan to either be a hairdresser or go to the army. If I go to
the army I'll try to have my kids on the base with me. If I'm a hairdresser I'll have
to find a babysitter.

I'm just trying to raise them the best I can.

Chairman MILLER. Stephanie, thank you very much.
Ana does not speak English?
Mr. CrrRo. No.
Chairman MILLER. So, Joseph, you are going to translate?
Mr. Om. Yes.
Chairman MILLER Thank you. You may begin.

STATEMENT OF ANA MORENO, PARENT, WASHINGTON, DC,
TRANSLATED BY JOSEPH CITRO, M.S.W., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, TILE FAMILY PLACE, WASHINGTON, DC

Ms. MoRmo. My name is Ana Moreno. I am married, from El
Salvador, and have four children, 12, 10, 9, and 3 years of age. I
came to Washington 12 years ago with the help of my aunt, who
obtained legal entry for me.

It was very difficult for me to leave my country, since I had to
leave behind my first child, who was less than a year old at that
time. I still have not been able to bring him here to live with the
rest of the family. However, I knew that I could not afford to miss
the oppo:tunity to come to the United States.

Upon arrival in this country, I began work as a domestic and re-
mained in that position for 6 years. Of course, by living and work-
ing in the house, I received room and board. I had a very difficult
time adjusting to life in the United States, because of the differ-
ence of the language and the shock of living in a very different cul-
ture.
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My problems began in earnest when I married and had my chil-
dren. We had to rent an apartment, and shortly after we moved in,
it was set on fire. displacing many families.

The Red Cross helped us find an apartment, which we are living
in at present. We have had many problems with this apartment.
First, the rent is much too expensive; and second, the building has
many problems and few services.

For example, 2 years ago I spoke with the building's manager
and asked that a large hole that had been made to fix the hot
water be closed. That same hole remains open in the wall today.

I feel like no one hears us. It could be because of the difference
of language, or simply because we are Hispanic. I do not know, but
like other parents, we want a safe and healthy home for our chil-
dren. But that is impossible because of our income.

My husband works as a busboy and I work as a domestic. We
have never sought assistance from the Government and have
chosen to live on what we earned. We have had to adjust our
family iifestyle to meet our budget, which is so low you would not
be able to believe that we could survive on so little. During the
time of need, we have fc.und the needed help and support at the
Family Place.

A few months ago I traveled to my country to see my child and
my mother, whom I had not seen for 6 years; in the hope also of
fmally bringing my son to this country. However, since my son was
not born here I had to receive permission from the American Em-
bassy.

Once I arrived in El Salvador, I felt like I could not dare ask for
my son's visa, since I knew it would be denied on the basis of our
income. Despite the sadness I feel at the inability to have all of my
children together, i know that we have to keep on working so that
we can be together one day, as all families should be. In the mean-
time, I continue my life with my husband and my three sons.

To make our situation worse, a short while ago I lost my clean-
ing job because they would no longer allow me to take my 3-year-
old son, Oscar, who is here with us, with me. I do not make enough
to pay a private babysitter, and finding a day care program is prac-
tically impossible. It seems like I will have to wait until he reaches
school age so that I can work. For now, like many other parents,
the only alternative is to wait and hope.

[Prepared statement of Ana Moreno followsd
PREPARED F FL "'NT OF ANA MORENO (ENGLISH TRANSLATION)

My name is Ana Moreno. I am married, from El Salvador, and have four chil-
dren-12, 10, 9 and 3 years of age. I came to Washington twelve years ago with the
help of my aunt who obtained for me legal entry.

It was verv difficult for me to leave my country since I had to leave behind my
first child who was less than a year old at that time. I still have not been able to
bring him here to livo with the rest of the family. However, I knew that I could not
afford to miss the opportunity to come to the United States.

Upon arrival in thii courtly, I began work as a domestic and remained in that
position for six years. Cf wurse, by living and working in the house, I received room
and board. I had a very diffirai: time adjusting to life in the United States because
of the difference of the language and the shock of living in a very different culture.

My problems really began in earnest when I married and had my children. We
had to rent an apartment which shortly after we moved in, was set on fire, displac-
ing many families. The Red Cross helped us fmd an apartment which we are living
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in at present We have had many problems with this apartment First, the rent is
much too expensive, and secondly, the building has many problems and few serv-
ices. For example, two years ago I spoke with the building's manager and asked that
a large hole that had been made to fix the water be closed. That same open hole
remains in the wall today.

I feel like no one hears us. It could be because of the difference of language or
kmply because we are Hispanic. I do not know, but like other parents we want a
safe and healthy home for our children but that is impossible because of our
income. My husband works as a busboy and I work as a domestic.

We never have sought assistance from the government and have chosen to live on
what we earned. We have had to adjust our family lifestyle to meet our budget
which is so low you would not be able to believe that we could survive on so little.
During times of need, we have found the needed help and support at the Family
Place.

A few months ago I traveled to my country to see my child and my mother, whom
I had not seen for six years, in the hope, also, of finally bringing my son to this
country. However, since my son was not born here I had to receive perwission from
the American Embassy. Once I arrived in El Salvador, I felt like I could not dare
ask for my son's Vila since I knew it would be denied on the basis of our income.
Despite the sadness I feel at the inability to have all of my children together, I
know that we have to keep working so that we can be together one day as all fami-
lies should be. In the meantime I continue my life with my husband and threesons.

To make our situation worse, a short while ago I lost my cleaning job because
they would no longer allow me to take my year old son with me. I do net make
enough to pay a private babysitter, and finding a day care program is practically
impossible. It seems like I will have to wait until he reaches school age so that I can
work. For now, like many other parents the only alternative is to wait and hope.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANA MORENO (IN SPANISH)

Mi nombre es Ana Moreno, soy de El Salvador, casada, tengo cuatro Nos de 1Z
10, 9 y 3 silos. Llegue a Waphington hace dace afice. Una tia me ayud6 para que
enfrara leikalmente a este pais. Fue muy didcil porque yo tenia un mao que en ese
tiempo tema menos de un afio y todaya no lo puedo traer conmigo. IA dej6 en El
Selvador porque en ese tiempo no query, perder la oportunidad que ten& de venira
los Estados Unidos. Al Heger a este pais trabaje por seis mice porno domistica en
una case donde ten& vivienda y covida. Fue muy dideil pare mi por el idioms y la
culture muy diferente a la de mi pais, pero lo mas dificil comenzd euando me case y
tuve mis nifios. Tuvimos que alquilar un apartamento que al poco tiempo de vivir en
el edificio se incendid. Fubnos ayudados por la Cruz Roja y nos consiguieron un
apartamento en el cual hasta hoy estamos viviendo. Desde que nos mudamos hemos
tenido problemas; primere por la rents tan alta y segundo por la incomodidad y los
problemas que el edificio presenta. For ejemplo: haw dos silos habli con el adminis-
trador del edificio pprque Ncieron un hueco en la pared pars reparar el ague ca-
liente y haste hoy cha todavm estoy esperando qua lo reparen. Siento que nadie nos
escutha, seria por el idioma o porque somos hispanos. 'Yo no se pero como padres
quisieramos que nuestros hijos tuvieran un ambiente mas seguro y saludable, algo
que es imposible por los onlarios. Mi trabaja como "busboy" y yo como domes-
tics. Nunca hemos pedido ayuda del .ierno. Nosotroe tenemos que ajustarnos a un
presupuesto muy bajo que si se los no creerin cdmo podemos sobrevivir. Dur-
ante los tiempos mai dificilep hemes encontrado apoyo en Family Place. Un ejemplo
es qus hace poco fui a mi pais; cmeria ver a mi hijo y a mi madre que hace seip afios
no vela y a la vez queria traerlo conmigo. Como él no npcia en U.S.A., tema que
pedirlo a la Embpjada de los E.U. en nu pais. Estando alh no me atrevi pulite pense
que me le negarran la visa al saber el ingreso nueotro. Con esa tristeza tengo que
sefuir haste que Hague el die qua eambie nuestra situacidn y puede ester con todos
mis hijos. Por el momenta estamos solainente mi esposo y yo con tres de mis
Para agravar mils la situacidn econémica bace poeo tiempo dej6 de trabajarporque
tango un nifio pequefie y ya no me permitieron lleyarlo nibs a mi trabejo. No gano
lo suficiente pare pagar quien lo cuide y no encuentro un "Day-Care" que haste el
momento lo acepte. C'reo que tendri que esperar la edad escolar pars llevarlo a la
escuela. Mientras tanto, junto con muchos padres Inas, lo ufiico que tengo que hacer
es esperar.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Joe, can you just describe for me the Frmily Place, while we

have the microphones with you?
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Mr. CITRO. OK. The Family Place is a program for pregnant
women and for parents who have children 3 years of age and
under. It is a combination of daily enrichment activities, social
services, and parenting education.

Chairman Mama How many people?
Mr. Crrao. The program has two centers. One is located in

Northwest Washington, and there we serve about 400 families a
year. About 98 percent of those are Spanish-speaking immigrants
from the various parts of Central and South America.

In the Northeast we do a program, along with the Visiting Nurse
Association, called the Better Babies Project. And there we try to
reach out and find all the pregnant women in a given target area,
assess them for the possibility of giving birth to low-birth-weight
babies, put them in touch with various kinds of interventions in
the hope of bringing down the infant mortality and low-birth-
weight rate in the area of Northeast Washington.

Our work there is also part of a research project of the National
Institutes of Health.

Chairman MILLER. What is the makeup of that clientele in the
Northeast?

Mr. Cum. That clientele is all black.
Chairman MILLER. All black. What is the age?
Mr. OITA The age could be anyone who is pregnant, so it cer-

tainly spans the range from 17 up to 40, as far as the Northeast
center.

The Northwest center, most of the people there are between 20
and 30 years of age, and a large number of them have been in this
country less than 3 years.

Chairman MILLER. I see. Thank you.
Mr. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF FRED TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FOR
LOVE OF CHILDREN [FLOC], WASM.NGTON, DC

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I am Fred Taylor, executive director
of For Love of Children [FLOC].

For Love of Children is a 20-year-old community organization
whose purpose is to help troubled children and families who are
homeless, abused, or neglected. We work with children in need of
foster care and the parents of those children to make possible the
reuniting of the parents and children. We work with families in
need of housing and support services, and children and youth with
emotional, behavioral, and learning problems who are referred to
us by the D.C. Public Schools and Department of H.Taan Re-
sources. FLOC also operates a child advocacy center which focuses
on systemic problems of the D.C. child welfare system.

I have been executive director of FLOC for ihe past 19 years.
Over this time, I have seen locally at first hand what observers of
the national scene describe as the pauperization of women and chil-
dren.

When FLOC began its work in the District of Columbia in the
mid-1960's, perhaps half of the families we dealt with were two-
parent families. Today, these families are almost entirely women
with children. This trend is apparently the pattern throughout the
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country. Families with two wage earners are generally making it.
Those left behind are women with children.

Unfortunately, this number is growing from less than 50 percent
of those under the poverty line 20 years ago to roughly 75 percent
today to a projected 90 percent or more by the year 2000. A related
pattern is the disproportionate number of male youth who were
raised in poverty who are now in the prison population or who
have dropped out of the labor force altogether.

The personal and societal problems created by this increasing
trend of low-income women raising children alone are awesome,
and these problems are being compounded as the general affluence
in the upper level of society pushes the cost of essentials like hous-
ing, food, clothing, and medical care upward while women and chil-
dren try to cope with the static income level of minimum-wage jobs
or public assistance.

Rather than concentrate in this testimony on the true bleakness
of this current local and national crisis, however, I would like in a
few paragraphs to describe what my personal experience has
taught me about female-headed households holding their own and
bettering themselves in partnership with caring neighbors, a caring
community, and where it is true, a caring nation.

I do this because it is hope that leads us to action rather than
despair, whether the actor be an individual, community, or nation.

Let me start with housing. I have seen repeatedly how affordable
housing plus firm and enforced expectations about rental payments
and practical assistance to teach tenants to do their own household
repairs has introduced a critical ingredient of stability, and in turn,
raised family morale, self-esteem, and energy to a sufficient level to
start a steady climb of family betterment.

Second, I have seen repeatedly how previously isolated families,
once connected to a caring support system, gain increased confi-
dence and energy to nurture and discipline their children and to
take a direct interest in their school performance, health, and
dental care, et cetera. The downward cycle of instability and de-
spair is replaced by an upward cycle of movement from one small
step to another.

What I am trying to illustrate in a very brief manner is the con-
tention that the overcoming of destitute and disabling poverty is
like climbing stairsteps. The stairsteps have to be there. Over-
whelmed people without the energy of hope cannot leap to self-suf-
ficiency, but they are able to take one step at a time and genuinely
move up a staircase of individual and family opportunity and func-
tioning.

Establishing access to this process, or denying access by neglect,
has profound social and economic consequences for this city and
this country. Establishing stairsteps out of poverty is a doable job. I
have seen it operate repeatedly, but it requires intensive and pur-
poseful initiation at all levelsindividual, city, State, and national.

Thank you for this opportunity to share my views.
Chairman MILLER. Thauk you.
[Prepared statement of Fred Taylor follov.s:]

56-747 0 - 86 - 2
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PEEPARED STATENIF.NT OF FRED TAYLOR, EXECUTIVE DIREcroR. Fop LovE OF CHILDREN
[FLOC], WASHINGT N, DC

Mr. Chairman, I am Fred Taylor, Executive Director of For Love Of Children
[FLOC], 1711 14th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20009.

For Love of Children is a 20-year-old 50E03/ community organization whose pur-
pose is to help troubled children v.nd families who are h Imeless abused or neglect-
ed. We wcrk with children in ne.Al of foster care, families in need of housing and
support services, and children aun youth with emotional, behavioral and learning
problems who are referred to us by the D.C. Public Schools and the Department of
Human Resources. FLOC also operates a Child Advocacy Center which focuses on
systemic problems of the D.C. Child Welfare System.

I have been Executive Director of FLOC for the past 19 years. Over this time, I
have seen locally, at first hand, what obsTvers of the national scene describe as the
pauperization of women and children.

When FLOC began its work in the District of Columbia in the mid-1960's. perhaps
half of the families we dealt with were two-parent families. Today these families are
almost entirely women with children. This trend is apparently the pattern through-
out the country. Families with two wage earners are generally making it. Those left
behind are women with children.

Unfortunately, this number is growingfrom less than 50 percent of those under
the poverty line twenty years ago to roughly 75 percent today to a projected 90 per-
cent or more by the year 2000. A related pattern is the disproportionate number of
male youth who were raised in poverty who are not ir. the prison population.

The personal and societal problems created by this increasing trend of low-income
women raising children alone are awesome, and these problems are being com-
pounded as the general affluence in the upper level of scriety pushes the cost cf
essentials like housing, food, clothing and medical care upward while women with
children try to rope with the static income level of minimum-wage jobs or public
assistance.

Rather than concentrate in this testimony on the true bleakness of this current
local and national crisis, however, I would like in a few paragraphs to describe what
my personal experience has taught me about female-headed households holding
their own and bettering themselves in partnership with caring neighbors a caring
community and a caring nation.

I do this because it is hope that leads us to action rather than despair, whether
the actor be an individual, community or nation.

Let me start with housing. I have seen repeatedly how affordable housing plus
firm and enforced expectations about rental payments and practical assistance to
teach tenants to do their own household repairs has introduced the critical ingredi-
ent of stability and, in turn, raised family morale, self-esteem and energy to a suffi-
cient level to start a steady climb of family betterment.

Second, I have seen repeatedly how previously isolated families, once connected to
a caring support system, gain increased confidence and energy to nurture and disci-
pline their children and to take a direct interest in their school performance, health
and dental care, etc. The downward cycle of instability and cipair is replaced by an
upward cycle of movement from one small step to another.

What I am trying to illustrate it a very brief manner is the contention that the
overcoming of destitute and disabling poverty is like climbing stairsteps. The stair-
steps have to be there. Overwhelmed people without the energy of hope cannot leal.)
to self-sufficiency, but they are able to take one step at a time and genuinely move
up a staircase of individual and family opportunity and functioning. Establishing
access to thL process or denying access by neglect has profound social and t :!onornic
consequences for this city and this country.

Establishing staiisteps out of poverty is a do-able job. I have seen it operate re-
peatedly, but it requires intensive and purposeful initiativ at all levelsindividual,
city, state, national.

Thank you for this opportunity to share my views.

STATEMENT OF AY0 HANDY, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SERV-
ICES, SOUTHEAST NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. HANDY. Hello. My name is Ayo Handy
Chairman MILLER. Ayo. Excuse me.
Ms. HANDY. That is all right.
I am the director of community services at Southeast House.
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In the last two decades, the feminization of poverty is the phrase
that has been used to describe the alarming trend of women and
their dependent children who have swelled the welfare lists and of-
fices of social service agencies. According to data compiled in 1983
by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, women head approximately
one-half of all families in poverty, and that is a national statistic.

In the Nation's Capital, figures compiled for the 1970-80 U.S.
census show the number of poor, young, black mothers with in-
comes below $5,000 had increased by almost 50 percent. Significant-
ly, the primary source of income for young black women who make
up the District's poor is public assistance, which is commonly
called PA.

The average income from public assistance in 1979 was $2,630,
which is $529 more than the average income received from earn-
ings for poor black mothers in the District. Without question, the
young black woman who receives a larger income from public as-
sistance than she can from wage earnings makes a real clear
choice. Why work at a low-paying job when you can earn more,
relax at home, and be taken care of by the Government?

What are the circumstances that have contributed to ihe num-
ben of women and children who live in poverty? Providers of social
services and advocates of the poor see these factors as the major
problem.

The first fact is that the rate of divorce, which has doubled since
1959, has a crippling effect on women, who have to deal with the
emotional and financial responsibilities of heading a household by
themselves.

The second factor is that the rate of out-of-wedlock births have
tripled from 1959 to 1982. In 1983, teenage mothers accounted for
1,792 or 18.8 percent of all D.C. residential live births. That is a
large figure, but, however, in the poorer sections of the city, wards
5, 6, 7, 'and 8, the actual count is 1,236, or 69 percent of all births to
teenage mothers, which means that the larger percentage of teen-
age births are happening in the poorer areas of the city.

Babies making babies creates a multitude of health risks, educa-
tional, and fmancial problems for the child and mother alike.

The third factor is that the low rages and limited potential for
promotion of women is often a big problem due to the segregated
patterns of job discrimination that women have to incur tradition-
ally.

The fourth factor is that inadequate child care services from the
preschool to the child who needs before- and after-school care has
always been a problem that has hampered the mobility of women
seeking out-of-home job opportunities. As was mentioned earlier,
many women want to get out and work, but they cannot. By the
time they pay for a babysitter and transportation the money that
they would earn is lost in the pe.ying of the out-of-the-home opportu-
nity to do work.

The fifth factor is that the limited access to education and skills
trainif.3 opportunities for women which stress self.sufficiency and
self-esteem building are very, very bard to fmd and difficult for
women to ascertain.
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All of the aforementioned circumstances impact on every aspect
of living and surviving that women must handle in their impover-
ished environments.

The woman in poverty, more often, is the offspring of impover-
ished conditions herself, and this cycle of dependency may continue
for generations. Poverty means poor nutrition, so the women of
poverty more often have a higher rirk of serious health problems
which get passed on to their children.

The women of poverty live in substandard, low-income housing
which lowers self-esteem to expect nothing more than substandard
lifestyles. Crime, addicts, abandoned cars that breed rodents and
pests, abuse from neighbors, and abuse from city agencies, become
part of the day-to-day expectation of living.

The women of poverty, with little education and stifled aspira-
tions, attempt to raise their children amidst the frustration of
crowded schools with few recreational outlets and peer pressure
that encourages most youth to give up and bland into the hopeless-
ness of their surroundings. Many of these women drop out of school
and would be considered functicnally illiterate, barely able to read
an employment application or comprehend simple written instruc-
tions. Oftentimes, they cannot even help their children with the
homework.

The acquisition of knowledge is Gne of the last things on most
poor women's survival agenda. So, they do not do very well in moti-
vating their children about the value of education. More often, ig-
norance continues to beget ignorance.

I am the project coordinator for Community Services at South-
east House, which is a 56-year-old socfal service agency in one of
the poorest sections of the city. It is the area known as Anacostia. I
get a chance to see the effects of poverty, every day, on the clients
that we serve.

Anacostia is a very intet esting section of the city. Poor areas are
right next to very affluent areas.

The Community Services :.-taff of 5 people serve an average of 400
people a month, providing employment, education, housing counsel-
ing, and crisis intervention. Three-fourths of our clients are women
who have children and they receive public assistance. / believe my
staff laces these challenges well.

For example, this week we attempted to find an apartment at
the District fair market rats. for rental units, which averages about
$300 for a one-bedroom apartment. Tn Southeast this is marginally
liveable. The roof is not falling over your head; rats and roaches
are not quite as apparent. This is an apartment that would be
somewhat desirable for a person to want to get into.

But at $300 for an apartment, the client only receives $327 in
public assistance income, and gets $156 in food stamps for her-
self ond two children. Finding an apartment with limited money
and in a desirable situation is playing with a stacke .1 deck But you
continue to try, despite the odds.

My staff and I keep trying to help clients like this, because some
of us have been '..here, and we know full well the effects of poverty,
firsthand. We keep thinking just maybe something will change for
the better. In the meantime, our cabinets do get thicker with files
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of our sister clients who struggle to make it, and we do the best wecan to help them.
I want to add to this testimony, because I did not get an opportu-

nity to write some of my own firsthand experiences. One of the
things that is important in working in social services is that you
empathize with the people that you dere with. I have had enough
of my own firsthand experiences in poverty to be able to do this.

I speak from the experience of being a single parent myself wh)
has had to deal with my own two children without assistance. I left
my marriage about 10 years ago, andI am sorry. I left my mar-
riage of 10 years. I left that marriage about 5 years ago.

I had to rebuild my whole life, which meant adjusting to a differ-
ent type of lifestyle. I have been in college, and I have been work-
ing in social service agencies most of the time that I have been
working. But traditionally, working in social services you get laid
off a lot because social service agencies lose their funding.

I was out of full-time v, ork at the time that I left my husband,
and I worked as a typist, temporary. And in the process of working
as a temporary, 1 decid xl to start my own business. I was really
excited abcut mak/ ig this effort to start my own business, but soon
after deciding that I was going t3 do this, I learned quite a number
of the realities that occur when someone makes an effort to pull up
on their own.

I got an efficiency apartment which was around Dupont CircleI
was very fortunate I got an apartment at Dupont Circle at the
range oi about $200 a month, and it included utilities. My childre7t
stayed with me part of the time, and when they did, i had a walk-
in closet, and the children slept in the walk-in closet.

It is hard enough to start a busimtss, but as a single mother with-
out any money and having children, it is even harder. Over the
months I attempted to start the business, I did get some temporary
work as a typist, but it was not coming in on a regular basis. So, I
decided to apply for public assistance.

The public assistance is a strange phenomenon to be on. They
did not really encourage me to get off of public assistance, but they
did not really encourage my self-sufficiency at the same time. What
they did was what I call maintenance. They supplemented my
income from my fledgling business, but they cid not offer me any
incentive or assistance to go forward and really make strides to
make the business an adequate one that would provide me with
'..ncome that would take care of my family.

If I would earn money as a temporary, / would have to report it
in to the welfare system, and they would take that money which I
earned away from my welfare check, which was just about $200
during 1981. Actually, what would happen is that you end up ma-
nipulating with a whole lot less. You make a little bit of money
from outside earnings, and then that is taken away from you in
your welfare check. And so you are hack, really, where you start-edwith no money.

Then you also, as I mentioned, have te pay child care and trans-
portation costs. And by the time you do all of that, you really are
in a desperate state.

Eventually, I realized that the way to maneuver myself out ofthis whole desperate situation was that I would continue to go
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ahead with my business. but I would do something which many
people in the black community do. There is always one business
which is very easy to get into with very little cash investment, and
you end up yielding a very high rate of return. I decided to sell
drugs, which I did for almost a year.

In the process of selling drugs, I got strung out, which is a term
meaning that I got caught up in my own business. I lost more
money than I was making, and I began to spend a lot less attention
on my business, which was the original reason that I needed to
earn the additional money for in the first place.

At the time, food stamps were cut back by a Federal decision,
and I was really going through a maze of hopelessness.

I realized after about a year of this cycle that I had to stop it all.
I would have to stop my business, get off of drugs, and go back to
work, which is what I did.

I have got to admit my situation of poverty has been very
unique. The insights that I have learned, have given me under-
standing to speak on, I think, thr situation that occurs many
black people wno are trying to raise themselves up by the boot-
straps. Many times, it is harder to do this, and it is easier to just
accept the handout,: in the hopelessness of it all. You can get very
apathetic, and you begin to accept what seems like your lot in
lifea poor woman who just does nothing but struggle. We are
always taught that coping is part of something that we do very
well. And many poor women in poverty do cope for many, many
years with lowered self-esteem and by manipulating of the little bit
of resources that they have, which continues to cripple their lot in
life.

[Prepared statement of Ayo Handy follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OP Avo HANDY, DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SERVICES, SOUTHEAST
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE, WASHINGTON, DC

in the last two decades, "the feminization of poverty," is the phrase that has been
used to describe the alarming trend of women and their dependent children who
have swelled the welfare lists and the offices of social service agencies. According to
data compiled in 1983 by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, women head approxi-
mately one-half of all families in poverty, nationally.

In the nation's capAal, figures compiled for the 1970-1980 U.S. Census, showed
the number of poor young black mothers with incomes below $5,000, had increased
by almost 50 percent. Significantly, the primary source of income for young black
women who make up the District's poor, is public assistance (commonly called P.A.).
The average income from public assistance in 1979 was $2,630 which is $529 more
than the average income received from earnings. Without question, the young black
woman who receives a larger income from P.A. than she can from wage earnings,
makes a clear choice. Why work at a low-paying job when you can earn more, relax
at home, and be taken care of by the government.

What are the circumstances that have contributed to the numbers of women and
children who live in poverty? Providers of social services and advocates of the poor
see these factors as the major problem:

1. The rate of divorce which has doubled since 1959, crippling women with the
emotional and financial responsibility of heading a household.

2. The rate of out-of-wedlock births tripled from 1959 to 1982. In 1983, teenage
mothers accounted for 1,792 or 18.8 percent of all D.C. resident live births. However,
in the poorer sections of the ^ity, Wards 5, 6, 7 and 8 accounted for 1,236 or 69.0
percent of all births to teenage mothers. Babies making babies creates a multitude
of health risks, educational and financial problems for the child and mother alike.

3. The low wages and limited potential for promotions of women due to segregated
patterns of job discrimination.
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4. Inadequate child care services from pre-school to before and after care for chil-
dren of all ages, which hampers the mobility of women seeking out-of-home opportu-
nities.

5. The limited access to education and skills training opportunities for women,
which stress self-sufficiency and self-esteem building.

All of the aforementioned circumstances impact on every aspect of living and sur-
viving that women must handle in their impoverished environments.

The woman in poverty, more often, is the offspring of impoverished conditions
herself and this cycle of dependency may continue for generations. Poverty means
poor nutrition, so the women of poverty more often have a higher risk of serious
health problems which get passed on to their children. The women of poverty live in
substandard, low-income housing which lowers self-esteem to expect nothing more
than substandard lifestyle& Crime, addicts, abandoned cars that breed rodents and
pests, abuse from neighbors and abuse from city agencies, becomes part of the day-
to-day expectation of living.

The women of poverty, with little education and stiffied aspirations, attempt to
raise their children amidst the frustration and squalor of crowded schools, with few
recreational outlets and peer pressure that encourages most youths to give up and
blend into the hopelessness of the surroundings. Many of these women dropped out
of school and would be considered functionally illiteratebarely able to read an em-
ployment application, or comprehend simple, written instructions and can't even
help their children with their homework. The acquisition of knowledge is one of the
last things on most poor women's survival agenda. So, they don't do real well in
motivating their children about the value of education. Ignorance unfortunately
continues to beget ignorance.

As the Project Coordinator for Community Services at Southeast House, a 56 year
old social service agency in one of the poorest sections of the City, the area known
as Anacostia, I see the effects that poverty has on the clients we serve.

The community services staff of 5 people service an average of 400 people a
month, providing employment, education, housing counseling and crisis interven-
tion. Three-fourths of our clients are women who havo children and receive public
assistance. My staff faces these challenges well.

For example, this week they attempted to find an apartment at the District's fair
market rate for rental unitsaveraging $300 for a so-so, one bedroom apartment in
southeast, for a client who receives only $327 in public assistance income and $156
in fond ntainPs, for herself and two children. Finding an apartment in this situation
is like playing with a stacked deck, but you keep playing despite the odds.

My staff and I keep playing and trying to help clients like this, because some of
us have been there, and know full well the effects of poverty firsthand. We keep
thinkingjust maybesomething will change for the better. In the meantime, our
cabinets get thicker with files of our sister clients, who struggle to make it.

Chairman MILLER Thank you.
What has become very clear here this morning is the ability and

strength of people in poverty to cope and to not simply give up and
throw in the towel. I think another point is clearly, from the wit-
nesses this morning, the incredible commitment to the children by
their mothers.

I think, Stephanie, you have obviously displayed that commit-
ment.

Let me ask you, at Cardozo are you enrolled in the parenting
class?

MS. EPPS. Yes.
Chairman Mrurs. Is that helping you?
Can you pull the microphones over?
MS. EPPS. Yes, it is.
Chairman Miuza. What kind of subjects do you cover in the par-

enting class?
MS. EPPS. We go from the physical development up to the emo-

tional development, which is how they physically think and how
they emotionally are between dificTent age groups.
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Chairman MILLER. Do you think that has helped you with your
sons?

MS. EPPS. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Help you understand a little bit more of what

they are doing?
MS. EPPS. Yes, I think.
Chairman MILLER What do you do with your sons? You come di-

rectly home from school and then you are responsible for their
care; is that right? Your grandmother takes care of them while you
are at school, but then when you come home, what kind of activi-
ties do you engage in?

Ms. EPPS. If I have the time whe-i I come home, I study; and then
if I do not, well, my other son, he watches TV if he is not reading a
book or something. If he is reading a book, then I help him. Other-
wise, I am watching the baby, or either watching TV with my older
son, if the baby's not asleep.

Chairman MILLER. So you study when you come home. You said
in your testimony, also that sometimes you get up as early as 2
o'clock in the morning. I assume that is because the house is quiet
and you are able to get some time in then to study?

MS. EPPS. Yes.
Chairman Mums What is the living arrangement? How big is

the house that you live in?
MS. EPPS. It is a three-room apartment. It is not really that big. I

guess, a medium-size place.
Chairman Mn amt. It is a medium-size place; it has one bedroom?
MS. EPPS. Two.
Chairman Mniza. Two bedrooms.
Ms. EPPS. Um-hm.
Chairman MILLER. I see.
Cardozo also has an infant program where some students can

bring the newborn children; is that correct?
MS. EPPS. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. When you talk to your friends, do you think

that has been helpful in keeping them at school, having that pro-
gram available?

Ms. EPPS. Yes; because most of us, they would have had to drop
out if there was not something.

Chairman MILLER. Because there is no one to care for the infant?
MS. EPPS. Right.
Chairman MILLER. Do you know how many students have chil-

dren in the infant program?
Ms. EPPS. I guess it is about 12, 13.
Chairman MILLER. Do other students help take care of those chil-

dren? Is that part of the schooling, too?
Ms. EPPS. Sometimes.
Chairman Mu= That is interesting.
Fred, let me ask you something. With the families that you work

with and some of the children that are victims of violent situations
or broken homes, what is the biggest deficiency in those families?

Mr. TAYLOR. How do you mean, deficiency?
Chairman MILLER. VThat is it that really is, in your mind, lack-

ing in that family? Is it money? Is there substance abuse? Obvious-
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ly, all the families have different situations, but in terms of reall)
shaking the foundation of those family units?

Mr. TAYLOR. A major problem is isolation. The families are not
meaningfully connect 3 anywhere. Then when stress accumulates,
the frustrations have to go somewhere, and often that is toward
the most defense1e re in the space, that is, a child.

Situations of child abuse or neglect contain many factors; howev-
er, affordable housing is critical, because if the family is up against
whether they will be in the same place from month to month, the
pressure is destructive. Moreover, family members need a network
of relationships in order to balance their dependency on each
other. Isolated families who are constantly moving from one tempo-
rary place to another are like time bombs.

Chairman MILLER. You think that there is clearly a general envi-
ronmental pressure of being a poor family, whether it is inad-
equate housing or small housing or the tensions of many people
living together under the same roof?

The previous witnesses also talked a great deal about the isola-
tion in terms of not really knowing your neighbors or being able to
rely on them to help you from time to time.

Is that true, Joe, in the families that you see, also?
Mr. Crrao. I think that Fred really hit the nail on the head when

he said that what the families need is support. We know that there
are poor families who are able to at least get through without any
very serious problems in raising their children, apart from the
problems of really fmding what they need. But, I mean, in a situa-
tion like Ana's situation, she has children who are good children,
and she has a husband who is a good husband, and they are tryiug
very, very hard with a few resources to have a good family

I think one of the reasons they can is because they get help from
other families. At the Family Place, what we try to do is have
people help each other. In our daily enrichment activity, people
come on by. They can come anytime they want during the day,
they sit down and they talk with each other. We have discussions
withthere is a participants council that is elected by the partici-
pants. We want people to help each other, because that is what itis all about.

And we also want them to become independent. But I think that
if a family is isa crisis, and theT know that crisis is being shared by
other people, they are better able to deal with it.

Chairman MILLER. It is just interesting. We all sit in the Con-
gress, and a lot of times when you are sitting on the floor, other
Members of Congress will tell you what is going on in their family
and the troubles they are having, and they do not know what to do.
But if nothing else, I guess you can fmd another Member of Con-
gress on the floor to sort of chat with and to talk it over with.

But what is becx rning clear here is the inability of poor families
to have that same:opportunity available to them.

Stephanie, do you think you are going to be able to fmd a place
to live on your own, to move out in a relatively short period of
time, given the fact that you are in school, and have two sons?

Is that something you would like to be able to do?
Ms. EPPS. Yes, I would. I am hoping soon that I would be able to

get a place of my own, because it is just simply overcrowded.
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Chairman MILLER. How big is the apartment that Ana lives in,
Joe? Can you ask her?

Mr. CITRO. She has a living room and one bedroom. All five of
them sleep in the same bedroom

Chairman MILLER. So there ag ii, we see the same situation.
When she was working as a domestic, was she Fending some of

her money to El Salvador for her other son?
Mr. CITRO. Yes, she did.
She was sending $200 a month back to her son in El Salvador.
Chairman MILLER. How long has her husband been w orking as a

busboy?
Mr. CITRO. For 6 years.
Chairman MILLER. So she has been separated from her two sons

in Salvador most of their life?
Mr. Carlo. Yes. One son she left when he was less than 1 year

old, when she came here. The other son, he was born here, but
then she became pregnant at that time. In order for her just to sur-
vive, she had to send the other son back.

She recently brought one son here. And the last son hasone
son just came this year just for 2 months now in this country.

Chairman MILLER. What would you think, and I am not looking
for a hard number, but just in terms of families that come to you
with these kinds of pressures, what do you think your ability to
achieve some success in terms ofreally just talking F:bout mainte-
nance at this point- but keeping them from making the wrong de-
ciFion and throwing up their hands?

Mr. CITRO. I think that what we have to do is look at families,
every family, as having certain strengths as well as certain weak-
nesses. And what we try to do at the Family Place is build on the
strengths of the families, because poor families are strong families,
too. Not all of them, but a number of them are, and the families
that we work with, we try to capitalize on those strengths.

Ana comes with a tremendous desire. She is just an example I
am using of a parent who wants toas we have heard from Steph-
anie as well, and Ayoof a parent who wants to be a good parent,
who wants to take care of that child, who wants to do the best for
the 4 children or the 10 children or 1 child.

And I believe we could be successful, actually, with all the fami-
lies that we deal with, except those, I think, who are having some
real difficult problem, I mean, who really are mentally ill. I think
that that is a very special case. I think that families who are drug
abusers or alcohol abusers, you are dealing with the special cases
there.

But a family who wants to make it and who reaches out and can
give and is willing to try and get support. I mean, you know, these
families cannot do it on their own. They need the support of the
Government. They need the support of city programs, especially to
provide things like day care.

The day-care centers tell us, if you want your child in to a day-
care center, come when you are pregnant. One of our women went
when she was 3 months pregnant. The child is now 31/2 years old,
and last week got into the daycare program. Especially bilingual
daycare programs, which not only in this city, but throughout the
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country, are reallywe need daycare training programs that wil'operate in the evening.
There needs to be proper health care for children, because poor

families simply do not have that kind of money to provide the
health care that is required.

But if we could get those kinds of supports for families, we couldbuild on the strength of families. We could build on the social serv-ices system that we have, and that is even in place. Family Place
does not cost a lot of money. It is a low-cost program that builds onthe strengths of families and uses people to help each other.

I think that we could do it for a lot of families.
Chairman Mniza Thank you.
Ron.
Mr. DRUMM& I have no questions at this particular time.
Chairman MILLER. Ham.
Mr. FISH. No, thank you.
Chairman Mum. Well, let me again thank you on behalf of thecommittee for sharing your experiences with us. You may have

something else you want to add or comment on. Feel free to dothat. I really want to thank you because Oust think it is terribly,
terribly important that those of us in the Congress start to under-
stand not only the problems that confront families in poverty but Iwould hope also that my colleagues in the Qmgress would start to
appreciate the strengths of these families.

I do not know many people that could endure this kind of day-to-day, hour-to-hour pressure. And I really hope that as people readthis transcript, ancl as we start to share it with other people in
Congress, and as the committee continues, we ought to realize thatin many ways these families have been successful.

I suspect that very often the notion that we should dwell on suc-cesses in the ghetto or among the impoverished sometimes is anotion of success that is not realistic for others. But these are relat-ed successes. The fact thataStephanie can stay in school, raise two
sons with the help of her f ily, that her grandmother wrsuld give
up that kind of time, that she is willing to get up at 2:30 in the
morning; Ayo, who made a decision to get off of drugs; that youngMichael made a decision not to get on drugs; that Aletha is pre-pared to walk several miles a day to take care of her family; thatAna is sharing the bedroom with five other members of her familyso she and her husband have no privacythose are success stories.That is not the American dream, but we ought not to mix thetwo of them up together. I would just hope that the Members of
Congress would start to focus on that because I do not know wheth-er any of my colleagues could endure that kind of pressure on adaily basis.

I think it was Tweedy who said she works for $4 an hour and itcosts her $4.80 just in carfare to get back and forth to work. Shehas to work bettcr than an hour just to get to her job. I think for
Members of Congress, we have to work somewhere around 3 min-utes to pay that carfare.

And that is one of the ways we judge standard of living in this
country. How many hours for a loaf of bread, how many hours for
shelter, how many hours for clothing. So I would hope that some ofmy colleagues who are constantly telling us to look at the success
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stories might understand that success is relative to the environ-
ment in which you are trying to survive.

And I have visited with a number of young women who have
given birth to children, who are staying in school in this city, in
my district, and in other parts of the country. And I just wish
Members of Congress would see the kind of commitment that those
young mothers have to those children, and to understand it And I
would also hope that this hearing would be the beginning of under-
standing that very often, we find that our policies at the Federal
level are inconsistent with rational maternal decisions about the
care of a child. Because we cannot provide day care, because we do
not provide health care, it is not a good maternal decision to go to
work and lose those benefits, and lose that kind of support system
for a family. We force people to chose between an economic priori-
ty and a maternal priority, when in fact people ought to be able to
work to provide for their children and still afford health care and
still be able to find affordable, safe child care.

So, again, I want to thank you, and I would hope that as we re-
visit this whole issue of families and children in poverty, that we
can come forward with a more humane policy, with a more com-
prehensive policy, and tzLarstand the bankruptcy of the current
policy, which is to continue to deny those support resources to
these families who are struggling this hard on a day-to-day basis to
get by.

This is the first in a series of hearings that we are going to
embark on. I want to thank all of the members of the committee
who appeared at various times this morning, and to my dear
friend, Ron Dellums, for sparking this initiative again.

I was hoping that the committee somehow would not have to get
back into an issue that we had so exhaustively engaged in 2 years
ago, but it is clear the situation is getting no better. In fact, it is
deteriorating at an accelerating pace for millions of Americans. So
I want to thank all of my colleagues.

Mr. DELLUMS. Would the gentleman yield briefly?
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Mr. DELLUMS. Let me just say firA that I appreciate the fact that

you are holding these hearings, and I am proud to be your friend
and to be your colleague.

Poverty is increasing in this country and misery is mounting to
an extraordinary level. I just think that it has achieved a point
where it is a moral imperative that we eradicate poverty in this
country.

T also believe that we can rally this country to eradicate poverty.
I have to believe that. And it seems to me that a nation which
cannot rally to its children is a nation in serious difficulty. I think
we can win this fight politically, and I am very pleased that you
started in Washington, DC. I hope you take these hearings all over
the country, force American people to realize what we are doing in
the name of American conservative politics. We are destroying
human beings in this society in the name of deficit reduction and
balanced budget.

In some kind of way, if we put 10 percent of the energy into
eradicating poverty that we appear to be puWing into eradicating
the deficit, we could deal with this problem. I Vaink ifyou take this
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hearing around the country, politicize America and mobilize Amer-ica, and I think, George, that it can be done, because I believe
America can deal with it.

The one fleeting moment where I felt some sense of optimism
was the other day when I was watchingthe other night, as you
know, ABC did a few nights where they focused on the issue of pov-
erty among children. And there were a number of scenes and vi-
gnettes that were extraordinary to me. I just happened to be sitting
in my bedroom alone when the program was on, and one young, 9-
year-old black child was asked to describe the nature of his exist-
ence. And he laid that out. And then the woman said, well, how do
yon feel about that.

And then this magnificent, beautiful child, said, I feel like killing
myself.

And all I coulci do was sit there in the silence of my room and
cry and feel an in. _edible sense of impotence.

I went to the floor the next day, and I gave a 1-minute speech
where I said ihat we have to address these problems. The fleeting
moment of optimism that I felt was that the gallery, the people
who were visiting the Congress, applauded that 1-minute speech. I
did not take that personally, because I looked up there, and that
was middle America; it was not Berkeley, CA, appigauding the
speech. It was middle-of-the-road, middle America right down thepike.

And it seemed to me that for a fleeting moment, those people
heard what I said and that them are millions of other American
people who would hear, because we have to eradicate poverty
among the children. I think our society will -flearly begin to under-stand that once you make a commitment to eradicate poverty
among children, you cannot stop until you eradicate poverty amongall of our citizens.

I think it is an imperative. I thank you for doing this. I hope that
you are aggressive. I hope that both members of the Democraticand Republican Party would join across the lines that tend to
divide us, to come together around our kids.

As I said before, and I am going to keep on saying it, a society
that threatens its children is a society on its way to dying. And I
believe that this society has to live and that we have to go forward
to do that, to address the problems of our children.

Take it out there and take it aggressively, and think you can
mobilize America.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Yes?
Mr. TAYLOR. Just some brief comments?
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Taylor.
Mr. TAYLOR. I am saying this as a private citizen, and as a

person involved in human service as a life vocation.
I think it is critical that this country look at what each level of

society has the capability of doing. For example there are a lot of
things that we can do at the local level, but federally-based entitle-
ments such as food stamps, AFDC, et cetera have to stay in place
for us at the local level to get at the other problems. I think the
time has come for some clearly delineated roles for national, State,
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and local levels as regards coping with poverty. Together we can
make a real difference in this situation; however, there is no way
this country can reduce or even contain poverty without a strong
mix of Federal, State, and local initiative.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
This committee stands adjoui >,ed.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.rn., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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FRIENDSHIP HOUSE
619 D STREET, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
675-9050

Friendship House Fact Sheet

Friendship House is in your community to
serve YOU. If our staff can't help you with a
problem, we pro6ably know someone who can.
Here's what we offer

Clothing Center
400 L Street, S.E.
Director Mr. James Beale
Phone: 675-9240 or 9241

Need Good Clothing? The Friend-
ship House Clothing Center has good used
-clothing for men, women and children. The
clothing is donated from throughout the met-
ropolitan area by individuals, agencies and
businesses and is available free. If you need
dothing or have some clothes to donate,
please contact the Center between 9:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Child Development Center

619 D Strea, S.E.
Director Ms. Teresa Buck
Phone: 675-9064

Additional Site
1720 Minnesota Ave., S.E.
. . . priority given to children who reside east
of the Anacostia River.
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The Centers Provide Educational
Programs for children ages 2 to 14. Priority is
given to mothers who tire working or in job
training. Fees are based on a sliding scale
determined by family income. Hours of opera-
tion are 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

A full-time Developmental Teacher
assists the teaching staff in pianning a stimu-
lating and individualized educational program
designed to meet the intellectual, physical.
social and emotional needs of each child.
Major emphasis is placed on enhancing each
child's sense of self-worth, confidence, and
independence.

Active parent involvement is an
essential component of our program, including
monthly Parent Meetings, family outings, and
parent-teacher conferences.

Our school age program provides a
wide variety of enrichment activities before
and after school and full time during the
summer.

Services to the Elderly

619 D Street, S.E.
Director Ms. Jean Kinsey
Phone: 675-9075 or 9076

If you are a senior citizen or know
an elderly person, we provide nutritious and
balanced meals every weekday at the seven
locations listed below. We provide some
transportation to the sites and deliver a limited
number of meals to homebound seniors.
Senior Citizens may contribute as they are
able.
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.Meal Sites
Christ Methodist Church, 900 4th St., S.W.
Arthur Czpper, 601 L St., S.E.
Potomac Gardens, 1229 G St., S.E.
Purity Baptist, 1325 Maryland Ave., N.E.
Capitol Hill Towers, 900 G St., N.E.
St. Monica's, 1340 Massachusetts Ave., S.E.
Holy Name Church, 920 1 1 th St., N.E.

We also provide supportive se:vices
such as escort assistance, counseling, advo-
cacy, shopping assistance, information ses-
sions as well as recreational activities like
bowling, trips, outings and games. A new fully
staffed senior center located at our Arthur
Capper site, provides additional services
which include health and dental care, beauti-
cian services, arts and crafts, and cooking
classes. We distribute Metro Passes and will
help seniors apply for Medicaid, Food Stamps,
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and hous-
ing. Hours for these services are 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Community Organization Unit

1000 5th Street, S.E.
Director: Ms. Vivian Williams
Phone: 675-9243

Having Trouble Coping with PMA?
Friendship House staff works dosely with
Tenant Councils in Arthur Capper, Carrots-
burg, and Ellen Wilson dwellings on mainte-
nance, security and other problems

Come by or call the C.O. Uri!!
between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
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Energy Program

619 D Street, S.E.
Director M. C. David Alter
Phone: 675-9069

If you are a senior citizen or low or
moderate income, you may qualify for free
home weatherization service. We train young
people in weatherization skills and hire them
to use their expertise in the homes of elderly
residents in the city. Energy conservation
information and technical assistance in
energy-related problems are also available.

Psycho-Social Unit

1526 Pennsylvania Avenue, S.E.
Director: Ms. Fehcia Nokes
Phone: 544-1811 or 544-1228

Friendship House operates a
community-based mental health program for
psychiatrically disabled clients referred from
community mental health centers of the D.C.
Mental Health Services Administration.

The program provides daily, produc-
tive activities designed to improve clients'
competencies in personal, social, educational,
recreational, and vocational areas to enable
them w independently funcfion effectively in
the community.

Manpower Services

619 D Street, S.E.
Director. Ms. Debor.in Walsh
P' tone: 675-9068

This unit provides a comprehensive
Manpower Services program geared toward
employability development. Services include:
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job search, recruitment, training, information
and referral, placement and follow-up for area
applicants.

Cooperating Services

Food Stamp Office

619 D Street, S.E.
Phone: 675-9080 or 9081

Food Stamp Cettifiers are available. You
can apply at 619 D Street, S.E. Monday
through Friday 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings are held
at Friendship House, 619 D Street, S.E.
every Tuesday and Thursday at 8:00 p.m.
For information, please contact Mr. James
Beale, 675-9240 or 9241.

To Our Friends

This Fact Sheet outlines Friendship
House programs and services. Our dedicated staff
and Board of Directors work hard to instill our
motto of hope and self-sufficiency to the large
population of clients that we serve. We invite you
to stop by or call and ask questions about
Friendship House. We're always glad to help.

Clyde B. Richardson
President, Board of Directors

Administrative Staff

Executive Director Beryl C. Johnson

R( search Director Charlotte Ehrenhaft
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Youth Unit

619 D Street, S.E.
Coordinator Mr. Walter Sullivan
Phone: 675-9069

Our youth services focus on
employment readiness and job experience,
educational support, and provision of a range
of leisure time activities. Earn while you learn
in our Odd Job Registry and Summer Youth
Employment Programs.

Additional activities for youth
include tutoring and educational support,
individual counseling, and summer resident
camp experiences. Computer classes are avail-
able for both youth and adult,. Try us!

Consumer Action Unit

1011 7th Street, S.E.
Director: Ms. Beatrice Gray
Phone: 675-9084 or 9085

Need Help With cutting food costs?
Our Consumer Unit holds food demonstra-
tions and provides counseling for consumer
problems.

For individuals and familir- -'4th
emergency food needs because of fire, theft, or
other crises, we provide free food collected
from churches and agencies around the area.

Hours of the Consumer Action Unit
are 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. I4onday through
Friday.
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Ci State Zip

Yes, I want to become a FRIEND OF FRIENDSHIP HOUSE by supporting your many essential SelVicti Endo Rd

Is my tax deductthle conthbution.

0 $500 0 $250 0 $100 0 $50 0 525 0 510

Other

$10 Will help buy art supplies and leare,ing tools for our Day Care Program.

$15 Will prOde ifonnation pamphlets on health services, crime prevention, and tenant's rights and

responsibilities,

$50 Pays for trade school and vocational training for clients in our Psycho-Social Rehabilitation Program.

$100 Will provide emergency food for needy and hungry families in onr community.

$250 Pays for summer trips and leisure time activities for senior's in our 5er/ices to the Elderly Program.

$500 Will pay for computer insmaion and training for community youth.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LORRIE WILLIAMS, CENTER MR YOUTH SERVICES MEMBEI

Not Another Statistic

My life at the Center for Youth Services (CYS) started in October,
1983. When I started, I was confused, ready to give up, and on the
verge of destruction. I went through a number of jobs with no success.
Forced to apply for welfare, because of a lack of skills and education,
as well as money, I was branded with the label "single teenage mother
(parent)" and to the Government and the world I became another
statistic- single, young, Black and uneducated. Like a fortune teller
reading your palm, the government had read my life. It predicted
I would be another uneducated Black female welfare recipient who
had babies and would stay at home and watch soap operas all day.
But, determined to become just the opposite, I began my journey.
Little did I know my journey would lead me to CYS, my first stop
toward a brighter future. The tools CYS has given me, and continues
to give me, are exactly what I needed. There was no need for mn to
journey any further.

The director, my primary counselor, and staff are so dedicated to
their jobs. A lot of time and energy has to go into what they are
doing. Dedication and determination are the key words and strengths
for them.

A lot of time when you are growing up there's something you are lacking.
For the fortunate ones, they can overcome their lacking, but for the
less fortunate ones, we tend to put the missing pieces together. We
go on our journey to find the missing pieces. This can cause problems.

For me, my sole reason for having a baby at a young age was for love
and security, because I was lacking these things. When you are searching
for something and you can't find what you are looking for, you begin
to substitute until you can put the pieces in the right place, and
until you get the right ingredients.

The period of being a teenager and a young adult is not an easy one.
Some people are more successful than others. Somethings that are
simple for us are difficult for others. All of us have unique needs,
but our youth especially have unique needs. It iS important that they
have someone (a second family) to boost them up even though most of the
time they have familien already. A "second family" is like a second
reinforcement. This is the role of CYS in its members' lives; when
CYS can offer education, employment, counselling; daycare, medical
and pregnancy care, and family crisis services, this makes a difference
in their lives. Just the idea of knowing that there's someone else
who cares, and shows it, makes a difference.



A good example of this is my life and family, especially my brother
Chris. My brother got involved in CYS through the court system. He
was going through CYS for education and counselling. Through him,
I found out about CYS. I was reluctant at first, but he kept
pressuring me, so I decided to give it a shot. Little did I know
that this very special gift that my brother gave me would be ext,emely
significant to me in less than two years.

Fortunately, I was able to get my GED and attend a word-processing
training class successfully. But unfortunately, my brother was
murdered 7 months ago. A lot of our goals we were going to obtain
together, and because of his death we could not do so. My family
sort of withdrew from each other. It was hard for us to talk about
our pain and heartache. CYS and my primary counselor helped me
through this nightmare! For them to be there for my family and me
at a time like that was a blessing, because they asked for nothing
in retur except love and togetherness They helped me, and still
are helping me to cope with his death, co talk about and understand
what happened and why. Without this I know I would have had a

nervous breakdown. They helped me to be strong for my brother, and
my family.

I cannot express how very important it is to have someplace, another
home, to turn to in any crisis, or any time. I have talked to
many people who say they wished they had CYS around when they were
growing up, because they probably would be a lot better off.

We have a remarkable family that continues to grow; as my primary
counselor says, CYS members are all over the place. It's like a
cousin you may have and would not have known until you started
talking about your family and you find out you stem from some of
the same roots.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY DAY

Good morning. I am Nancy Day, a divorced mother with three
children ages 9, 15 and 18. Presently, we are a publicly-assisted
family with an income of less than $500 a month. This includes a
check and food stamps.

until going on public assistance several years agO, I was a
working mother. Before my divorce, a fulltime stay-at-home mother.
Therefore, I can relate to the problems and concerns of the working
poor, social service clients and to the single parent household. At
this time, however, I would like to focus on the problems of the
single parent publicly-assisted household.

After quitting work due to health reasons, I started receiving
public assistance. Going from working full time to public
assistance took a lot of adjusting, not only from me but from my
children. Because we could not afford the rent on our apartment, we
were forced to move into a public housing unit.

In our old neighborhood, everybody watched out for everyone
else's children and property. At the development I am living in
now, neighbors watch other people destroy your property and break
into your bome. Neighbors that are trying to do the best they can
and live respectful lives are afraid to call the police in the event
they see $,(-).,..eone being beaten because threats are often made against
them and their families. Therefore, certain people within and
outside the development are permitted to do as they wish.

In my development, maintenance, if done at all, is done only
after ietting landlord/tenant affairs involved. In my unit, a smoke
detector that went on the blink months ago is yet to be replaced. A
so-called energy saver coil type overhead light in my kitchen (which
would cost me $15 if purchased myself) has not been replaced.
However, I have been told by management that these lights were their
responsibility to replace.

Appliances in my unit and a number of others need to be and have
been promised to be replaced. They have not. Some units 'Aave
ceilings and floors that were in need of repairs for several years
before they were repaired. At this time, I am not sure all have. I
have tried to get management to help put together a parenting skills
group and other workshops needed in my community, but have not been
able to get their help in doing so.
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The environment change has greatly influenced my children. They

are made fun of because they have curfews. The name 'sissy is

called to my 9 year old when he tells the other kids he can't come
out because his mother won't let him. Preschool and elementary
children are seen in the company of adults with cans of beer. These

same kids have mouths on them that sailors would be ashamed of.

As mentioned before, my household has an income of less than
$500 a month. The food stamp allotment provides $1.00 per day for

each family member. The check covers rent, telephone and car

insurance. It is also used to purchase household cleaning and paper
supplies, the cost of doing laundry and personal hygienne articles.

That is just about as far as it will go.

The car, therefore, is used once a month for shopping and
necessary trips for medical service. If car repairs are needed, it
may sit for months while money is saved fk.r parts. This applies to

minor repairs -- major repairs are out of the question for the

social service client.

Being human means more than having a human body, it means having
options, being able to create, to build, to choose, to reject. What

you do as a human being defines who you are, what makes you unique
among others, and defines the quality of your life experiences.

Social service clients do not agree with this statement. You

mention to someone that you are a social service client and all of a

sudden you become less than human. People have a tendency to think

you have no worth at all. Not only does this come from middle-class
citizens (w)o are oftentimes one pay check away from being in the
same position themselves), but from people that are supposed to be
helping the client get back into the working world.

Clients are having problems with the WIN staff (Maryland). They
are calling in tears because of the insensitivity of staff members.
They are so discouraged by the treatment received that they just
throw up their hands and say 'why bother?'

Clients remain on the social service rolls because they are not

getting the guidance they need. Many people on social service need

someone to help in goal setting skills and how to reach those

goals. Granted, there is a small percentage of clients who like
sitting home waiting for that check each month, but a larger
percentage would rather be working.

There are a number of reasons why people are on public
assistance. It does not mean that we are lazy, good-for-nothings,
which is one of the labels given to social service clients. One

phrase I have learned to hate with a passion is 'you people.'

Parents of social service supported children are found sitting
at home in front of a television (if they are lucky enough to have
one) or just looking at four walls. Not out of choice, but because

5
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they cannot do anything else. There is no money in the budget for
taking a class, for self improvement, bus fare to the library (for
books to read), the daily newspaper, decent clothes to wear. We
can't invite a friend for lunch (most parents don't eat lunch so
that the food will last longer for the children). If not for the
school breakfast and lunch programs, very few social service
children would have more than one meal a day.

Social service clients and working poor people are all screaming
for a little guidance and support. Tell us how to better ourselves
and hold our hand while we are doing it. Most of us have come from
backgrounds that did not enable us to learn how to interact with
people or teach us goal setting and decision-making skills.

Social service clients do not have options to choose or reject
because they receive a check and food stamps each month. This
option is no longer theirs. The rules and regulations of the social
service system keep them on public assistance.

Things needed to help low income people at this time are an
increase in the income eligibility for medical assistance to enable
the working poor to have better preventive medical care, and
provision of preventive dental service for persons over 21 on
medical assistance.

When applying for public assistance, the intake worker comprites
the paperwork, barely acknowledging the fact you are there except to
ask a question. If you are found eligible, you are assigned a
caseworker. You have no contact with this worker unless your check
or food statps is not received in an orderly fashion. I believe that
the workers should have resources available such as information on
job training and other events that may help the client in making
some adjustments in their lives to shorten their stay on public
assistance.

Definitely, an issue I would like to see dealt with is the fact
that when a student reaches 16 years of age the school system has no
legal way to help the parent keep that student in school. I am
finding that a lot of young adults are spending their days sitting
on fences, drinking and using drugs which were bought with money
stolen from neighbor's homes and businesses because they cannot read
and write. Therefore, they cannot work. For that reason, changes
should be made on the state and federal level that would not permit
students to drop out of school at 16.

Thank you for your time.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHERINE FERRELL, KENILWORTH PARKSIDE RESIDENT
MANAGEMENT CORP.

41W0 OUARIES STREET, N.E.
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2E019
2921 399-4477 CHILDREN IN POVERTY

Three years ago, Kenilworth/Parkside was considered

as Public Housing, it was a diaster heat and hot water

were the assets, not the rule. The most routine maintenance

u is neglected, vandalism ana resident abuse made maintcnance

pointless.

ms a community 85 percent of the residents relied

chiefly on government subsidy (AFDC), and teenage pregnacy

was rampant. In 1982 the resident of the Kenilworth/

Parkside Development decided that the living conditions

had crosscd Into the intolerable zone. We formed our own

Management Corporation, electea a Hoard of Director from

among the residents and convinced the city to let us

manage tile development.

Within two years wc radically improved the living

conditions, restored rarely heat and hot watet-, patch

leaking roofs and other gross physical defects. One of

the major advantages of Resident Management is the

sense of community that its builds. When there is no hot

water or heat on the properti the Manager and the Maintenance

Foreman htat and !-.ot water is a).,;.) off.
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There are 464 units within the Kenilworth/Parkside Community.

We have started several small businesses such as:

I. Coop Store

2. Day Care Center

3. Beauty & Barber Shop

4. Thrift Store

5. Boutique (Alterations and Hand sewn clothes)

We have also established a Health Center with a full time doctor

Employment Center, Voc-Rehab counciling. College Here We Come Program.

Resident maintenance Training Program and Recreation Programs evenings

and afternoons.

This new attitude has inspired many residents to seek a better

way of livina fo:' themselves and their chidlren. Since Resident

Management, many resident have become acti-e in PTA meetings and the

Neighborhood Advisory Council. Another major benefit of Resident

Management has been to college programs, College Here We come is a

non-profit program design to assist Public Housing youths to gain

access tO post seconoary education. The Coll.!ge Here We Come progran

has sent over 500 youth to colleges all over the United States.

Many of the graduates have come back as architects, teachers and

many other professions that are need in our community. This for the

first time has inspired many youth that have never been and could

not afford to go to college to go and seek further education.

Resident Management , I feel is the primary reason for self/help

mentality. We have been able to accomplish many of these goals

with very little help from Local or Federal funds. Giving the

opportunity to manage ourselves has created a Healthy anu Prosperous

Community.
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REMARKS OF CONGRESSMAN DAN COATS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA, AND RANKING MINORITY MEMBER, SELECT COMMITTEE ON
CMLDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

While recent Census Bureau Statistics show that the poverty rate
among all children fell in 1984 (from 22.2% to 21.3%) and that the
national poverty rate also fell (to 14.4%), it is disturbing to any
concerned citizen that half the black children under 6 were poor and
nearly 40% of Hispanic children under 18 were poor.

In a period of general economic recovery we need to examine why some
have been left behind. The personal testimony of the individuals
was very moving, and my heart goes out to those who are struggling
valiantly to succeed as citizens and parents.

I feel we also need to thoroughly examine several larger questions
as well. Here are a few statistics from one report, the CRS
Children in Poverty report, that nearly jump off the page:

More than 70% of children with never married mothers
(black, white, or Hispanic) were below the poverty level.
Compared with a white child, a black child was almost 12
times as likely to have a never married mother.

40% of children whose father and mother both failed to
complete high school have children who are poor, but only
74 of those children whose parents each received a diploma
are poor.

When AFDC was enacted, 88% of families that received State
welfare were needy because the father had died. By March,
1983 more than 88% of the children had able-bodied but
absent fathers; futhennore, the fathers of 47% of AFEC
children were not married to their mother.

No one could hear or read the testimony of these witnesses or talk
with others in similar situations and nut be touched. But the real
question is how to best help poor families. A critical part of what
to do is defining the problem or problems specifically enough to
target solutions.

Federal government programs have been of only subsistence level
help; it appears, at least in some cases, to have aggravated the
problem. That does not give us the right to give up, however.
Rather it should challenge us to be more creative in what we do and
also acknowledge that the federal government alone cannot solve
these problems.

I have included several articles that address various aspects of the
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larger problem--attitudes, family composition, education, and some
new program ideas.

Columnist hIlliam Raspberry summarized the article by M. Carl Holman
this lay: 'They (black children) are, he says quietly, in trouble
and slipping academically to the point where a shocking percentage
of the next generation will be economically expendable, not because
of racism, but because they hill lack the skills to compete in the
labor market."

The question is not natural ability but being able to develop that
ability to compete in a free economy. Two innovative young black
leaders, Harvard Economic Professor, Glenn Loury, and Robert L.
Woodson, the dynamic leader of the National Center for Neighborhood
Enterprise, have done much work in this area.

I have included for the record a recent paper titled 'The Role
the Family: An Overview" by Glenn Loury that was done for the
November Executive Session II on "Delinquency and the Family", a
project of the Department of Juvenile Justice and the John F.
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. While it is
specifically oriented toward delinquency (only one issue affected by
the family) it is an excellent example of how the family needs to be
included in discussions about what to do.

"Wlping the Poor Help Themselves" by Bob Woodson is an overview of
some ideas he and others have observed or suggested.

If as a Committee he pursue this subject further, I am looking
forward to hearing more from these leaders and others who are
working toward solutions to the sad personal stories highlighted at
this hearing.
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How To Stop
The Miseducation
Of Black Children

Kindergarten, earliest grades are key years

A FIRE bell is ringing in the night.
IS Many beleaguered Blink Amer-
icans mar not hear st amid the din of
other urgent problems clamoring for
Immediate attention But hesr and re-
spond they must because it is warning
that time IS running out for marshaling
the energy and ingenuity required to
meet head on the unprecedented
threat to their future Posed by the
undereducation and miseducation of
Black children in kindergarten and the
earliest grades

When astronaut Frederick Drew
Gregory told students* kis alma me-
ter Washington a Anaconda High
School. that it trashier! him that he did
not see other Black scientists. en-
gineers, technicians and professionals
coming after him through the doom he
snd others have opened he was reaBy
addressing a bun question of long-
term survival in a rapidly changing
society and world For if currant
trends continue unchecked. the oes-
sequences will be quite serious/artist
total society and disastrous for the
BM* mmmunity

By M. Carl Holman Ftesident, *None, ummin coagen
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STOP MISEDUCA110Nc..o...
According to almost all experts.

Blacks are taking in the early grades
fewer ofthe basic courses necessary for
developing the skills. study habits and
content required to excel in scieoce.
math and technology in the intennedi-
ste. high school and college years. To
make mitten worse, the enrollment of
Black students in colleges is declining,
in part because of cutbecks in kderal
aid to education.

The figures are clear and compel!.
ing. Blacks and Hispanics. represent-
ing about 18.5 percent of the total
population, received only 7.3 percent
of the bachelor's degrees awarded in
the biological sciences in 198041, and
only 5.8 percent of the degrees in
physical science. At the master's de-
gree level, they received 3.34 percent
of the degrees in biological science and
3.34 percent of the physical science
degrees. At the &moral level, minor-
ities received a dismal 0.9 percent of
the degrees in the physical sciences
and 1.52 percert of the life science doc-
torates.

To meet this challenge. and to en-
sure the future of our children and our
children's children. we must m-hibxe
all our forces and beer. Lieu, at the
beginning, in the preschool and
elements:7560d to educate our chil-
dren for technologiesl survival and
meximum economic self-sufficiency.

As in the case of most of the painful
breaking ofpound and sowing of seeds
in the19501 and earlier, which led to
the civil rights revolution of the '60s,
much of the work to he done will have
to be done by Blocks themselves. Der
44
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spite the clear evidence of demograph-
ics which show how short-sighted any
national blueprint for the future will
Prove to he which ignores the critical
need to build on the emote humsn
capital bases which minor.ties and
females represent, the signs are not
terribly encouraging. There are al-
ready indications that poor and pre.,
dominantly Black schools are being
shortchanged in the allocation of con,.
puters and computer programs. Su,
with all due respect to all the valuable
allies we have had and now have, we
cannot expect George to do it. Certain.
ly in every urban community there are
enough Black churches, clubs, frater-
nities. sororities. fraternal orders and

IleMostionntod. hen
LI, demon of the Yale
CUM Study Grater. and
Martin Luther King
Fienestry Scheel Pm.
cipd FAmod 1. Formed
fL) Mame chddent,
punts sod touchers
take port la immer
pogrom to Hanford.
Cam An:61mph Kn.
Man. School Hunan
won Rasa t. Mans
modecusonner reg.
not computer mune ix
emognen.

auxilleries, busmen sod profeuional
groups to provide the help minority
children, parents and schools so badly
need.

Nor can we allow the current and
understandable focus on improving
high school education and upon re-
mediation to deter us from moving to
much stronger focus on premature
education. Which means intervening
as early as we can, and with as much
creativity and continuity as we can
bring to bear, on motivating aza
cuing Black youngsters in what they
must know, do and believe in their
formative years. It is nut a question of
eithedur. nemediation It the upper
levels is necessary. Hut ass stratep fur

(SOW Omen. 1085 Continood sit Pogo 48
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STOP MISEDUCATION c.
the '90s and beyond it will prove
woefully inadequate.

Consider what we know. We know
that Black children are closest to their
%%lute age peers in their earlistst years
and that, gives% half a chance, these
children are eager and responsive
learners. But we also know that the
learning gap widens in every year after
kindergarten. That by almost every
measure the roots of failure take hold
long before thousands of minority
youngsters have dropped out or have
been pushed out of high school. Or
emerge with virtually worthless cer-
tificates or diplomas

We will also have to look more
rationally at the real options now oPen
te Black children. Alternative schools

sante of then at least are ftne.
Private and parochial schools we Etat
when they admit in any real numbers
the kinds of children we are talking
about Magnet schools and other de-
segregated schools can work well,
especially wben staffs are sensitive and
committed.

t

seitun
warm lines suaseer
amp al Mond Mud"
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compsnor sod rah., iri
similes tor Setorted
Kali wade pools kw
D ean.. whool. Mae,

vase Min la Oft tut-
door dtscussioo
right. instructor Las.
crow Shunilsert sop,
ones mower clan
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But the harsh fact is that today hun-
dreds of thousands of low-income
Black youngiters, particularly at the
elementary level, will find themselves
in school rooms where verY kw Young
fices will be of a color different from
their own. Most of these classrooms
will be in publicly-supported schools
at a time when public support is not
very freely given.

Any strategy for dealing with the
education of *prising other than
Black elite must tape these schools into
account. Just as it must factor in both
the especially gifted Black youngsters.
whatever tbe income levels of their
parents, as well as those average Black
students who must not go on scoring
below the average for their age groups.

You do not have to believe every-
thing you read about tbe widening gap
between the Black middle class and
the "underclass" to know that what
needs to be done IS not easy. And rex
have only to visit a few schools In AC
inner reaches of our cities to coPos
across three mesons for frustratin or

)
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despair for every signal ftag ofhope you
encounter.

But the flags are there. Much of the
credit is due to a riew breed of urbaa
school superintendents many of
them Black or Hispanic who are
establishing beachheads of Unproved
achievement, with the belp of some
committed principals and teachers.
And some pioneering low-income par-
ents.

Women and men like Floretta
Dukes McKenzie of Washington,
D.C.. Constance Clayton of Philadel-
phia, Alonzo Crisis of Atlanta, Willie
Herenton of Memphis. James Vasquez
of San Antonio, Dorothy Maggett of
Tucson. Arthur Jefferson of Detroit,
Lee McMurrin a Milwaukee. Jerome
Jones of Saint Louis and a half dozen
other urban superintendents are tap-
ping the resources of school staffs,
students, parents, business and coal-
enmity leaders to produce not only
1...zryl-won changes in attitudes and
perceptions, but solid. measurable ire-
provements in achievement.

In one midwestern inner-city ele-
mentary school, low-income Black
children win prizes in the citywide sci-
ence fair inch year, and one fifth grade
youngster sec red at the inth percentile
on standardized tests, avenging at
10.5. with 12.4 grade level scores on
some elements of the test. Certainly,
be and others like him are exceptional,
but the average for his whole class.
slower learners included. topped out
at OWer year and a half above the
national average. Atlan, Superinten-
dent Cries lnvslvenieit er every seg.
ment of the city in parlor ships with
students, parents and sybool staffs in
setting clear targets and achieving
them is proving that his "Community
of Believers- is no mere rhetorical
PloF

Several years ago we first began
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The Role of The Family: An Overview

Glenn C. Loury

The family, whether European or Oriental, socialist or bourgeois,

modern or tradtitional is the center of social life in all cultrues.

Societies rely on the family, in one form or another, to accomplish

the essential tasks of producing and socializing children. The cDr.-

tinued prosperityindeed the survival--of any society depends on

whether families adequately discharge this responsibility. These are

truisms which would readily gain the assent of the common man or woman

if asked. Yet, remarkably, this emphasis on the family as the center

of social life, and correspondingly as the locus of the formation of

personal character and thus the appropriate context within which to

address Problems of antisocial behavior, comes into conflict with much

expert thinking in the social sciences and allied helping professioni

tWilson and Herrnstein. 1985213: Wilson, 1985b.) It is therefore

noteworthy that we undertake in this volume to examine the role of

family centered methods of intervention for the purpose of reducing

the prevalence of deliquent juvenile behavior, for our doing so

represents a departure from this thinking.

There are, it would seem, several basic reasons wh,,, this departure

seems warranted. A growing body of scientific evidence attests to the

link between later life inuolvement in criminal offending and the

nazure of early childhood experiences within the family ...Loeber, 1965:
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Farrington, 1985.) As wll, thre is now evidence to suggests that it

is possible to tntervene if!- such a way as tr post ively af^*ct those

familial behaviors bearing dire'i:Ly ofi this later criminaltty (Wahler,

1985; Wilson, 1985a.) So the importance of familial experience for

the child's development toward delin44ency and subsequent criminal

participation, as wll as the possibility of alrestin9 this

development through family centered intervention has been confirmed.

Discussion of the evidence underlying this conclusion and of the

policy imolicatioms of that evidence is the papers which follow in

thi.s volume.

But other raasons may be adduced to justify our focus on the

family. There is now enormous concern in many quarters that the Amer-

ican fwatily has wakened, and that this weakening is implicated in an

array of social problems from criminal participation to academic

achievement. This concrn, arguably, involves lements of cultural

and political reaction; it can be seen in part as a popular response

to the diminished emphasis which social science professionals have

attached to the family in their explanations of and remedies for a

host of social ills, as well as a disenchantment with the fficacy of

those programs of remediation which have been informed by this social

science (Berger ifild Berger, 1984:Chp.2.) This reaction encompasses

issues as far flung as homosexual rights, abortion, women's libera-

tion, teenage pregnancy, and the "marriage tax." This concern has

given rise to a veritable political movement wit!' considerable

69
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ence on the current public discussion of domestic policy (Berger and

Berger, 1984.) But even outside of thr,se explicitl partisan circles,

astute observers have noted an awakened interest in American public

life in what might be called "civic virtue (Wilson, 1985b.) We, as

social analysts exploring possibilities for delinquency prevention, of

course, here neither endorse nor impugn such developments, though we

can hardly be unaffected by them. Neither can we ignore the context

out of which they arise, or the extent to which their presence affects

the feasibility of implementing any recommended course of action which

we might proffer.

The growing prominence of family issues in our public discourse is

grounded in demography as well *, politics. Significant changes in

American family life, reflecting long-term trends in Patterns of

marriage. divorce, child-bearing. household living arrangements and

the sexual division of labor are Indeed taking place ...Cherlin, 19e1.)

Moreoyer, these developments are affecting identifiable subgroups of

the population in strikingly different ways (Bianchi and Farley. 1979;

Cherlin, 1381:Chp. 4; Wilson and Neckerman, 1984.) It is also the

case that large differences by,...Jeen groups may be discerned in the

extent of participation in youthful criminal offending (Wilson and

Herrnstein, 1885:Ghp.18; W.J. Wilson. 1984.) Thus, any policy ori-

ented examination lf the relationship tetween the family and delin-

quency prevention must confront the fact that the Incidence of both

family problems and delinquent behaviors will be substantiJlly higher
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for some groups than others. Given the recent social and politizal

history of intergroup relations in the U.S., this can becomes a sen-

sitive matter (Loury, 1985a,b.) Discussions of 'civic virtue, for

example, which tacitly impute less of it to.some groups than others

are dangerous in a polity such as ours (Moynihan, 1985.) Therapeutic

interventions which disproportionately involve 'problem' groups con-

front both practical (recruitment and retention) and political

(Berger and Berger, 1984:38) problems.

In what follows I will attempt to provide an overview of these

issues. I begin with a (non-specialist's) discussion of the relation-

ship between the family and delinquency, a topic pursued in greatce

depth in other papers in this volume. I then describe in general

terms recent changes in family structure and composition, paying

particular attention to the increasing out-of-wedlock birth rate among

young mothrs which is quite closely associated with changing family

structure in some population subgroups. At this point the discussion

turns to a more in depth consideration of the nature and possible

causes of subgrryp differenr"_,,s in family structure. The paper

concivcies with an analysis the difficulty of dealing with such

.up tt-rferte.:ises in our public discourse.

T. Family and Delinguency

Contemporary research points convincingly to the family as central

locus of both xplanations for and treatments of delinquent behavior.

1
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Longitudinal studies of unruly youths have established that adolescent

aggression and hostility are foreshadowed by similar behavior much

earlier in childhood (West and Farrington, 1973,) and are systematic-

ally related to the closeness of the parent-child relationship, the

extent of familial discord, and the nature of parental disciplinary

practices (Glueck and Gleuck, 1950; McCord and McCord, 1959; West and

Farrington, 1973.) In his now classic study of delinquency based on

observation of a cross-section of northern California youths Travis

Hirschi argued that the strength of the parent-child bond--the child's

degree of 'attachment' to the parent(s)--is a Principal factor in ex-

plaining the delinquent behavior, or its absence (Hirschi, 1969.)

Wilson and Herrnstein (1985: p.217,) after concluding that predat-

ory criminal offendrs are more likely to xhibit the characteristics

of impulsiveness and a disregard for the feelings of others. identify

three channels through which parent-child interaction might magnify a

child's predisposition towarr these characteristics: (1) the extent

to which parents succed . illing in the child a desire to win

the approval of others (irOtially the parents themselves,) and a be-

lief that such acproval may reliably te xpected if certain behavior

is exhibited by the child i k2) the development by the child of the

ability and inclination to recognize the more distant negative con-

sequences which may ensue fro:,, present gratifying actions; and, (3)

the development of internalized constraint against certain ....mongful)

actions, so that engaging in such actions produces anxiety in the
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child. This framework constitutes a useful conceptual perspective for

approaching the family-delinquency question. one which derives from

the theory df behavioral psychology, and for which there is a fair

amount of evidence (Wilson and Herrnstein, 1985:213-263.)

But what is it about families which leads to the influences dis-

cussed above being benign or adverso in any particular cese' And how

can families be encoura9ed to behave in such a way as to avoid ad-

versely influencing the child's development The behavioral theory of

Wilson and Herrnstein. as well as the findings of much reEearch l!ed

in their treatise, directs attention to the specific features of

child-rearing prartices within the family--how the parents resc,:snd to

the early unruly behavior of children which is known to be associated

with adolescent delinquency later in life. Moreover, some recsnt. in-

novative work of family therapists involved in counselling the famil-

ies of difficult to control children suggests that parents can be

"trained" to use discipline and punishment in ways which are more ef-

fective at altering the behavior of their children. The disciplinarY

methods advocated stress the consistent use by parents of mild sanc-

tions applied conditional on the child exhibiting undesirable behav-

iors. What is crucial is that the parens avoid the erratic. emotion-

al and inconsistent use of discipline, which impedes the child learr-

ing whizh behavicrs on his part lead to outcomes which he prefevs

(Wilsor, 1.985a; :Aahler, 1985; Patterson. 1982.)

Implicit in thiS approach is a relegation of considerations of
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socioeconomic environment and family structure to secondary explana-

tory status. What really matters, the foe4oin9 ar9ument su99ests. :s

what methods of child-rearin9 are employed, not how much moneu or

education the parents have. nor whether the parents' marria9e remains

intact. Thou9h the notion that "broken families" cause delinquencv Is

an old and popular one, the evidence in support of it (much of it re-

iewed in Wilson and Herrnstein. 19S5IChp.91 is not at all strons.

There is good reason to believe that neither the absence of the

father nor a low family income are by themselves causally linked with

the childhood behavioral problems that foreshadow delinquency.

An interestin9 study of the family-delinquency link was recently

undertaken bY Walter Gove and Robert Crutchfield (l982.1 Usin9 data

collected from interviews with 2000 parerc:s pf children near the a9e

of 13 Years in Chicago, parental reports of -ce child's behavior ,con-

cerning trouble at school. argumefAs ,)! fights ,Tutside the home, ,jm-

ning away, and "trouble with the law") were used to construct an Ind.?'

of delinquency, which in turn was related to a series of -ariableS

measuring the structure, social class and quality of internal rela-

tionahips of the familq trace. SES. marital status, parental ner-oui

breakdown, use of physical Punishment, parental knowied9e of child

friends, qua/itv of child's relat:--,tip th parent iartachment,. ,

The find that race, and marital status are moderate thou9h staristtc-

ally significant covariates ,ith delinquency, that laci of knowledge

of friends and physical punishment a7e "fairl,t strong predictors
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delinquency," but that 'the way the parent experiences the child

(attachment) (was) by far the strongest predictor of juvenile delin-

quency (p.315)." They conclude by noting that 'we can be fairly cer-

tin that characteristius of the family are integrally re/atea to

deAloquencv, ana that these characteristics generally involve inef-

fectual family functioning which is experienced as problueatic by

children (p.317).'

Using the 1967 and 1972 National Sury*:s of Youth, Joseph Rankin

investigated the relationship between broken homes and delinquency.

He relied for his measure of delinquency on children's self-reports

about running away, truancy, fighting, vandalism, auto theft, and a

number of other behaviors (Rankin, 1983.) He looked for differences

in the odds of a child engaging in these behaviors depending on age,

sex and family structure, distinguishing between whether one or both

parents were absent. His principle finding was that "at least three

types of juvenile misconduct--running away, truancy and auto theft--

are strongly related to a specific type of broken home: those in which

both biological parents are missing (p.477).'

A related finding emerges in the work of Kellam. et al. r.1977.)

They too emphasize that, in terms of assessing tne impact of broken

families on children. it is important to distinguish among different

kinds of broken homes. They find that a child is being raised by the

mother alone, is more severely disadvantaged than gne in a home from

which the father is absent, but in whi certain other adults are
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present Thoir project is among the most important work being done on

the consequences of family structure for child development in the

inner-city and I will have occasion to refer to it later in this

paper. Therefore. I will describe it in some detail here.

The work being conducted by Sheppard Kellam and his colleagues is

based on the ongoing longitudinal observation of black families in the

low income Wcodlawn community of Chicago. These researchers have been

following half of the community's first grade population of 1964 and

the entire first grade population of 1966 and their families. The

families were interviewed in 1966 and again in 1975. The investigat-

ors inquired into the rlationship between between family structure

and various indicators of the mental health of the children (Kellam.

et al., 1977.) described how the structure of families changed c,r-

time given the age. marital status and living arrangements of the mo-

ther when the child was born, and examined the consequences for the

social and psychological wellbeing of the mothers of having raised

their children under lternative living arrangements iKellam. et al..

1n2.)

Among the important findings of the earlier study was the sheer

variety of living arrangements extant among the families of first

grad* children in Woodlawn. Among the 1.387 first graders in 1966.

some 86 different families structures. categorized in terms of the

number and relation of adults living in the same household as the

children, were observed. For purposes of anrlysis, Kellam and associ-
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ates grouped these types into some larger clusters--mother and father

(40.6%), mother alone (37 4'). mother and grandmother(5.4%), mother

and step-father(4.0%), mother and other(5.7%), and mother absent

(7.0%). In order to get at the impact of familial organization on the

mental health of young children, the latter was measured through in-

terviews with the child's first and third grade teachers aimed at

determining the extent to which the child was successfully adacting

the social environment of the school (the child's social adaptational

status.) The effect of family structure op child socialization, a

critical aspect of *he developmentti theory of Wilson and Herrnstein

discussed above, could then be assessed by noting any differences

anong children from each of the various family tvpes in the frequency

with which maladaptive behavior observed was by the teachers. and

differences in the extent to which maladpative behavior euidenced in

the first grade had abated by the third grade.

Findings of this inquiry, reported in Kellam. et al. (1977),

strongly suggest that father absence is not the most important feature

of familu str.,ztur, from the point of view of predicting the de9ree of

social maladaptation which a child may vidence. Mother alone famil-

ies did entail a higher risk of child social maladaptation to first

grade, a risk which grew ven stronger by third grade. And mother-

father families provided a lower risk of such maladaptation in the

first g:ade, a risk which was lower still for third graderf.. 6ut

mother-grandmther families did nearly as wel& as mokher-father fami-
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lies in socializing their children, while mother-stepfather families

were not significantly better that a mother alone at avoiding social

maladaptation in the child. (This, by the way, was also observed by

Rankin (1983) for involvement in delinquency, where for a number yf

his delinquency measures one parent absent homes and one step-parent

present homes were equally likely to experience a delinquent child.)

Much other won', along these lines could be cited. Austin (197S).

using a 1964 sample of California high school students with self-

reported delinquency measures (theft, auto theft, vandalism, and

assault') looks at the link betwsen father-absence and delinquency for

black and white boys and girls, finding: (1) no relation.ship for

black boys; (2) thy counterintuitive result that black girls from

father absent homes were less likel;' to commit a theft; (3) higher

delinquency for white boys from father absent homes only in the case

of auto theft; but (4) the expected detrimental effect of father-

absence for white girls with respect to auto theft, vandalism and

assault. Othr work has found interesting patterns of interaction

between family background (socioeconomic status as well as family

structure) and th SES level of the community of residence in pre-

dicting delinquency (Johnstone, '9790 suggesting that the effects of

poor family background may be greatest for those youngsters residing

in relatively affluent communities. Alsci. work analyzing the famil,

correlates of drug abuse among adolescents finds adolescent self-

esteem, perception of parental behavior, and tne ease and quality of
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communications between parents,and child to be significant predictors

of drug Us. (Gantman, 1978; Rees and Wilborn, 1983.)

Thus, while it is ,:lear that the family is important, it is

equally clear t;')at no simp.l.e relationship between household compos

ition or socioeconomic status of the family adequately accounts for

the link between famil4al characteristics and delinquency. Moreover,

there is_strong vidence to suggest that the internal quality of

parentchild interaction is closely linked with the xtent to which

families succeed or fail in the task of rearing nondelinquent child

ren .

Changes in Family Structdre

Compared to a generation ago, the American f.emily of today has

changed dramatically (Cherlin, 1981.) Older and younger ,dults are

more likely to live ;alone (Fuch, 1983.) Divorce is a significantly

more likely phenomenon today than it was thirty years ago (Cherlin,

1981.) The age at which women first marry has been rising (Cherlin,

19810 the fraction of first children conceived prior to marriage has

been increasing (O'Connell and Moore, 19800 and the proportion of

women who are married when their first birth occurs has been falling

(O'Connell and Moore, 1980.) After a declining trend which lasted for

nearly, half a century, the proportion of birth cohorts (male and

female) estimated to remain unmarried throughout their lives has begun

to rise. (Schoen, t al., 1984, estimate that for both sexes the

79
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birth cohort 1998-1942 represents a peak in the proportion ever

marrying of thos surviving to ase 19, with bxtrl. .-44.1er and later

cohorts being estimatd as hA-ins smeller frict'_- of persons ver to

marry.) Marital fertilit, ia .alling. the ',x-.'f.ty among most sroups

of unmarried women is riuing, and even ror c,los with falling unmar-

ried fertility, maritel fertIlity is failing faster (see tables

blow.) Perhzps most importantly, the incidence of teenage sexuality

and childbearing has risn sharply in recent years aelnica and

Kanter, 1980.)

The inc eeeee in family instabilityi.e. tho growing number of

families which break-up or never form, leaving children to be raised

by one of the parents, usually the mothris a phenomenon affecting

whites, blacks and Hispanics alike (Frisbie, t al., 19800 though the

phenomenon is by far most significant among blacks (Wilson and Necker-

man. 1984.) Divorce, separation and widowhood are the principal means

by which single-parent families arise among whites (Cherlin, 1981:

pane and Ellwood, 1984,) but the primary contributor to the rise of

single-parent (i.o. female-headed) families amox,1 blact.s has been the

relativ growth of out-of-wedlock births. Among black women aged

15-24 the fraction of births which occured outside of marriage rose

from 41% in 1955 to 68% ir 1980. Out-of-wedlock births have also

riaen to unprecedented levels for white women, though the riltios

remain far lower than for blacks. These trends in out-of-wedlock
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birth rates refle initially a rise in the fertility of unmarried

women, but more importantly as the t*.,iles below reveal, a secular

decline in marital fertility:

Births to Unmarried Women per Thousand
Mother, Selected

WHITES

Women, By Race and Age of
Years

NONWHITES
15-19 20-24 25-29 15-19 20-24 25722

1940 3.3 5.7 4.0 42.5 46.1 32.5
1950 5.1 10.0 8.7 68.5 105.4 94.2
1955 6.0 15.0 13.3 77.6 133.0 125.2
1960 6.6 18.2 18.2 76.5 166.5 171.8
1965 7.9 22.1 24.3 75.8 152.6 164.7
1970 10.9 22.5 21.1 90.8 120.9 93.7
1973 12.0 15.5 14.8 86.3 102.1 73.2
1980 16.0 22.6 17.3 83.0 109.2 79.1

Percent of Births which Occur Out-Of-Wedlock, By Race and Age of
Mother, Selected ".?ars

WHITES NONWHITES
111-12 azit g5-29 ,1:.2 20-24 25-29

1955 6.4 1.9 0.9 40.1 18.9 13.2
1960 7.1 2.2 1.1 42.1 20.0 14.1
1965 11.4 3.8 1.9 49.2 23.0 16.3
1970 17.1 5.2 2.1 61.3 29.5 18.1
1975 23.0 6.1 2.6 74.7 39.9 22.7
1979 30.3 9.5 3.7 82.5 50.1 28.7

(Source: Adapted from Wilson and Neckerman, 1984, Tables 3 & 4.)

It is clear from these tables that, while the fertility of unmar-

ried women (with the exception of white teens) held steady or declined

between 1970 and 1080 (note the decline by more than 50% in ferttlif,

of unmarri.d nonwhite women ages 25-29 from 1960-1980.) birth rates

among married women fell sufficiently faster that the +-action of

births occuring to unmarried women of all ages nnd ra,., rose notab
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over this period. Indeed btwen 1960 and 1979 fertility among both

white and non-white married women fell by roughly one-third 0-(ital

StatistiCs 91 the United States, 1979.) In addition thr fraction of

womn who are unmarried has been rising dramatically in recent years.

Among white women 20-24 yars of age, the percent single rose from

32.2% to 47.2% between 1965 and 1980, while, the rise for comparable

black womn was from 34.3% to 68.7%. For women 25-29 the fraction

unmarried more than doubld among whites (8.0% to 18.3%) and more than

tripld among blacks (11.6% to 37.2%) between 1965 and 1980 iWilson

and Nckrman, 1984.)

These trends rflct several factors. As alrady mentioned, there

has been an increasing tendency for American women to delay marriage-

-the average age at first marriage has been rising among both b1ac4B

and whits (Cherlin, 1981)--and a dcline in the xtent to whicr,

premarital pregnancies (themselves of Increasing frequency) are

legitimated by marriage (O'Connell and Moore, 1980.) For e ample.

O'Connell nd Moore stimat that among whit teens (15-19) who had a

first birth btwn 1959 and 1962, 31.4% of the births were pre-

maritally conceived, though slightly mor than two-thirds of these

were legitimated by marriage. Wh e 2.6% of white teens who exper-

ienced first births between 1975 and 1978 had conrerved prior to

marriage and slightly more than half of these birrP-, were subseauently

legitimated. Among black teens the premarital conception rates are

higher (90.1% of first births betwen 1975 and 1978.) the tendency to

82
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legitimate these births lower, and the rate of decline in the tendency

to legitimate greater than for whites (23% of premaritally conceived

births to blacks legitimated, 1959-1962, compEwed to im legitimated by

marriage, 1975-1978.) According to these estimates, black women ages

20-24 having first births between 1975 and 1978 were more than three

times as likely as comparable whites to have premaritally conceived

and, given a premarital conception, Ialf as likely to have married

prior to delivery.

The rising incidence of divorce has contributed to there being

relatively more unmarried women at risk of child-bearing. Between

1950 and 1979 the fraction of women ages 25-44 who were divorced rose

from 3% to 9% among whites, and from 4% to 13% among blacks. Frisbie

et al., 1980, report that Mexican Americans also have experienced

increasing divorce and separation rates (between 1960 and 1970.)

though the rate of increase appears to be intermediate between that of

whites and blacks, while the level of sepE,ration and divorce for Me,-

ican Americans remains lower than for the other groups. Among Hispan-

ics more broa. 9 there is subs...int:al variati3n in the incidence of

family instability. One study, using the 1976 Survey of Income and

Education which identified separately Non-Hispanic whites, blacks.

Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Central/South Americans and other Spanish

origin families (Tienda and Angel, 1982.) found (using weighted data

to correct for the survey's oversampling amvng low income households;

that The incidence of female headed Was greatest among Puerto Ricans
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(38.6X, rivaling the black rate of 44.3%), nd least among Mexican

(19.9%) and Central/South American "amilies (19.3% compared to a ron-

Hispanic white rate of

But much more important than divorce for young and black women has

been the trend in the fraction of women who never marry, which rose

from 9% to 23% of black women 25-44 between 1950 and 1979, while

staying constant at roughly 10X over this period for whites (Cherlin,

1980; 1950 figures are for nonwhites.) For white women 14-24, the

fraction separated or divorced rose from 3.3 X to 4.5% betws-en 1947

and 1980, but the fraction never married inc aaaaa d from 62.9% to 68.6%

over the same period. Using varied Census Bureau sources, Wilson and

Neckerman found that, among black women 14-24 the percent separated or

divorced actually fell from 8.4% to 4.3% between 1947-1980, while the

fraction never married rose sharply from 59.5X to e2.4% (Wilson and

Neckerman, 1984, T.10.) This racial difference ir the increased

fraction of never married women has also been observed in the Panel

Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) by Bane and Ellwood, who report a

widening black-white difference in the fraction never married, and

claim that "...in 1982 four times as large a proportion of bln4!, as

white women were never married, separated, divorced or widowed !..thers

(Bane and Ellwood, 1984:33).

Thus, female family heads have bec..ome both more numerous and

younger among blacks and whites, but specially among blacks. From

1950 to 1983 th0 fraction of female family heads under the lige of 35
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rose from 26% to 43% for blacks, and fom 12% to 29% among whites.

Over the same period the fraction cf female-headed families containing

children under 18 rose from 47% to 68% for blacks, and from 37% to 5n,"

among whites (U.S. F of the Census, 1984.1 The increasin.3 preva-

lence of female-headed families is illustratd by the experience of

the last decade:

Percent Famil:es with Female Heads by Race 1974-1983
Etat BIA2L HisDanic White P.1.P.Si Hisoanc

1974 9.9 34.0 17.4 1979 11.6 40.5 19.9
1975 10.5 35.3 18.8 1980 11.6 40.2 19.2
1976 10.8 35.5 20.9 1981 11.9 41.7 21.8
1977 10.9 37.1 20.0 1982 17.4 40.6 22.7
1978 11.5 39.2 20.3 1983 12.2 41.9 22.8

(Source: Adapted from Wilson and Neckerman, 1984. Table 2.)

These trends :.save significant implications for the living arrange-

ments of children, and therefore for the incidence of childhood pover-

t- as has been emphasized by recent observers (Moynihan. 1985; Wilson

an,4 7.-+rman, 1984; Bane and Ellwood, 1984.) For obvious reasons the

of poverty is substantially greater among female-headed

households; the poverty rate of female-headed families was 36.3% in

1982, compared to a rate for married couple families of 7.6%. Female-

headed families made up 45.7% of the poverty population in 1982, and

;1% of the black poor. In central cities, 60% of the poor, and 77.9%

of the bloc ). poor consist of persons living in female-headed house-

holds (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1383.)

Young, neyer married mothers though like_ to be living at home
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when they have their children, are also likely to change households

before their child reaches the age of six. Bane and Ellwood estimate

(using the PSID) that two-thirds of black and white unwed mothers who

give birth while living at home will move into different living ar-

rangements prior to their child's sixth birthday.. Among blacks,

though, -,wo-thirds el these moves are into independent female headed

familial', while for whites two-thirds of the moves are into two parent

families. They further estimate that, independent of the original

living arrewgements of the mother, among children born out-of-wedlock.

less than 10% of whites but more than 50% of blacks will remain in

fon.41e-headed 9amWes for their entire childhood (Bane and Ellwood.

191340

?hese trend: in teen and out-of-wedlock pregnancy are quite sig-

nificant features of the environment in which a family-centered pro-

:tram of dalirwyency prevention must operate. For the consequences of

early pregnancy f..ir both mother and child can be quite severe. Teen-

age motherh.,4,1 has been shown to be associated with prolonged poverty

and welfare dependolcy (Wilson and Neckerman, 1984; Bane end Ellwood,

1983; Hofferth and Mm.ire, 1979,) low achievement in education by the

mother (Hofferth and Moore, 19790 ao6 inc eeeee d subsetr:ent fertility

and the closet apacing of births ..tru.sel and Menken, t978. But per-

haps most significant and disturbing foi delinquency pr4vention, in

light of tne earlier discussed find'ngs cr,cernino %he link between

family structure and cild psycho= .L4I , ,lopment, are the findings
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from the longitudinal study of 1960's Woodlawn first graders and their

families led by Shepard Kellam.

In their long term follow-up analysis of this population (Kell.+.,

et al., 1982) s many of the original families of 1966 first graders

as could be located (75%) were interviewed in 1975-76. Here the focus

was on how the child's family structure had evolved, given the mo-

ther's age at birth nd her living arrangements at the initial survey

date. First, they found that mother alone families tended to remain

that way, with nearly three-fourths of mother alone families in 1966

being remaining in that state in 1975-76 (this independent of the age

of mother at birth.) However, given that Zhe father was present in

1966. the chances were far greater for older mothers (20+) that he

still be present a decade later than for teen

-"others (about one-third.)( Indeed, of the teen mothers in

-other-father families in 1966 were in . _her alone families ten years

later:) Thus, the fact of the mother having been a teen at the child's

birt'l meant tht it was much more likely that the child would eventual-

ly erd up being raised in precisely the kind of household which th.--

and other r eeeee chars have associated with greatest risk to the

healthy socialization of the child.

Among the more alarming of their finding (considering the high

incidence of teen births among blacks together with the apparent tend-

ency for such familis, whatever their initial structure, to evolve

toward mother aloneness) was the extent of social isolation experi-

8
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enced by mothers who live alone while raising their children. Theme

mothers were far more likely to rear their children without any adult

assistance inside or outside the family. (That is they were not only

alone within the household, but were also more frequently without any

external support in the child rearing task.) Sixty percent of mothers

alone, cor.oared to at most 6% of other family types, reported that

there was noone else "available to the child for confiding, activi-

ties, or setting acd enforcing rules" (Kellam, et al., 1982:549.)

This was true of all mothers living alone in 1975-76. whether they did

so in 1966 or not. Moreover, mothers living alone were found to be

much less likely to belong to any social or political organizations,

while families which included both mother and father at both interview

dates wre most involved in organizations. Indeed, one indication of

the Isolation of mothers alone was the fact that they exhibited a much

higher rate of refusal than others to participate in the follow-up in-

terview despite advance notice that the eeeeee chers were offering a

service program to ail mothers and their teenage offspring. This

observation suggest that the recruitmnt and retention Of such mothers

will be a central issue in any program of intervention for delinquency

?revention.

Causes of Subgroup Differences

The foregoing discussion suggests that recent trends in American

family life, particularly the inc eeeee in teenag motherhood and the
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growing numbers of female-headed households, constitute a troubling

context for many social policy initiatives, not the least of which

would be delinquency prevention. This discussion also points to the

dramatic differences between population subgroups in family stability

as central feature of these trends. Given the also dramatic dif-

ferences which exist between groups in the rates of participation in

criminal activities (Wilson and Herrnstein, 19850 it seems appropri-

ate to consitier in greater detail why it is that these group differ-

ences in family behavior rise. It is evident that blacks will be

disproportionately overrepresnted in any toraet population for the

receipt of such treatment aimed at juvenile delinquency prevention as

may be devised. It is also evident, from the history of race rela-

tions in American society, as well as from contemporary political dis-

cussion of racial differences in criminal participation, that this is

a matter which shoula fa, pprcauhed carefully, and with as great n

understanding of underlying causative mechanism as available

permits.

A discusaion of this sort can hardly avoid recalling the xperi-

ence surrounding the controversial 'Moynihan Report' (U.S. Chwt, of

Labor, 1965.1 There Moynihan had made a historico-sociological argu-

ment regarding the causes of the (then only recently noticed) trend in

family Instability among blaeks, snd a policy argument concerning the

implications of th trend for the pursuit of equality of opportuno.y-

His sociaLoqy was derived aJomost without eeeee vation or alteration

fom the earlier work of E.% Franklin Frazier (Frazier, 19390 and held

likat NAL mita forJAtch, W4s GikraCtri" (Chr, kat') 011644) 1Y 66
s4ThAfe." Jetti. Pow, lie effefie.. siamtv
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during which the role of black men within the famil: had been severly

circumscribed. His policy argument was that, in ligh o. cf the deleter-

ious economic consequsnces of this family instability, a national

policy of racial equality should attend directly to promoting alter-

native family behaviors among blacks. largel, through the encourage-

ment of greater amployffent among black men (Rainwater and Yancey.

1966.)

Recent historical researh has demonstrated that the classical ex-

planation of family instabill,v among blacks (Frazier, 1939) on which

Moynihan had relied is almost certa:nly wrong. Racial differences of

the extent discussed above are a st-WW II phenomenon, and are not to

be found in the earlier historical record; they therefore cannot be

explained by 000000 nce to the experience of black siavery. Although

national information on family structure first became available onlv

with the 1940 decennial census, examination of early m-nuscript census

forms for individual cities and counties clearly de----istrates that

most women heading families in the late nineteen.m and early twentieth

centuries were widows; that Oven among the very Poor. a substantial

majority of the families intact; and that, for the most part, the

positive association between intact family structure and social class

was due to the higher rAt. of mo-tality among poor men (Furstenberg et

al., 195.)

The evidence demonstrates as well that among .,orthern, urban black

;nigrant communities in the earl i. twentieth tqntury. the intact fami:v

90
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was also the norm. Approximately 85% of black families living in

Harlem in 1925 were intact, and the teenage mother raising her child-

ren alone was virtually unknown; comparable findings were noted for

blacks in Buffalo in 1910 (Gutman, 1976.) In 1940 10.1% of white

families and 14.9 percent f black families were fem-,le-headed: and

though single-parent families werc more common among city dwellers.

census data from that Year .-,:.cate that fully 72% of urban black

families with children were headed by men (Wilson and Neckerman,

1984.) By 1960 trie proportion of single-parent families had tegL to

increase sharply for blacks, rising from 21.7 % in 1960. to 28.34 by

1970, and reach..44 41.9% in 1983. Among whites the proportion al

rose, from 8.1% in 1960 to 12.2% in 1983. BY that year one in

families with children under 18 was headed by a woman. including 14.2%

of white families. 24.27. of Hispa T families. ;rid 47.9!: of black

families (U.S. Bureau Pf the Census, 1984.)

We may ask then, if Moynihan's (Ind Frazier's) sociology was

wrong. what accounts for the current group disparity in family in-

stability? Given the higher rae of teenage childbearing among urban

blacks. investigators ha,e explored a number of hypotheses to eYplain

thIS phenomenon. Beginn;,,g In the mid-1960's. a series of ethno-

graphic studies invoIvig close observation of specific communities

have been undertaken (Clark. 1965: Rainwater. 1970: Stack. 1974;

Gilder. 1978.) These studies have called attention to cultural and

normative factors operative in poor urban communities. deriving from
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the sevele economic hardship of inner-city life, but interacting with

governmental income support systems (Gilder, 1978; Murray, 1984,) and

evolving in such a way as to feedback onto individual behavior and ex-

acerbate this hardship. There is not a single theoretical perspective

discernible in this literature, though common to much of it is an

emphnsis on lowered expectations due to limited economic opportuni-

ties, peer influences inducing the individual to place less weight

upon criteria of SUCCWIS as defined by the larger society, and low

self-esteem and a diminished sense of personal efficacy among poor

adolescent men and women. Clark (1965) has exp this conception

thusly:

In the ghetto, the meaning of the illegitimate chile is not
ultimate disgrace. The-e is not the demand for abortion or
for surrender of the child that one finds in more priyledged
communities. In the middle class, the disgrace of illegiti-
Macy is tied to personal and family aspirations. In lower-
class families...the girl loses only tome of her already
limited options by tt.aving an child (p. 72)

Wilson and Neckerman (1984), citing euidence from a surveu of

black female teens undertaken in 1979 by the Urban League of Chicago

and compiled by Dennis Hogan of thk Jniversity of Chicago, argue that

thero is an insufficient aversion to unwed pregnancy in this popoila-

tion. The aforementioned data are said to show that black teen mo-

thers reported far fewer pregnancies to be unwanted than their white

counterparts (among whom 2elnick and Kanter, 1980, report finding 82%

of premarital pregnancies to 15-19 Year olds to have been unwanted.)

Stack, 1974, observing an unnamed midwestern inner-city community

9 2
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notes "People show pride in all their kin, and particularly new babies

born into their kinship networks. Mothers encourage sons to have

babies, and even more important, men coax their 'old ladies' to have

their baby° (p. 121.)

Observation of participants in Project Redirection, a two year

planned intervention with teenagers (black, Hispanic and white in

Boston, Harlem, Pho!--,:k. and Riverside) who ha-- ,aready borne one child

out-of-w401,.... which had the objective of pr: ,onting the additional

pregnancy, confirms that prevailing values ,z-titudes among these

young women and their boyfriends constitute :al part c. the

teen pregnancy stotY (Branch, et al., 1=134, 1- was observed

that 'Participants who lack self-esteerl often find it diificult to

resist pressure from boyfriends...PartIcipants tolerate (being beaten

by their boyfriends, or exploited economically) bell*ving that, be-

cause of their children, other men will not ,Jeht them (p. 39). More-

over, concern at the Harlem cite about the issue of welfare dependency

led to the following observation:

Stiff initially took an activist stance in thei efforts to
intercede with the welfare system on behalf of participants..
This pattern changed, however when...(certain) behavior pat-
terns were beginning to emergo.It seemed that many were be-
ginning to view getting their own welfare grants as the next
stage in their ...(I)t became apparent that some par-
ticipants' requests for separate grants and independent
households were too often a sign of manipulation by boy-
friends, in whose interest it was to have 0 girlfriend on
welfare with an apartment of her own...(S)taff realized that
these attitudes and behaviors were...cotinIaaproductive to the
...goal of promoting self-sufficiency (Branch et al., p. 60)
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Project Redirection involved the use of 'community women, older

women who befriended and advised the teen mothers over the course of

the first year of the study. It is noteworthy that these community

women "...hAve come out strongly against emancipated minor status for

participants, feeling that it is better that remain under family

ance, no matter how difficult the famil situation or conflict may

(Branch et el., 1984:600' The Project had 14mited success in re-

ducing subsequent pregnancy among participeAts within the first 12

monthswhile the community mothers were on hand (14% of participants

became pregnant compared to 22% of the control group.) However, there

was no statistically significant difference in recividism among parti-

cipants compared to controls over the 24 month period of observation

(45% of participants and 43% of controls had a subsequent pregnancy

during this period.) (Quint and Riccio, 1985.) Neither Was the

program able to alter contraceptive practices among the participant

group. Commenting on this outcome liirach et al., 1984, observed:

'The major finding is that membors of this target group...hold a con-

stellation of attitudes and values about boyfriends, sexual relation-

ships, pregnancy andchildbearing that are extremely resistant to

change. Against the tenacity of these valves, the presentation of

factual information alone is inadequate to bring At,out substa.641

behavioral improvement (p. 1030' These findings, together with the

earlier cited ethnographic literature lend credence to the view that

peer group and community behavioral norms in the innq,r-.7_r... play a
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substantial role in the explosion-of young single pa.,

Yet this conclusiln would nct gain universal assent ,

1-

',rents

of lower class life. This is especially so when population .wu-sroup

differences in dysfunctinnal behavior are large, and are a'..tributed to

the operation of distinct normative frames for adolescents in the

respective groups. For xample, W.J. Wilson (1984, p.109) has argued

that '(It is) a wll founded sociological assumption...that different

thnic behavior and outcome% are largely rflections of different

opportunities for and external obstacles against advancement, ones

determined by different historical and material circumstances...* He

argues that the timing of arrival and patterns of settlement in the

United States by various thnic groups, together with the structure of

economic opportunitis which thy faced, substantially accounts for

any significant behavioral differences across groups. This view may

be correct, but it must confriint the vibstantial differences across

similarly situated groups in behavior, as well as the graphic descrip-

tive evidence of the thnographic literature which seems to support

the notion of distinct subcultures. As Wilson and Herrnstein note in

their discussion of group differences in criminal participation (1985:

485) '(N)o one has yet unraveled in any detail the causal processes

that underlie (this, i.e. Wilson's concption).' EAmong the many ex-

amples uf puzzles to be explain which cotild be cited in the area of

adolescent pregnancy: The Project Redirection investigator: found

dramatic differnces between the fraction of their participants who
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hod maaried the fatherof their child across the aeographic sites. In

Boston (92% Puerto Ftcan participants). 22.= cf participants were

married, compared to Harlem (92% black participants), where only 1.2%

wore (Branch et al., 1984:23.)]

Nonetheless, reliance on subgroup cultural differences as the

primary xplanation of variations across groups is problematic. Indi-

vidual variation within groups in aLaost any social behavior is

greater than between group fr.erage differences (Wilson and Herrnstein.

1985.) Plausibly, economic clams, community environment and subgroup

cultural effects interact in complex wayS. As Wilson and Neckerman

(1984) stress, 'the Problem is fEr too complex to give explanatory

primacy to behavioral norms' alone. For example, they cite unpub-

lished work by Dennis Homan examining the likelihood of teen pregnancy

among girls who live in married couple families, compared with those

living in households with single mothers and grandparerts, and in

independent mother headed households. Hogan reportedly finds that the

rate of premoital parenthood is highest among teens living with in

mother alone households, but ,t is as low for tefifis living with mother

and grandmother as it is for ;he.se in married couple families.

Evidc.:ly, the impact of family Etrvcture on the incidence of a number

of undesirable teen behaviors depends upor interactions internal to

the family whiCh are Mot well proxied by absence of the father, and

which sr no '. fully captured tr.- the notion of peer ar communit!. norms.

Concerning teen pregnancy this is borne out in the analysis of the
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Chicago Urban League data by Hogan and Kitagawa. 1985. There, usinc a

random sample of more than 1,000 black females aged 13-19 who lived in

Chicago in 1979, they estimated a two equation, multivariate probaba-

lity model of the likelihood of pregnancy, distinguishing between vhe

events 'being sexually active' and "becoming pregnant conditional on

being sexually active." They control for a number of measures of

social background including social class, parental marital status,

number of sibling, quality of neighborhood, parental control of dat-

ing, and presence of sister who is a teen mother.' They find that

family structure and parental control of dating have significant and

large effects on the probability of being pregnant (parental control

of dating is by far the single most powerful variable in their equa-

tions,) but that "(t)he large impact of family structure and parental

supervision of early dating on the overall rate of pregnancy is be-

cause of the effects of these variables on the age at which black

teens become sexually active...(p. 850),' and not due to their effect

on the probability of pregnancy conditional on being sexually active.

The importance of control of early dating behavior in this analys4:

suggests that it is not so much the structure of the family as the

behavior of the adult members toward the teens which is crucial in

avoiding early pregnancy.

Mention should also be made here of the rather original argument

of Murray (1984) concerning "status rewards.' In an iconoclastic and

widely discussed critique of the traditional approach to social wel-

9 7
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faro policy. Murray Ch aaaaa that aspects of the conventional wisdom

which has dominated thinking about public policy in the social

Sciences and allied helping professions since the sixties have contri-

buted to the decline in living standards among inner-city blacks, on

aspect ot which Is the growth of female-headed families. He holds

that a complex and delicately balanced system of values and norms

regulates the behavior of individuals in poor (and all other) ccim-

munitios, that adverse change in these behavioral norms has occurred

in recent decades, and that ideological precepts particular to the

liberal wisdom on social policy (e.g., aversion to imputing respon-

sibility for dysfunctional behavior to the individuals engaging in it,

so as to avoid 'blaming the victim') may have played a key role in

abetting this change. (Note here the complimentaritv between Murray's

argument and the observations of Wilson, l98511.)

Murray further suggests that status distinctions which people in

poor communities make among themselves, based on differential individ-

ual efforts to cope with their difficult circumstance, hau, historic-

ally played a central role in encouraging poverty ameliorating befiav-

ior in low-income populations, and that, by fostering the view that

poverty is everywhere and always the result of systemic failures, the

liberal orthodoxy has undermined the basis of such status distinctions

among poor persons. This provocative thesis remains untested; indeed,

it does not readily lend itself to verification through statistical

models. There is some impressionistic support for it in the descript-
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ive literature. (See, especially, the Project Redirection description

of the attitudes of participants and 'community women in Harlem men-

tioned earlier (Branch, et al., 1984,) and Gilder, 1978.)

At the other end of the spectrum, there are those who argue that

economic developments adversely affecting the employment of black men

are mainly accountable for the differential family instability ob-

served in this population. The strongest case along these lines is

made in Wilson and Neckerman, 1984. They note that the numbers of

wriployed black men relative to the numbers of black women of compar-

able age (their 'marriageable pool index') has declined sharply for

every age group of blacks since 1960, with tht decline being oar-

ticularly precioitare for younger men. The low employment of black

men is presumed to reduce their propensity tn marry. without raving a

comparable negative effect on the propensity to reproduce. The result

is an increasing out-of-wedl4ck birth rate. especially for the young,

with resultant increases in the percentage of families headed by

women.

This argument, though suggestive of an 'opportunities based'

explanation for the trend among blacks, is far from satikfactory.

F.rst, it presumes what in part needs to be explained. the differ-

ential conseouence of declining employment for marriage on the one

hand and procreation of the other. Second, it tacitly assumes that

all unemployment (or, more accurately. non-employment) among black men

is involuntary, due to limited demand for labor. There is some evid-
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once th.t this is not ntirly the case (Freeman and Holzer. 1985.)

It is arguatle, for example, that men's ,ffort to find work would be

positively related to their family responsibilities; the fact that

they are fatherv but not husaands, anu tat they do not incur the

fin.ncial obligations of fatherhood might then be taken as an ex-

planation of their reduced employment. Moreover, close inspection of

the time series of the marriageable pool index indicates that the

timing of decline in this measure of male employment relative to

female availtibiiity does not fit well the ti.ing of the increase in

marital instability among blacks.

Thus, there are a number of alternative explanations for the dis-

parity between groups in family structure, without there being com-

pelling evidence for anv one. I can do no better here than Wilson and

Herrnstein (1985)in calling for careful, longitudinal study of the

relevant populations to better ascertain the interacting roles of

subgroup cultural factors, economic opportunities and government

policies. The opportunities argument should not be dismissed, but it

should not be allowed to crowd from the public discussion and the

scholarly agenda a thorwigh investigation ur normative considerations

as possible cau.es of this troubling problem.

Conci_usl_021

That such a 'crowding out' is possible was graphically illustrated
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by the political aftermath of the Moynihan Report of twenty years ago.

Reac:ion from some quarters to his characterization of lower class

black life we.: sharply negative. The Moynihan Keport became the

subJect of int:, ,se public debate and, indeed, vilification. The

reasons for this are complex and intensely political (Rainwater and

Yancey, 1966,) but the consequences of this reaction appear straight-

forward: Pub.iic discussion of the role of family structure in

perpetuating poverty, especially among blacks, was virtually fore-

closed. Moreo.,er, there developed an intellectual reaction, predi-

cated upon relativistic notions about black culture, and expressed in

such acadernc enterprises as the development of a new 'black sociol-

ogy (Ladner, 1973.) Those involved in this enterprise saw themselves

as defending 'the black family' against stereotypic characterization

and negative judgement predicated upon a (middle class, white) stand-

ard which was inherently arbitrary (Ladner, 1971; Hill, 1972.) The

effect of this was quite pervasive, and can still be seen in the writ-

ings of self-consciously 'minority sociologists' on family matters

(Mirande, 1977; Mirande and Staples, 1980.)

Indeed, it seems that precisely in the areas with which this de-

linquency enterprise is concerned--family and criminal participation--

thAS reaction has been strongest (Loury, 1985a.) I offer here but one

of many possible examples--the response of Kenneth Clark, whose Dark

Ghetto presented a seminal and highly influential analysis of inner-

city social pa thology 965--to the celebrated Bernard Goetz case.
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Writing in the Ulm York Times, Kenneth Clark, while condemning the

unseemly vigilante sentiments evoked by the case, goes on to ascribe

to 'society responsibility for the criminal acts of young men which

played such a prominent role in evoking these sentiments (Clark, 1965.

H. Clark argues that the young men commiting most street crimes havo

peen 'mugged' themselves. They are victims oC 'pervasive community,

economic and educational muggings' perpetrated by 'a hypocritical

society,' at the,hands of which 'their humanity is being systematical-

ly destroyed.' He further asserts that the murder, rape and robbery

which many city dwellers fear are but 'the inevitable criminality that

comes out of the degradation of human beings.'

*Here we have the 'environmental detrminist' position displayed in

sharp relief. Yet, beyond the substantial evidentiary basis for ques-

tioning :his conclusion, there is the fact that this perspective is

profoundly disrespectful of the values and capacities of the poor

black innr-city residents on whose behalf Clark presumably argues.

Economically dep eeeee d comme,.itis vary substantially in the extent of

criminal behavior among their inhabitants. Some im)overished urban

minority populations have been observed to have very low crime rates

(Wilson and Herrnstein, 1965.) Most violent crimes are commited by a

small minority of offenders (Farrington, 1965), whose behavior can

hardly be taken as representative of the inevitable consequences of

poverty. Thus, e.Jn in the harshest slums the vast majority of the

vict.ms of these 'societal muggings' do not violently brutalize their
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neighbors. These poor but proud and law-abiding Americans can hardly

be taken as abberant exceptions to some sociological law requiring the

unemployed to become 'mindlessly anti-social (Clark's usage.)

It is plausible to hold that even the poor deserve to be held

responsible for their conduct (Mead, 1985.) They are made poorer

still they ere not accorded the respect inherent in the equal applic-

ations of the obligations of citizenship. The 'social mugging' anal-

ogy of Clark is therefore not only dubious sociology, but also danger-

ous politically. !t invites the society to think of the poor as mor-

ally different, socially distorted human beings. What such a con-

struction 'achieves' by way of fostering guilt and pity among the

population at large may be more than offset by the extent to which it

helps to create in the public mind the presumtion that poor people are

incapable of responsible behavior. And yet, the fact that this con-

struction is seriously offered by such a distinguished and influential

black public figure suggests the depth with which this perspective is

held in the minority population, nd the nature of the constraints

facing those who would make policy in this difficult area.

These constraints seem to operate at the highest levels of govern-

ment. It is instructive that, when in April of 1985 Sen. Moynihan

presented the Godkin Lectures at the Kennedy School of Government on

the topic 'Family and Nation' (Moynihan, 1985,) he seemed to be keenly

aware of these political constraints. Over the course of three lec-

tures the Senator provided n assessment of the current troubling

1 3
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conditions of povrty among the young, and some history of the

formulation.of family policy during his tenure as advisor to

Prsidents Johnson and Nixon. H. was particularly interested to

discuss the pitfalls of public discourse and policy making on sensi-

tive normative issues, constraints which he perceives s nec sssss ily

attaching to the public discussion of the 'family problem. He argued

that diversity of valus and beliefs shout what constitutes healthy

family life obviat s the promulgation of policy intended to strengthen

the family, offering the conversion of the Carter Administration's

planned White Hous Conference on Ins Family into conference on

famtlies as vidence of this difficulty (Berger and Berger, 1984.)

Though in the lectures h 'iesist(ed) that social policy must flow

from social values and not from social science,' aside from the notion

that a generous provision should be made for the poor. he dared not to

venture what specific social values might underlie a contemporary

American family policy.

Of particular interest was his treatment of themes originally'

raised in his prescient piece of social forecasting now known as the

'Moynihan Report' (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 1965.) There he had con-

cluded: '...(the) vilicy of the United Statet (should be) to bring

the Negro American to full ant egual.sharing in the responsibilities

and rewards of citizenship. To this end, the programs of the Federal

government bearing on this objective should be designed to have the

effect, directly or indirectly, of enhancing the stability and

1 4
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resources of the Negro American family. The experience of the inter-

vening years had apparently disabused him of political feasibilitv of

taking such explicit consideration of population sub-group differences

in formulating policy toward the family. Fcr he maintained in his

Godkin Lectures that 'It is especially to hoped that we might here-

after consciously try to avoid the entanglements of race, ethnicity,

region."

Yet one must wonder whether it is in fact possible to avoid some

such gntanglements, if one is to effectly deal with these social prob-

lems. More than one lesson can be drawn from the bitter denunciation

of that 1965 report, and in the relative calm afforded by our current

times we might consider some alternatives. The Senatcr's lesson as of

1966: "The time when ..hite men, whatever their motives, could tell

Negroes what was or was not good for them, is now definitel.. and

decidedly over. An era of bad manners is almost certainly begun. For

a moment it seemed that this could be avoided, that the next two

decades could be hypassed in a yweep of Insight and daring. Gut the

destiny reasserted itself' (Moynihan. Commentary. 1966. "The President

and the Negro: The Moment Lost,'.)

The 1985 version of this wicdom appears to be roughly captured by

the notion that 'The time has passed when public officials. whatever

their motives, could tell citizens. whatever their race, what what was

or was not good for them.' This is tantamount tO saying that the time

of inspired public leadership has pec.d. One is left to wonder how
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can social trends so broadly based and pervasive as those evident in

th lower class black family be affected sbsent inspired public lead-

rship (Wilson, 1985a.)

Another lesson which might be inferred from this history is that

the costs of avoiding public discussion vn matters of vital social im-

port, given the xistence of a factual base derived from h and

capable of supporting concrete programs of intervention, can be extra-

ordinarily high. Is it niave to think that standing firm in 1965 on

the proposition that family structure was shifting adversely among

blacks with dir consequences soon to follow, and that programs of in-

tervention targetted specifically at this problem could be developed

given the currnt state of scientific knowledge, might have made it

possible (easier) to undertak in 1985 a plan of action such as we

consider in the remainder of this volume? Is an extreme relativism

over values, a legacy of the 1960's, to be accepted uncritically, or

might not courageous ano inspireo puolic leadershup be able to create

a different public consensus on such issues?

106
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD ENTERPRISE

The National Center for Neighborhood Enter-
prise, a research demonstration and develop-
ment organization, was founded in 1981 on
the belief that communities must build on
their own strengths to develop successful
enterprises dealing with economic and social
problems.

The Center's board of directors, program
advisory committee, staff and consultant
advisors bring together individuals with
diverse specialities, background and exper-
iences. From grassroots leaders to special-
ists in finance, business development and
economic policy, its experts share the
desire to promote community self-sufficiency
through support of effective neighborhood
mediating structures in low-inclme communi-
ties.

OBJECTIVES

o Recognize, promote and explain alter-
native approaches to community develop-
ment.

o Identify and analyze successful program
principles, strategies and techniques
that may be transferable.

o De-mystify information technology and
encourage grassroots organizations to
make greater use of it in solving prob-
lems.

o Provide technical assistance to local
self-help groups.

o Encourage financial support for the
programs profiled.

o Formulate policy recommendations to
assist neighborhood revitalization.

PROGRAMS

Alternative Education * Crime Prevention
Economic Development * Family Preservation
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Helping the Poor Help Themselves
ROBERT L. WOODSON

For the past five decades it has been an uncontested proposi-
tion that government should be responsible for people who are in-

capable of caring for themselves. Republicans and Democrats,
liberals and conservatives. wittingly or unwittingly. accepted that
premise and built forty years of policy around it. Today, the prin-
cipal debate in partisan terms focuses on the question of how gov-

ernment discharges that responsibility. Should grant-in-aid be
discharged through a centralized bureaucracy in Washington or
through state and local governmenta position favored by the

Reagan administration?
Neither approach, however, comes to grips with the realities of

helping the poor. Bureaucratic solutions from any level of govern-

ment are intrinskally incapable of solving the problems of the un-
derclass. Most often those who design the solutions are members
of the academic elite or the professional service bureaucracy. The

programs they produce are "parachuted" into poor neighborhoods
where they are administered by a professional staff of outsiders

who have little in common with those they serve.
In addition, the bureaucratic agencies involved attempt to de-

liver services directly to individuals, although most lower-income

people seldom feel comfortable dealing directly with these stric-
tures. In times of crisis, and when in need, the people usually turn

to local churches, ethnic subgroups, family members, and other
voluntary associations for assistance in negotiating with the larger
institutions of society. These local institutions, which in sociolog-

ical language are called mediating structures, often solve prob-
lems which have defied the best attempts of the service industry.

Traditional human service approaches have not only failed the

poor, but have often exacerbated the very problems they set out to
solve. Consider, for example, public policies and practices that af-
fect children under the control of the public child welfare and
juvenile justice systems. Although children between the ages of
fifteen and twenty-one years make up only 9 percent of this coun-
try's population, half the number of people arrested for crimes fall
within this age group. Yet many of the children who commit
crimes have been raised in the child welfare system that some-
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times seems to be a government funded incubator of youthful
offenders.

Foster Care and Adoption
Some children come into the foster care system as a result of

abuse or neglect by their pamtnts, who are compelled to surrender
custody by court decree. Others are voluntarily committed to the
child welfare system by parents who are ill, incapacitated, or ex-
perience personal problems that render them incapable of ade-
quately caring for tht:ir children. In either case, the responsibility
for these children rests with public authorities who place the chil-
dren in foster care for wha is supposed to be a temporary period
until the child can be returned to his natural home. If that is im-
possible, the authorities are responsible for finding an adoptive
home. Each year federal, state, and local governments spend over
$2 billion for the care of these children. Unfortunately, foster care
too often becomes a permanent way of life for many of them, not
the temporary haven it is supposed to be. Once public care begins,
adoption is inadvertently discouraged. A body of administrative
regulations has grown up around child placement procedures that
over the years have become mistaken for immutable principles or
"standards." In addition, more money is made available to arn-
cies to hold on to children than to place them in permanent
homes. As a result, children are routinely collected in agency
care, remaining there for most or ail of their childhood years, de-
prived of emotienal security and reciprocity until predictabk per-
sonality dislocations set in.

It is generally accepted that the state is the worst parent for a
child, and that prolonged institutionalization injures and disor-
ganizes normal psycho-social development. Official policy, there-
fore, is to move children quickly out of containing institutions,
out of group homes and foster care into permanent homes. Yet,
the evidence shows that child welfare agencies are not responding
to this policy.

For example, the efforts of child care agencies are severely
limited. Some children wait five to ten years for a home and the
overwhelming majority spend their childhood moving through a
series of foster homes and institutions.

Money for care of child wards' is often diverted. One agency

I. Child wards are wards of the state; children in "out-of-home" care, not
adopted, and not returned to parents.
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accumulated a multi-million dollar stock portfolio while spending
as little as $2.96 a day per child to Led and clothe their wards.'
Since they received $24,000 a year for each child in care, the sus-
picion is unavoidable that adoption is less attractive to the child-
keepers than is keeping zhe income the child brings in. In a typical
recent year, four horms were given $6 million to place 2,000
children and placed only ten.'

Both children who need homes and families eager for children
simply do not learn about each other. Inquiries are discouraged
and an anti-family bias shapes decisions by the agency staff. Ap-
plicants for a child are too old, too young, too poor, too fat,
single, the wrong religion or otherwise, in ways to numerous to
count, rejectable.

Efforts to return children to their natural parents are also se-
verely limited. Children are often placed in foster homes or institu-
tions far from their parents' home. Visiting a child in "temporary"
care is made difficult and often results in natural parents and chil-
dren becoming estranged. Many parents are too poor to keep
traveling to visit their children.

Meanwhile, the children experience hurt and rejection. The
child ward is abandoned psychologically and often literally by the
public systems that take over responsibility for him. There is no
check on the quality of services to children and no cross-system
monitor of practices 4 Large care loads and voluminous paper
work assure that workers have no time to get to know the children
or to maintain contact with famIes. Workers are often unpre-
pared to deal with family problems. in any case, even a well-run
institution is not a family or a home.

Juvenile Justice System
The performance of the juvenile justice system reveals the same

pattern of inertia, self-interest, and careless harm to young people
who come under its authority. Diversion of youthful offendtrs
from the juvenile justice system and deinstitutionalization of
young offenders have been strDngly urged to prevent the injury

2. Nicholas Pileggi, "Who'll Save :he Children?" New York, December / 8,
1978, pp. 53-56.

3. Ibid.
4. See "Audit Report on Foster Care Agencies Achievement of Permanent

Homes for Children in Their Care," the City of New Yo-k, Office of the Comp-
troller, Harrison Goldin, Comptroller, 1977, and subsequent analyses by comp-
troller's office, 1978, 1981.
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inherent in incarceration. Yet, even the father of the diversion
policy, Edwin Lemert,' openly admits it has failed because, in
fact, no one has been diverted. From the start, diversion quickly
took on the carnival aspect of a bait and switch game. Advocates
of a liberal policy toward juvenile offenders tried to raise money
for alternatives to jail by citing statistics on the rising rate of seri-
ous youth crime. Government and private donors were baited to
give, with horror stories about the worst index offenders, but
when the money appeared, the serious offender was ruled out of
any new programs. In a quiet switch behind scenes, programs
were created to include a new population altogether.

For example, in 1972 the state of Florida won an award from
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency for having the
most community based ahernative beds for juvenile delinquents.'
But in the same year that 1,000 alternative beds were funded, the
state training school population did not drop by one. No one was
deinstitutionalized. All they did was grab 1,000 youths previously
on probation at home and put them in half-way houses, spreading
the control of the system at great public expense and, incidentally,
in no way disturbing the people whose jobs rely on the continued
use of secure lock-up for youth.

Mr. Lemert has called this common practice "net widening."'
Definitions of cases and offenses are manipulated to protect fund-
ing and the jobs of staffers. Then, with money available for diver-
sion, social workers begin to take in youths who would have been
ignored previously, thus decreasing diversion. More offenders are
classified as "detainable" after the program is set up than before,
and fewer are released to parents. There is also an incfease in ar-
bitrary discretion exercised by police and probation people.' As a
result of funding for diversion and jail alternatives, police power
has extended now over youth and types of behavior not previously
subject to control. Thus, more than one worthwhile objective has
been defeated, but the greatest harm is to the children.

5. From, "Lemert Believes Diversion Has Backfired," Criminal Justice News-
letter, Vol. 12, No. 9, April 27, 1981, pp. 3-4.

6. Jerome Miller, Director, National Center on Institutions and Alterna-
tives, Washington, D.C., transcripts of American Enterprise Institute Confer-
ence on Mediating Structures and Public Poficy, Washington, D.C., May 1981.

7 . See "Lemert Believes...," op. cit.
8. Ibid.
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Reordering Government's Responsibility
The failure of many government programs can be traced to the

underlying premise that centrally designed programs could be
"parachuted" into poor neighborhoods and implemented by com-
munity actien agencies created by government. This approach has
resulted in a dependency relationship that is regarded even by the
poor themselves as unworkable and inherently undesirable.

America's most vital, dynamic resource in solving urban eco-
nomic and social problems lies in people working at the grassroots
level. The keys to revitalization of our cities are the removal of
barriers that prevent people from becoming productive, self-reli-
ant members of society and the creation of incentives .o realize
their fullest potential.

In poor neighborhoods throughout our nation there already ex-
ist formal and informal groups that hold neighborhoods together
in time of crisis, working to improve a quality of life that has been
adversely affected by internal and external forces. Addressing
problems of child care, urban violence and youth crime, housing,
economic inequities and community development, these groups
are the very foundation of neighborhoods.

A key characteristic of such community groups is their entre-
preneurial nature. With little capital, but a great deal of "sweat
equity," they have successfully attacked social and economic prob-
lems that traditional programs have exacerbated. Yet their efforts
have gone largely unrecognized. Given little financial support
from either government or the private sector, their operations
have been characterized by challenge, complication, and risk. At
the same time, the recognition of these difficulties by other neigh-
borhood residents has served to give community groups the re-
spect lacked by superimposed institutional structures." Let us look
at a few examples.

9. Five years ago, the Amerkan Enterprise Institute began a major policy
study of grassroots neighborhood organizations. The purpose of the research was
to identify the potential role community groups have in addressing urban eco-
nomic and social problems.

The project's policy model is a monograph entitled, To Empower People: The
Role of Mediating Structures in Public Polity (American Enterprise Institute,
Washington, D.C., May 1981) written by Peter Berger and 'Richard J. Neu-
haus. Its thesis is that mediating structures are essential to a vital democracy and
should be utilized to realize social goals. It concludes that public policy should
encourage mediating structures and remove unnecessary barriers to their devel.
opment.
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House of Umoja
Over the past years there has been a marked decline in the inci-

dence of gang death and juvenile crime in Philadelphia. The peo-
ple largely responsible for this change are members of the family
of David and Falaka Fattah, the founders of the House of :Jmoja,
a family home for youth gangs and street kids. Umoja grew out of
the personal concern of one black mother, Sister Falaka Fattah,
for her own son and for her neighbors' children who were in the
gangs at the time Philadelphia was famous as the gang warfare
capital of the world.

In 1974 the Fattah's sponsored a "No Gang Warfare" campaign
at the height of the homicidal gang activity in Philadelphia. They
held a *gang conference," something unprecedented in the history
of gangs anywhere. The result was peace pacts among the gangs
and the creation of a United Nations-type of inter-gang council to
resolve problems of the streets by talking, not fighting. Gang-
related deaths began to drop dramatically from over thirty-two a
year before the conference, to less than one a year in recent years.'

Sister Fattah in the House of Umoja has made a family out of
the roughest of the rough, those kids regarded by professionals
as so violent and dangerous they are unfit for anything but the
lock-up. The only commitment the family made to the young peo-
ple was to help them stay alive and to keep them out of jail. Since
the gang structure had provided security, acceptance, and defined
expectations to the youth, the Fattahs substituted the extended
family concept for the gang, and positive activities for crime and
violence.

Even professionals now acknowledge that the dramatic drop in
youth homicides and gang violence in West Philadelphia is due to
the House of Umoja program. As a measure of community confi-
dence in Umoja, the juvenile courts now send their worst cases on
to Umoja for care. Evidence of the effectiveness of this care can be
seen in Umoja's recidivism rate. The Philadelphia Psychiatric
Center at one time conducted a survey of re-arrest rates at three
conventional juvenile jails and at the House of Umoja. They re-
corded a re-arrest rate of up to 87 percent for juveniles who had
been in conventional care, but only a 3 percent rate for Umoja
kids."

The effectiveness of Umoja's work with youths "at risk" in the

10. Jack Anderson, syndicated column, January 7, 1979.
11. Encore American and World Wide News, July 21, 1975.
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high crime areas of Philadelphia has been reported and praised in
newspapers across the country. h has also been the topic of pro-
fessional studies. Sociologist Frank Zimmring, at the time the Di-
rector of the Center for Studies in Criminal Justice, reported in
1979 a positive increase in murders associated with gang warfare
nationwide, except in Philadelphia and New York. In New York
the rate was steady, but in Philadelphia alone the rate was decrea.--
ing.' Other studies confirm the fact and attribute the change to
Umoja.

Self-funded through most of its existence, Umoja still struggles
along at a fraction of the cost of the typical professional agency.
Yet, despite its shoestring operation, Umoja has survived and
continues to attract other streN youth looking for shelter. It has
recently purchased twent . -one houses on Frazier Street and re-
habilitated half for youth residences and office space. Most of the
fenovatitm of the interiors is done by youths at the House of
Umoja.

In addition to crime prevention services, the House of Umoja
activities include escort programs for the elderly, neighborhood
patrols, and installing dead-bolt locks in the homes of the elderly
and female-headed households. The Fattahs are now building a
Security Institute that will house training programs for hundreds
of youths in security, first aid, and life-saving techniques. The In-
stitute will also seek major contracts for security services for shop-
ping malls, warehouses, and factories.

Detroit's Homes for Black Children
Over half of the children in the nation's foster care are black.

Many professional service providers mislead the public into think-
ing that the reason more than 300,000 black youngsters are in
foster care system is because of fundamental weaknesses in the
fabric of black family life in America. They argue that black fam-
ilies are not interested in adopting children, particularly if the
youngsters are older than four years of age or suffer from a dis-
ability. They further contend that because of economic condi-
tions, black families would be unwilling or unable to share what
scarce resources they have with a child in need of a permanent
home. Their contentions are groundless.

But, fortunately, alternative approaches to child care already
exist and are succeeding. In Detroit over the past twelve years a

12. U.S. News & World Report, August 20, 1979.
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model agency for child placement has been demonstrating that
the real interests of children need not be sacrificed to bureaucratic
ineptitude. Within its first year, Homes for Black Children placed
139 children. This exceeded the number placed by all thirteen of
the other Detroit agencies combined. And over the past ten years,
Homes for Black Children has placed over 700 children in adop-
tive homes.

What makes Homes for Black Children different is its funda-
mental basis in the community it serves, rather than in profes-
sional traditions. Aggressive recruitment of prospects, sensitive
handling of inquiries and mutual respect between case workers
and prospective parents have made all the difference. Homes for
Black Children draws on an informed grasp of the cultural reali-
ties of the minority groups served. The myth that black parents do
not adopt has been shot down. The black foster child who used to
bi . homeless for most, or all, of his childhood no longer has to
wait.

To help them serve the children better, Sydney Duncan, Ex-
ecutive Director of Homes for Black Children, has drawn up a set
of four principles that she finds account for the success of her
agency.

First, Homes for Black Children sees its task, not as a job, but a
"cause" it iz important to define what is to be done and for whom
specifically. Success is to be measured in terms of product (the
number of .thildren placed), not process, i.e., man hours spent,
tests given, or some other professional activity.

Second, staff is committed to the cause, rather than to any pre-
conceptions regarding politics, life-styles, or "type" of adoptive
home. Only the applicant's capacity to love and parent a child is
regarded as relevant. Social workers usisally think of themselves
as accountable to fundgivers and voters, but Homes for Black
Children is to be accountable first to the black children they serve.
The staff refuses to be shackled by institutionalized procedures,
doing "it" a certain way just because "it" has always been done that
way.

Third, instead of focusing on statistical abstractions about need
for black adoptions, Homes for Black Children transposed statis-
tics into specific living children, placing the pictures and stories of
these children o- television and in the Detroit papers. Instead of
presenting the community with the "burden" of hard-to-place or
special-needs children, they showed the joy of Detroit black
families who were achieving parental satisfaction. Instead of dis-
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cussing racism or poverty, they presented a hundred specific chil-
dren who could have homes where they would get love, food, and
a place tc live in peace.

Fourth, as the adoption needs change, Homes for Black Chil-
dren changes its program to serve the new needs. After a year and
a half of operation, so many black infants had been placed that
there was a waiting list of families wishing to adopt. Homes for
Black Children accordingly began to focus more on the placement
of older children and "special" children. Other agencies are often
more concerned with obtaining financial support for themselves
than they are with orderly distribution of services." In addition,
Sydney Duncan has been personally very effective in persuading
the courts to deal with legal aspects of adoption in a more timely
fashion. When other agencies in Detroit realized what was hap-
pening, they altered their own practices to replicate this model in
other communities.

The Church: A Model for Self-Help
Recent studies have confirmed that the survival of urban neigh-

borhoods is closely tied in with the v;tality of its churches." For
example, the Reverend Johnny R. Youngblood of St. Paul's
Community Baptist Church in a low-income Brooklyn area is one
of many who are successfully using the church to leverage positive
changes in distressed neighborhoods.

"We had our back to the wall," said one deacon, recalling the
depths to which the church had fallen, "so we just turned him
loose, and see what happened.' A lot happened. Today the
church has 1,200 members, more than half of whom tithe. Two
years ago it moved into a spacious former synagogue in East New
York. Under Mr. Youngblood's leadership, St. Paul's has plans
for ambitious social projects, including a private junior high
school, a meeting place for tenant groups, and a center for the el-
derly. Like many black churches, it is feeling a new sense of ur-
gency, spurred by fears that the Reagan administration's cuts in

13. The New York TimesJanuary 14, 1972.
14. Roper Organization Report, "Private Initiatives and Public Values,"

The Roper Center for Public Opinion Research, survey report to American En-
terprise Institute, Washington, D.C., November 14-21, 1981.
EVAXX Incorporated report, "Grassroots Bbck Omnibus Poll," survey report
to the American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C., August 1981.

15. The New York Times, "In Poverty A Church Is Thriving," September 5,
1981.
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social programs will bring new hardship and scarcity into their
neighborhood. But their new urgency has also helped to bring the
traditional role of black churches into sharp focus.

Mr. Youngblood places great emphasis on education as a chief
means to combat poverty. He forsees the school as closely allied to
the church in helping the community to survive. The school is a
place where Christian values can permeate education, linking
manners and discipline to learning. St. Paul's is renovating a di-
lapidated building as its own junior high school. In addition, the
church has set up a scholarship fund upon which a growing num-
ber of members are calling to help finance a college education. At
the beginning of each new school semester, Mr. Youngblood takes
time during services to underscore the benefits of schooling. Re-
port cards are read aloud in church and praise and recognition of
achievement dist:ibuted. St. Paul's Baptist Church now spends
$25,000 per month in social services in its low-income Brooklyn
neighborhood, and is the driving force behind a new local effec-
tiveness in neighborhood collective action.

La Playa de Ponce, Puerto Rico
La Playa was long considered a place too dangerous to walk

through and was generally avoided by outsiders. Rates of juvenile
delinquency and crime ran twice as high as those of Ponce itself.
The district was written off as too problem-ridden for effective
programs of social reconstruction. Today, however, there has been
a dramatic reduction in youth crime and delinquency and a burst
of economic activity as a result of the work of Sister Ferre of the
Order of Missionary Servants of the Holy Trinity.

The Dispensario San Antonio, Inc., is a corporate name for the
original program founded in 1948 to provide health care, which is
the most critical need of neighborhood residents. Over the years,
it broadened its program activities and has evolved into a multi-
purpose, decentralized organization with programs in delinquency
prevention, alternative education, and community health and de-
velopment. A noted criminologist, Charles Silberman, after an
intensive five-year study of American juvenile justice, praised the
La Playa approach to youth problems as the best rehabilitation
program he has seen anywhere in our system."'

La Playa project has developed an interesting concept for alter-

16. Charles E. Silberman, Criminal Violence, Criminal Justice, (New York:
Random House, 1980) pp. 589-605.
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native and vocational education whitl it calls the Vocational En-
terprise Project. The vocational enterprise projects are broken
down into part-time, four-hour shifts so that as many participants
as possible can benefit from the education and vocational train-
ing. One such project is the silk screen greeting card enterprise.
During the first year of the enterprise, 6,000 cards were produced
in three months, using four people on a part-time basis. In 1980,
they improved their production methods with eight full-time peo-
ple and produced 24,000 cards. In 1981 they produced 50,000
cards.

La Playa's agriculture project grows coffee plant seedlings. De-
spite the fact that experts advised the La Playa project that coffee
could not be grown in the Ponce area, the group managed under
contract with the Agriculture Department of Puerto Rico to pro-
duce coffee plants for sale to coffee growers in the interior. The La
Playa project also generates revenue from a small pottery enter-
prise which provides youth employment and training. A new
project, just begun, is a book binding company. Although this
project is still technically in a vocational training stage, the rudi-
mentary equipment is in place and residents are being trained in
book binding techniques.

Jeff-Vander-Lou
In St. Louis a community organization called Jeff-Vander-Lou

began as an effort to combat the dislocation and costs to the neigh-
borhood associated with urban redevelopment. The community
set out to realize its own alternative housing plans in 1966. Under
the leadership of a clergyman, a retired school teacher and a local
shop owner, Jeff-Vander-Lou incorporated as a non-profit organ-
ization, learned how to attract financing from banks and lending
institutions and began to attack the whole roster of problems in
their dilapidated area. In the course of its development, Jeff-
Vander-Lou has become both an employer of its own local un-
employed and a resource counselor to the surrounding business
community.

By now, Jeff-Vander-Lou has constructed and rehabilitated over
800 housing units, more than $23 minim, worth. Besides complet-
ing the rehabilitation of a slum, the organization has expanded to
deal with both youth crime and with other business development
in the area. Their efforts brought in the Brown Shoe Company that
employs 435 local people in the community. Through a grant from
Monsanto, the organization has built a shopping mall into a ?o-
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tential capital resource with fixed capital outlay of $300 to $550
million in assets. The money from leases will return to the com-
munity for the continuation and expansion of capital-producing
programs.

These efforts have reduced local crime to the point that the area
is now insurable. Day-care centers, an emergency medical center,
and a sophisticated communications system have been established.
Other plans are being developed to meet specific community
nceds as they arise. Jeff-Vander-Lou is one of the most advanced
of the hundreds of thousands of local self-help activities expressing
themselves through a community mediating structure.

Barriers to Self-Help
The irony of these programs conceived and run by community

people, is that they operate outside the mainstream and are either
unknown or rejected by professional people responsible for devel-
oping programs for the poor. Often occupational regulations are
barriers that mediating structures face as they attempt to reach
their goal of self-reliance. Most regulatory policies are established
with the intention of "weeding out the quacks" and improving the
quality of services delivered. Most regulations, of course, have
done little of either. Instead, they have increased costs, created
markets for professional educators and severely limited the capa-
city of poor and minority communities to use their own members
as paid workers. Many of the people participating on state regula-
tory decision-making bodies are professionals themselves and often
act in protection of their guild.

For example, in Phillipsburg, Kansas, for twenty-three years
the Borum Gentle Care Home had provided shelter, food, and
care for thirteen elderly people too infirm to care for themselves
yet not so helpless that they needed a nursing home. The home
was located in their own neighborhood, in easy walking distance
of friends and stores, and operated without government aid. The
neighbors often aided it in times of stress. When the $305 monthly
charge was no longer sufficient to cover the rising cost of fuel and
food, six of the thirteen residents were unable to meet the in-
creased cost. The remaining seven received basic public assis-
tance, plus a $4.19-a-day housing supplement.

But with the $4.19 housing allowance came a list of both state
and federally mandated regulations: administratot must have
a bachelor's degree; the residents' every activity must be moni-
tored and recorded daily; intake forms must be filled out and so
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on. The regulations proposed would not, in fact, improve the well-
being of old people, even if they were affordable. If the Home is
forced to closeand the list of requirements makes this a possibil-
ity its residents w ill be compelled to go to a more expensive
nursing home, far from their families and friends, where they
would be cared for at far greater public expense and in excess of
their needs.

Building codes, zoning, and institutional certification provide
other examples of barriers to self-help. At a recent Public Poli:y
Week conference in Washington, D.C., Thomas Dewar, a noted
policy expert, cited some of the adverse effects public policy had
on urban neighborhood enterprise:

Building codes and zoning often add more costs onto neigh-
borhood enterprises than any other factor. Developed pri-
marily for new structures, they do no easily accommodate
adaptation of existing structures to new uses. Hcmebased
enterprises, cottage industries, child care services, and com-
munity alternatives to the institutionalization of your,g, old,
and unusual people frequently run up against significant and
costly requirements. They never seem to fit.

Furthermore, each agency has its own philosophy, staff,
and style. So instead of dealing with all the requiremen's at
once, in a coordinated fashion, they get strung out by a .ea-
rade of inspectors and prescriptions. This often leads to frus-
tration, anger, and fatigueand in a distressing number of
cases leads groups to "give up."

Community groups are often overwhelmed with the paper
work and changing guidelines that result from these kinds of
regulations. It saps energy and resources away from other
work, and deflates the enthusiasm so vital to these efforts.'7
TOG often the creativity and effectiveness of indigenous neigh-

borhood efforts are ignored by professionals and policy-makers
because they fail to understand or refuse to accept phenomena
outside of their own theoretical beliefs or because these programs
require skills they do not possess.

Professionals who dominate the policy-making apparatus have..
a seller's market in that professionals themselves decide when, to
whom, and how to serve. The result too often is the paradox of
careless care, leading many of the poor to conclude that they must

17. Thomas Dewar, *Barriers to Self-Development," unpublished paper
Nresented at an American Enterprise Institute conference, December 1981.
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be saved from their champions. Professional control over the
means of social help should not become an ideology. There is an
effective alternative in the mediating structures approach.

These are some of the facts we should keep in mind as policy to-
ward human service delivery and economic development is de-
bated. First, to empower a class of trained specialists as social
helpers is also to generate a class of client dependents whose so-
called deficiencies the helpers themselves define as requiring help.
In this system, dients and helpers remain forever unequals and
outsiders to each other. In turn, help that presupposes a deficient
client undermines the self-respect and positive initiatives of the
client and generally exacerbates his problems.

Professionally conceived and publicly funded social help also
generates a helper industry that, unlike a business, is not sup-
ported by the buyers of its product. Accordingly, having no par-
ticular accountability to its dients, it operates a seller's market.
This means that difficult cases and people can be rejected as falling
outside the scope of the service, and clients served can be neglected
at best and positively injured at worst. Since professionals also
control the criteria of professional success and the definitions of its
categories of clients and their needs, professional services can sur-
vive any malfeasance and continue in business, unlike a friend-
ship, a family, or even a true market enterprise. Professionals
themselves determine whether they have succeeded or failed and,
if the latter, what the remedy should be.

Thus the self-perpetuating service irdustry perversely e.;:tends
the very problems it purports to solve. The presence of IN .blic
money for service, where service delivery is through an imper-
sonal agency, provides an incentive to keep people in need, and a
disincentive to solve social problems and conditions that generate
clients. Service workers can be found actively extending their own
control through manipulating treatment and the categories of the
treated at the expense of those exposed to their help. In effect,
public funds underwrite an industry that benefits staffers at the
expense of their clients, and *the helping hand strikes again."

In contrast, the sensitivity and effectiveness of the mediating
structures is being demonstrated daily in our urban communities.
The low ccst alone of such services warrants our consideration
and support of them.
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